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There photographs have been supplied 
to Beaded Wheels by Wayne Richards. 
They were found by Charlie Black 
while he was having a tidy-up in his 
garage. The photos are thought to have 
been taken pre-1920 in Tasmania, 
Australia.

PHOTOGRAPHS REQUIRED
Submissions of suitable prints and 
information (where available) are welcome 
from all Beaded Wheels readers.
Please send original photographs of 
historical interest with any available 
information to  
Beaded Wheels, PO Box 13140, 
Christchurch 8141. Laserprints/
photocopies are not suitable. Photos will be 

returned as soon as practicable.



Check out the host of vehicles for sale 
in our marketplace, page 33.

Allan Wylie gets behind the wheel of a 
rather special De Dion, page 28.

Wallace McNair & Anne Thomson 
took the Delage for a bit of a run...
from Peking to Paris, page 16. 
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type at Chelsea, and is also used as everyday transport around the 
North Shore.
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president’s message

Taupo Branch recently celebrated 
their 40th anniversary. I was privileged to 
attend the celebratory luncheon along with 
Dianne and Geoff Quarrie. Taupo is one 
of our smaller branches as far as member-
ship is concerned and it is a credit to 
them for the enthusiasm and camaraderie 
they have shown over the years. There 
are a number of branches celebrating their 
formation and it’s a credit to past as well as 
present members that we belong to such a 
successful organisation. We should all be 
proud of these achievements.

Kevin Clarkson our Beaded Wheels 
chairman has been busier than usual in 
the last couple of months as he has under-
taken the task of ensuring that all copies 
of Beaded Wheels and Guff Sheets are 
recorded electronically. The Guff Sheets 
were the forerunner to Beaded Wheels 
when the VCC was originally formed. The 
electronic version will be completed for 
the March Executive Meeting and will be 
available to branches after this date. The 
format is very user friendly and the search 
facilities and capability will certainly 
surprise most. Look out for this after the 
March Executive Meeting.

Also at the March meeting we will be 
having an address from Land Transport 
New Zealand officials. This will be 
followed by questions and so as to ensure 
they are able to answer these specifically 
we ask that branches submit questions 
from members in writing by end of January 
2008 to the National Office.

I expressed an expectation at the 
Executive Meeting and the AGM that 
“At the conclusion of the meeting it is 
your responsibility to ensure your branch 
members are fully informed of the business 
transacted and this should take the form of 
a written report available to all members.”

It is quite interesting to read reports 
in branch magazines in the following 
weeks. One topic that was bought up and 
generated reasonable discussion was that 
of the definition of a road. While this was 
recorded in most reports the outcome of 
these discussions was left out in many. 
The result is that some misconceptions 
of the rule have developed and also some 
concern. If the full details had been 
reported most of this would be averted.

In short the topic covered the defini-
tion of a road, it includes a farm paddock 

if the gate is open, a farm track if it 
is accessible without opening a gate, any 
driveway — farm, urban or suburban, any 
public area that is not fenced such as a 
beach, park etc.

This is not a new rule, and doesn’t 
present any problems for us as law abiding 
citizens in general daily driving. It is our 
understanding that it was introduced a 
number of years ago to prevent people 
driving onto private property to avoid a 
pursuing law enforcement officer and also 
to widen the definition of a road so as to 
allow prosecutions to take place if someone 
ran amok in a public place. This was 
apparently the case where a motorcyclist 
did this in the foyer of the Christchurch 
library some years ago.

Over the last couple of months Tony 
Bartlett has been looking at the implica-
tions that Bio Fuels and Carbon Credits 
will have on the activities of our Club. 
This has been quite a task and I extend 
my appreciation to Tony for his work in 
this field. 

Our North Island Club Captain Rob 
Knight, and wife, Pat, have been visiting 
overseas since before the AGM. Rob has 
been keeping us up to date with their 
journey and creating some envy amongst 
us. Many Vintage motoring-related activi-
ties have been included and Rob and Pat 
have done a wonderful job of promoting 
the VCC on their journey and have 
generated a lot of interest for the Vero 
2012 Rally to be held in Wanganui. 

As I write this, Christmas is seven 
weeks away. With the warmer weather 
approaching many of you will be enjoying 
motoring your older vehicles. I’m sure you 
will all respect faster traffic and pull over 
and allow these vehicles to pass safely. 

Finally, Gaynor and I wish you all 
Season’s Greetings and hope you all have 
a happy and safe holiday. 

 Greg Terrill

as we see it

It is with sadness I report that Beaded 
Wheels committee member, Robin Wells, 
passed away on 5 November 2007. Robin 
was a valued member of the committee 
since November 1999 and attended 
every meeting possible during that time, 
including the most recent meeting on 29 
October. During proofing we often looked 
to Robin to provide us with definitive 
guidance when it came to the correct 
usage of the apostrophe, as well as other 
more difficult aspects of punctuation. His 
proofing was always well done and he was 
excellent at getting his point across in his 
own quiet gentlemanly way. We will all 
miss Robin, and we express our deepest 
sympathy to Margaret and the family.

Allan Wylie has given us the benefit of 
his technical expertise over the last two 
years and he has had much other valuable 
input along the way. He is now moving 
on from the committee member role and 
while that leaves a gap the gain for us is 
that I believe that we may be the recipient 
of some excellent articles from him in the 
future. He has done an excellent Behind 
The Wheel for us in this issue and I hope 
he will have more time in the future for 
such contributions. Allan departs with our 
best wishes for the future and grateful 
thanks for the work he has done with us.

Rob Knight’s column, Sounding The 
Brass, is always well received, even if you 
don’t have a Veteran yet, and the normal 
expectation is that he will keep it to about 
one page in length. We are making an 
exception this issue. Rob’s story is so well 
written and so interesting that we have 
decided to print  it over two issues. Long 
it may be, but it will make great Christmas 
holiday reading. I hope you agree with us 
that it was worth including in toto.

Beaded Wheels committee wishes you 
all the best for the Christmas season and 
the New Year.

 Kevin Clarkson 
 Chairman, Beaded Wheels



DECEMBER
 1 North Shore Swap Meet
 1 Otago Moped Run
 1 North Otago Windsor Rally
 1 Gore RSA Diggers Run
 1-2 Wairarapa 25th Gold Medal M/C Tour
 2 Auckland Gymnic
 9 Northland Gymnic
 9 Otago Christmas BBQ
 9 Rotorua Christmas Barbeque Run
 9 South Otago Christmas Run
 15 Canterbury Veteran Picnic
 15 Far North Christmas “Cruising Down the 

River”
 16 Horowhenua Christmas Party
 16 Nelson Christmas Picnic Run
 24 Southland Hokonui Hill Climb
 26 Canterbury Boxing Day Run

JANUARY
 1 Ashburton New Year’s Day Run & BBQ
 1 Banks Peninsula New Year’s Day Picnic
 1 South Canterbury Fairlie Parade
 5 Far North Autospectacular at Taipa 
 6 Wairarapa Coastal Run

 13 Nelson Picnic at Rabbit Island
 13 Waikato Moped (Blue Smoke & Pedals)
 15 Far North Summer Picnic “A Touch of 

Tuscany”
 19  North Shore DECO-LICIOUS  (Deco Girls 

Day Out) Vintage Bring & Buy
 19-20 North Shore Summer Saunter Tour 

(Whangarei)
 19-20 Wellington Biennial Motorcycle Rally
19-20   Nelson     Antiques & Retro Show.
 20 Otago Jackson Rally
 20 Rotorua Car Show Village Green
 20 Southland Club Open Day
 21 Wellington 50 Years Motorcycle Run
 26 Ashburton Annual Rally
 26-28 Bay of Plenty Anniversary Weekend Rally
 26-28 Gore Safari
 27 Banks Peninsula Restoration Run
 27 Otago Brighton Run
 27 South Canterbury Ladies Run 
 28 Northland Walk a Beach Run
 19-21 Wanganui Burma Rally  

FEBRUARY
 1-3 Banks Peninsula Skope Classic Racing
 2 Southland Southland Rally
 3 Wairarapa Fun Run
 8-10 Banks Peninsula Levels Classic Racing
 9 Waimate Waimate Wallaby Run
 9-10 Canterbury Annual M/C Rally
 12-14 Nelson Founders Prince Henry Tour
 15-17 Hawke’s Bay Art Deco Rally
 16 Auckland Veteran Rally
 16 Far North Southern Raid
 16-17 Gore Speed Fest
 16-17 Nelson National Veteran Rally
 17 Otago Vintage Venture
 17 South Canterbury Chairman’s Run
 23 East B O P East Coast Rally
 23 Gore Festival Rally
 23 Manawatu Ruahine Ramble
 23 North Otago All British Day
 23 Wellington Triangular Veteran Rally
 23-24 Canterbury Annual Rally
 23 Otago SFOS Hill Climb

While Beaded Wheels makes every attempt to check the accuracy of the dates published in this column we advise readers to confirm all dates with the individual branch concerned.

VCC Events This list of events is compiled from the VCCNZ National Calendar of Events, and branch events  
as listed in each branch newsletter. Any deletions, additions, alterations need to be notified to 
Beaded Wheels by the Branch Secretary before 10th of month prior to magazine publication
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Full mechanical workshop for repairs with reconditioned water pumps, 
distributors, steering boxes, starter motors etc in stock.

Cast Iron brake drums front & rear with full brake floater kits.

Also large range of used parts available.  
Flat fan belts made to order.

Suppliers of Silicone Brake Fluid, 
White Wall tyre cleaner, Gas Tank 
Sealer, High-tension lead and 
coloured wire. Black loom covering in 
a range of sizes also in stock.

Veteran & Vintage Cars
Office & Showroom 207 Buckland Rd, Mangere, Auckland. All correspondence to PO Box 43009 Mangere Auckland.
Phone 09 275 5316 Fax 09 275 6882 Email vet.vin@xtra.co.nz and website www.veteranvintagecars.co.nz

   New Zealand’s leading stockist of

Model A & Model T parts

Veteran & Vintage Cars Ltd
New Zealand’s largest supplier of 
VETERAN & VINTAGE TYRES 

for all cars and motorbikes.
TYRE SPECIALS

Metric Beaded edge tyres, limited stocks available.

710 x 90  (21")  @ $336.45
815 x 105  (24")  @ $427.40
820 x 120  (22")  @ $427.40
895 x 135  (23")  @ $502.15
875 x 105  (26")  @ $469.40

MOTORCYCLE TYRES
26 X 3 Coker Black Button  @ $400.00
26 X 2½ Coker Black Button @ $400.00
28 X 3 Coker White Button  @ $657.00
28 X 2¼ Firestone White  @ $687.00

All Prices Incl GST

Drop in for coffee/tea have a chat and a look around while visiting the friendly Aucklanders, (jaffa Just Another Famously Friendly Aucklander ) 
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VCCNZ INC NATIONAL OFFICE, 
PO Box 2546, Christchurch 8140 
ph 03 366 4461 fax 03 366 0273  

email admin@vcc.org.nz www.vcc.org.nz

1 March 2008 — Executive Meeting 
 Question time with a Land Transport Represenative

At the Executive Meeting in March 2008, a Land Transport staff 
member will be available to answer questions. Any questions (not 
in relation to a personal issue but in general) should be forwarded 
to the National Office no later than 15 February and these will be 
collated and put forward by a management committee member at 
the meeting. Due to timing and the number of requests that may 
be received, we cannot guarantee all questions and answers will be 
dealt with at that time.

Request for Membership Updated details 
In October all members were sent a list of details recorded on 

the Club’s database. Please take note of this information and if 
alterations are required, return it with any relevant changes as 
soon as possible.

Historic Racing Licence
Don’t forget that to enter any VCC Speed Event, you require 

a Historic Racing Licence. You can obtain an application form 

either through your Branch Secretary or the National Office. 
Please remember that the payment of $22.50 must be attached to 
the completed application form at the time of applying and the 
pass is valid for five years. Financial VCC membership must be 
held. Any vehicle used in a VCC Speed Event must hold a valid 
VCC ID Card.

VCC ID Card application forms
Please remember that all members should have their ID Card 

applications processed by their own branch. If for some reason 
another branch is processing the application, it should include 
written confirmation from the member’s branch that they are 
happy for the application to be completed by another branch. This 
should be included with the application when sent through to the 
National Office. 

I would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone a very 
happy and safe Christmas and New Year.

Interested in joining the Vintage Car Club? Our website www.vcc.org.nz has membership application forms and your local branch contact 
details. You may also contact your local branch directly for application forms and details.

national office news

Classic Tyres

PETER WOODEND
Ph 07 571 5525 • Fax 07 571 5526

Mobile 025 605 4040 PO Box 2245, Tauranga
Email: classic_tyres@wave.co.nz
Website: www.classictyres.co.nz

DUNLOP wire wheels, splines, knock-on caps, spokes and rims for 
HEALEY, JAGUAR, MG, MORGAN, RILEY, TRIUMPH, ETC. White wall trims

for all Veteran Vintage & Classic Cars 1888-1970
DUNLOP, AVON, LESTER, UNIVERSAL, EXCELSIOR, DENMAN, 
FIRESTONE, COKER CLASSIC & DIMENSION IV RADIALS etc,  

also Dunlop racing tyres.

Contact
Otaihanga Road (off State Highway 1)

Paraparaumu, New Zealand
Phone 04 297 1221 • Fax 04 297 0503

email: southward@kapiti.co.nz
www.southward.org.nz

OPEN 9am - 4.30pm

CLOSED only on Christmas 

Day, Good Friday and 

Anzac morning

SOUTHWARD
MUSEUM TRUST

INCORPORATED

Car Museum

Conference Centre

Restaurant

Theatre



mailbag 
The editorial committee reserve the right to  publish, edit or 
refuse publication of any item  submitted as comment. The 
views expressed herein are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily express the policy or views of the Vintage Car 
Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or the publishers.

New Zealand can you get away with driving 
them anywhere near such silly speeds?

Maurice Hendry

Dear Sir
Please find an updated version of the 

photo featured in Grant Hitchings’ story 
printed in Beaded Wheels issue 287.

This was taken on a recent run over 

Dansey’s Pass. The road has been improved 
immensely and the car model has changed, 
the sign has vanished and the people are 
John and Judith Miller, John Chynoweth 
and Stewart Townshend.

John & Liz Chynoweth

Dear Sir
I have recently purchased what 

appears to be a 1912 Alldays & Onions 
12/14hp and am about to start the dating 
process whilst finishing the restoration 
with a new body and a lick of paint. My 
challenge is, with apparently fewer than 
20 cars left worldwide and perhaps only 
four or five of the 4 cylinder models, I 
am sadly lacking in reference material.  
If anyone has any information, photos, 
articles on these cars it would be hugely 
appreciated. My email address is richard@
difflock.com and I would be more than 
happy to reimburse the costs of repro-
ducing and posting copies as I realise I 
am not exactly around the corner. 
I am putting what scant information I 
have on my homepage which can be found 
at http://homepage.ntlworld.com/rmdover/ 
Many thanks

Richard Dover, Glasgow, Scotland

Dear Sir
Last year we established the Jewett 

“Six” Registry here in the USA. We would 
appreciate it if you would notify any of your 
club members, who own Jewett automo-
biles, of our existence and intentions as 
described in the below Mission Statement.

“Mission – To register all 1922 through 
1926 Jewett “Six” automobiles and their 
owners, internationally, for the purpose 
of maintaining the history of these fine 
automobiles and establishing a network of 
information between owners. Est. 2006.”

We have presently registered 16 automo-
biles here in the USA, four in Canada 
and four in Sweden. We do know there 
is at least one car in New Zealand and 
possibly another in Australia. We are also 
searching for one car in Uruguay and one 
in Mexico as well as 18 others here in the 
USA. 

We have a web site under construction 
which should be completed soon. Please 
visit our site and see what we have done 
so far. 

Thank you for your consideration. 
Motoring on

Doug Thamert, Registrar
P.O. Box 738
Patagonia, Arizona  85624-0738
USA
Email: jewettsix@yahoo.com
Web site: www.jewettsix.com

Dear Sir 
The photo supplied by James Welsh 

in Beaded Wheels 288 Oct/Nov 2007 is a 
Warrick built between 1910-1924. The one 
in the picture appears to be around 1918 
due to the havy duty wheels. We have a 
1914 Warrick fully restored with a milk 
cart type body fitted. 

Some general information is below.
Warrick – Type 3 wheeler – Year 1914

John Warrick was a top rate gunsmith 
who abandoned his trade to become an 
agent for ‘The Monarch Carrier’, a trades-
man’s box tricycle. He also began working 

for the manufacturing company, TW 
Pitt, as an engineer and invented many 
new features which were subsequently 
patented.

In 1910 competition appeared in the 
form of the Auto Carrier which became 
very popular. Warrick purchased one and 
had his chief engineer, Mr Lambourne, 
dismantle it. A short time after, the 
‘Warrick Motor Carrier’ appeared. Initially 

Dear Sir
Though I enjoy Beaded Wheels 

immensely I have to take umbrage at 
Scott Thomsons’ article in the August/
September edition regarding rallies.

I use Vintage cars on a daily basis and 
on the whole enjoy the experience of ‘real’ 
driving on good or challenging roads with 
such amazing scenery.

I also enjoy sharing these experiences 
with others on rallies throughout the 
country. Almost without exception VCC 
members are considerate and thoughtful 
drivers who would not want to delay 
anybody intentionally. We all pay our 
taxes and have every right to use all of 
New Zealand’s highways. It is not our fault 
that the majority of these main highways 
are still single lane or that the average 
modern car is now so powerful that we 
appear slow in comparison.

I accept that spacing between groups 
of cars on rallies should be sensible but 
this can be no more of a problem than 
a convoy of trucks, caravans or camper 
vans.

One problem that does need addressing 
is the aggressive and arrogant attitude of a 
large number of today’s drivers. This is not 
only dangerous but has given this country 
the dubious honour of having some of the 
worst drivers in the world.

VCC drivers work hard to keep alive 
a part of New Zealand’s national heritage 
which gives pleasure to many.

They should be encouraged and 
rewarded for that, not forced off the road 
by legislation.

Nigel Wells

Dear Sir
There is certainly food for thought 

in Scott Thomson’s story “Stop Vintage 
Rallies NOW!” in your latest issue.

I could never see the point of the silly 
habit in England of racing the guts out of 
elderly, valuable and historic cars.

However, it is hard to understand 
Scott’s claim that even cars of 30 years 
ago are no longer fast by todays standards. 
My 1964 Cadillac was built not 30, but 
44 years ago (late 1963). I used to cruise 
quietly at 110mph with my wife listening 
to the stereo and our two youngsters 
chatting happily to us from the back seat 
as they played Ludo. What make can do 
much better than that today! (Speedo was 
accurate to 3%)

Of course today if you are daft enough, 
you can buy 200mph cars – but where in 
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John and Judith Miller, John Chynoweth and 
Stewart Townshend.
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it was seen as a blatant copy, but there 
were subtle differences, such as a slightly 
larger engine and a four point mounting 
– as opposed to the three point of the 
A.C. The rear wheel incorporated a Roc 
based epicycle gear and clutch and was 
much heavier in construction. Sales to, 
and endorsement from, the large depart-
ment store of Selfridges also aided sales of 
the Warrick.

Both the AC and the Warrick were 
prone to rolling on their single rear wheel, 
causing much chain breaking and nervous-
ness. A transverse stabiliser bar with radius 
rods fixed this. Another frequent problem 
was the ash frame breaking, particularly 
the load bearing area but the introduction 
of a pressed steel frame cured this.

A reverse gear was in use by 1912 and 
front brakes were an optional extra by 
1915, again devised by Mr Lambourne.

Exports of the Warrick were reasonable, 
and those imported into New Zealand 
came as chassis only, with the bodies being 
built to local requirements. Passenger 
bodies for the Star newspaper were one 
such variant.

Trevor and Collen Carston

Dear Sir,
I am impressed by the way you or your 

team takes some text and photos and puts 
them into an attractive format.

My last article on the MG Montlhéry 
Midget was either edited (which is to 
be expected) or the draft copy was used 
missing out a couple of salient facts:

Lawrence is running a high ratio diff for 
relaxed cruising in the Montlhéry which 
is reflected in the fact that his car is doing 
3000rpm at 60mph whilst the J2 with the 
standard ratio is doing 4000rpm at 60mph.

This accounts for the Montlhéry’s lack 
of torque on hills, and also it’s apparent 
lack of enthusiasm for revs in the higher 
gears.

The following paragraph was also 
missing, and it is of interest because of 
the 44 cars built, the first 15  were rushed 
together:

“Straight off, the cars were successful in 
competition, the first 15 cars were rushed 
together in the twelve days prior to the 
Double Twelve-hour race of May 1931, with 

midnight oil, incessant phone calls and 
literally thousands of miles of motoring 
chasing materials from suppliers.

Four teams of three cars were entered 
finishing in the first five places at the end 
of the second day, winning, at the same 
time, the team prize and all class awards 
with only faulty valve spring problems.”

Many thanks,
Keith Humphreys

Dear Sir
The mystery three wheeler pictured on 

the inside front cover of Beaded Wheels 
Oct/Nov is an A.C. made by Autocars 
& Accessories Ltd of Thames Ditton in 
Surrey, England.

It has a single cylinder engine under the 
seat, a two speed epicyclic 
gear and tiller steering. 
Referring to the Georgano 
Encyclopaedia of Motorcars, 
an A.C. Sociable is pictured 
which has identical rear leaf 
springing and rear wheel 
hub. This also states that 
the company were founded 
in 1908, thus giving an 
earliest date for the picture.

It is interesting to 
note what appears to be a 
hinged occasional seat on 
the off side — maybe for 
the precarious ‘outrider’ 
to tell the driver where he 
is going, as visibility is far 
from ideal!

Congrats on your 
excellent publication.

Chas Moody

Dear Sir,
I am trying  to find 

out what ever became 
of my 1922 Henderson 
Deluxe Motor Cycle which 
was stolen from the old 
Clarendon Hotel opposite 
the then Napier Post Office, 
approximately 58 years ago.

It was traced by the police to the Lake 
Waikaremoana Hotel. Unfortunately I was 
unable to follow up this lead as the wooden 
Police Station in Byron St was burnt down 
with all relevant documentaiton.

When I first discovered this old four 
cylinder motorcycle, it was a basket case 
lying scattered in the dark recesses of a 
garage in Hastings Street named City 
Motors, owned by a Mr Hunter at the 
time.

I would be most interested to hear from 
anyone that has come in contact with this 
piece of motorcycling history and who can 

tell me anything regarding its journeys and 
mysterious disappearance.

John Croft
58 Coronation Street, Paeroa 3600.

Dear Sir
It is some years since I came across a 

copy of your worthy magazine. I scrounged 
No 286 from Gay and Derek Dixon at our 
VCC meeting last week, and marvelled 
at the coverage your magazine has of 
both islands. I have under my house a 
TA14 Alvis shooting brake which up until 
last Easter lived around Nelson. I have 
just had our first rally in it and am well 
pleased with the car. It was restored by 
John McCorkindale and served him very 
well. I think it is only right for me to ask 

through your members to fill in the time 
the car spent in New Zealand. This history 
should stay with the car. Any box brownie 
snap would be most welcome or a history 
of when the car changed hands during its 
years of service. So if your readers know 
or could try and locate previous owners 
by playing sleuths and tracking down 
addresses I would appreciate any informa-
tion.

Dale Harley
Phone 07 3219 1141
84 Crewe St,  Mt Gravatt 4122
Queensland, Australia 
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THE WAY WE WERE
Words Grant Hitchings 

I met Gordon Matthews at the 2006 
Canterbury Branch Swap Meet. He is 
Chairman of our Far North Branch 

and, with a few of his fellow Branch 
members, undergoing a spell of R and R in 
Christchurch over our swap meet weekend. 
This pilgrimage seems to be an annual 
event on their branch calendar. The 
meeting had been hurriedly arranged by 
Betty Wallace, my Archivist colleague, on 
the premise that it may open the way for 
a future TWWW article. Unfortunately I 
found it rather uncomfortable, even embar-
rassing, in that I had not a clue on what 
constituted the Far North branch or really 
any branch north of “the Bridge”. But then 
the result of a snap poll conducted later by 
myself among fellow members confirmed 

that I was far from alone in my ignorance. 
The margin of error was probably the only 
positive thing to arise.

Gordon did say that if I wished to visit 
the Far North his branch would host me, 
which I considered generous, and he also 
suggested that I make my trip at the end 
of April to allow me to participate in their 
Brian Parker Memorial Rally.

Before heading up there I ferreted 
around in our archive and sorted out the 
centre of activities for the Vintage Car 
Club in Northland. As my map shows, 
there are four main Branches, North Shore, 
Wellsford/Warkworth, Northland with 
Whangarei as its centre and Far North 
Branch. There is also a fully constituted 
sub-branch at Dargaville where its 40 or so 
members organise their own meetings and 
events although still under the wing of the 
Northland Branch. There is a cross-over of 
membership in all branches, some living in 
Whangarei preferring Far North member-
ship and so on. I was told later that the 
branches co-operated well with each other. 
I also researched a little information on 
Gordon Matthews himself. 

He attended Whangarei Boys High 
School and left in 1952. He and his 
brother then formed a business partnership 
with their father working the family farm. 
During this time Gordon attended the 
local night school taking a panel beating 
and mechanical engineering course. He 
eventually started a contracting business 

which involved a shale quarry, earth-
moving and transport operations. A large 
portion of his spare time seems to have 
been occupied serving on various organi-
sations, mostly associated with farming, 
and he was president of the Mangonui A 
and P Assoc. for many years, eventually 
being awarded Life Membership. He was 
also a member of the Mangonui Volunteer 
Fire Brigade for 33 years, seven of these 
as Chief Fire Officer, and was given Life 
Membership of the Brigade on retirement.

Evidently, at a meeting on 23 June 1975 
in Whangarei, it was proposed that a sub- 
branch of the Northland Branch be formed 
and later in November this was actioned. 
Gordon Matthews was to be chairman of 
this sub-branch and his brother Winston 
was to serve on the committee. The main 
centre of population for the sub-branch 
was Kaitaia and it was intended to cater for 
members in the area of Northland above 
this township to North Cape. In 1991 the 
sub-branch wound up and the Far North 
Branch established, with its base of opera-
tions at the coastal settlement of Taipa, 
which seemed strange until I found that a 
large proportion of members lived in this 
area which made the choice logical. The 
Branch have a club night and a full club 
run once a month with a mid-week social 
get-together to dine out, or just kick tyres, 
monthly as well. When I was there the 
branch membership stood at about 150.

Far North Branch VCC Clubrooms, Aurere, Doubtless Bay, 2005

Vintage Car Club of New Zealand  
Areas of Branch Responsibility  

North of Auckland
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The actual branch headquarters is at 
Aurere, a few miles north of Taipa. Gordon 
and Winston Matthews were raised on the 
family farm in this area and both eventu-
ally obtained their own properties, farming 
mainly sheep and cattle. Gordon then 
formed the contracting company and when 
it had developed sufficiently his farm was 
taken over by his son while he managed 
the business. When the branch decided it 
needed a clubroom Winston made a section 
of his farm available for leasing and the 
club erected a Skyline garage on this land, 
although the committee meetings were still 
held in private homes. A redundant school 
building was obtained and placed alongside 
the garage and all branch activities were 
then centred there.

It has a parts area and the barn alongside 
is now the cookhouse complete with an 
enclosed mechanical barbeque of sufficient 
size to roast three lambs, and alongside 
two stainless steel tubs for deep frying 
kumera and potato. I gained the impres-
sion early that the branch considered they 
were up with the best at catering and after 
sampling the meal provided after the rally 
I had to agree. Parking is no problem either 
with the cattle paddocks surrounding the 
clubrooms available, although visitors 
should watch their step and a torch is a 
definite must at night.

Winston Matthews has his own museum 
near the clubroom and I found it very 
interesting with some nice 30s and 40s 
American cars in evidence along with 
many other exhibits.

State Highway 10 runs through a large 
part of the branch area and is quite heavily 
trafficked and with the distances involved 
in commuting even to the start of rallies 
(50 miles in our case) members are tending 
towards 50s, 60s and 70s cars of large 

capacity with American parentage. My 
host, Gordon Matthews, drives an eight 
cylinder Buick and there was a large 
percentage of similar cars on the run. 
Ground-up restoration of vehicles is now 
not so popular in the area, members prefer-
ring to buy instead. One of the effects of 
TradeMe I suppose.

The Brian Parker Memorial Run is their 
main annual event. Brian died of a brain 
tumour at age 27, when he was underway 
with the rebuilding of a 1929 Plymouth 
coupe. It was given to the branch who 
completed its reconstruction and made 
it available for club use. It is housed in 
Winston’s museum. The run itself is a day 
event finishing back at the clubrooms for 
an evening meal.

The Auto Spectacular is another major 
undertaking. It is held at the rugby grounds 
in Taipa and features car displays, arts and 
crafts, food stalls and vehicle part sales. 
This is the main fund raiser for the branch 
and is held in January.

The Far North Tour is organised by the 
Northland Branch, usually starting from 
Whangarei and finishing at the local rugby 
club pavilion in Taipa, where the evening 
meal is ably provided by a team under the 
direction of Winston Matthews.

Among other branch activities are 
the Molloy Trophy, the Dunny Run and 
Gymkhana, Far North vs Northland, a 
Mothers Day Run and also a weekend 
campout in March shared with Dargaville 
sub-branch.

I enjoyed my time with the Far North 
Branch and would like to think I will 
meet members again at future VCC events.
During the Brian Parker Memorial Rally 
I spent the morning section riding in a 
Citroen with Nancy and Brad Topp. This 
part of the rally went via KeriKeri through 

some private farms until reaching the Bay 
of Islands and then to Paihia. After lunch 
I hitched a ride in the oldest car on the 
run, a 1928 Ford Model A tourer (with the 
hood up) driven by Jack Algie with wife 
Kathy as navigator. Nearing retirement, 
both are involved with the activities of 
the Baptist Church in Whangarei, where 
Jack is the Pastor. As the afternoon trip 
progressed I realised that Jack was definitely 
an extrovert — never happier than when 
involved in a group discussing almost 
anything. Where Jack is, there is always 
good humour and laughter. Although his 
first love is to the Deity and his wife Kathy, 
his Model A comes in a very close second. 
(sic) 

A large section of the route, mainly 
through afforestation, was rough shingle 
track that had been affected by the recent 
heavy rains and Kathy was bounced about 
in the back seat of the car all the way. 
At the end, in discussion, she mentioned 
that she had not been well and found the 
trip tiring. In answer then to my obvious 
question as to why she had not been resting 
at home she replied simply that as Jack’s 
old car was his interest and hobby she felt 
it her duty to support and encourage him. 
After the evening meal, at about 9 o’clock 
on a very dark and damp Northland night, 
Jack and Kathy climbed aboard their Model 
A and, after travelling some 60 miles from 
Whangarei to the rally start, negotiating 
the 105 mile rally route through mainly 
rough forest tracks, they were then facing a 
two and a half hour ride over the hills back 
from Taipa to Whangarei, their transport 
old, draughty and unheated. 

Meeting people such as these makes 
compiling TWWW so rich and enjoyable. 
 bw

way we were

Matthews collection, Taipa. Jack Algie and “Big Green”.
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This car was previously owned by the late Gary Donaldson. 
His intention was to restore it and he was about half way 
through taking it to bits when, unfortunately, he passed 

away in 1994. Gary’s mother asked me to try to sell the car for her 
but there was little interest from prospective purchasers. I then 
made her an offer myself which was accepted. At this point I did 
not realise how hard the restoration would be. Anyone who has 
restored a vehicle which has been pulled to bits by someone else 
would know what I mean!

This car was originally purchased in 1938 by a Bertha Rickard, 
later to change her name by marriage to Baker. Many years later 
her son, Wally Baker, used the car for towing a Cooper 500 to the 
Waimate 50 race meetings and other events. I believe she kept the 
car until 1983 when it was purchased by Gary.

When I took the engine in to be reconditioned the guy in 
the workshop mentioned that his neighbour had a garage full of 
Vauxhall parts and I should go and see her as they were about to 
sell the house and needed to empty the garage. I followed this lead 
and the neighbour turned out to be Gary’s sister. There were a lot 
of parts, including some I needed to complete my engine overhaul 
and even some new door skins for a PA Vauxhall. I bought the lot, 
kept what I needed and donated the rest to the South Canterbury 
Branch parts shed. 

Bruce Ardel from Fordell, just out of Wanganui, has a big stock 
of spares for old cars and I bought his last set of new brake cables 
for a Vauxhall 14. I had to rebuild the knee actions and one of the 
interesting things about these is that many don’t understand how 
they work and some thought they should put grease nipples in the 
hydraulic fluid fill hole thinking they were greasing the bearings! 
One of the modifications I did do was to get high-grade bronze 
bushes made for these and it will be interesting to see how they 
last.

The body was quite good although there was a lot of rust around 
the boot area. The car was originally painted maroon but I have 
changed it to blue. The upholstery was leather and I thought that 
I might redo it in leather but decided this would be too expensive 
so re-upholstered it in vinyl which has turned out rather well. I had 
some problems getting the brakes right but eventually succeeded. 
Another modification I made was to chrome the headlamps, rather 
than paint them, as the painted finish is easier to damage when 
accessing the engine. A very good set of tyres came with the car so 
that saved a lot of expense.

I enjoyed restoring the car and am very pleased that it drives so 
well. I look forward to running it in the next Mt Cook Rally. bw

1938 Vauxhall 14 DX - Restoration
Words and Photos Ron Cooper
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Auckland’s weather forecast was 
terrible for the weekend, rain 
or heavy showers on both days. 

Fortunately the Waitemata Branch organ-
isers had scheduled a rain date, perhaps to 
compensate for holding the 2007 Chelsea 
Hillclimb rather earlier in spring than 
usual.

That brought results, although perhaps 
not quite what anybody had in mind. 
Spring’s customary cold south-westerlies 
hadn’t yet developed and the weather was 
calm and almost mild, ideal for storming 
up a suburban sealed private driveway.

And the rain? Auckland stayed dry all 
Saturday, although heavy clouds to the 
north and south suggested something 
different there. Sunday morning dawned 
partly cloudy, eminently suitable for 
rushing up hills, and the Chelsea Sugar 
Works’ lower car park was soon filled with 
an assortment of sporting cars and motor-

cycles, plus trailers and towing vehicles. 
Drivers, too.

Thirty-four cars and bikes lined up for 
this year’s Chelsea. In the past, entries of 
higher-powered sports cars from the 1950s 
and ’60s haven’t been accepted, lest their 
drivers get carried away with the spirit of 
rapid motoring and do damage to Chelsea’s 
park-like surroundings when falling off the 
road. There have been exceptions, partic-
ularly with the more historic cars, but 
generally the emphasis has been on the 
older side of sporting motors and spectators 
have been treated to the sight of myriad 
Austin 7 specials buzzing up the hill. 

Not that there was any lack of our 
‘erbert’s devices this year, with seven of 
them under the command of eight drivers. 
Branch Chairman Martin Cooper sport-
ingly allowed Ryan McDonald to better 
his time by 4½ seconds to be the second 
fastest Austin, but Steve Aldersley’s 37.31 
was unbeatable by some three seconds. 

The other Austins ranged out to 48.82 in 
varying degrees of aesthetic appeal, with 
Richard McWhannell’s 1929 example, 
often seen around North Shore streets, by 
far the best looking and with the skinniest 
tyres. At 43.81 it was the fourth fastest 
Austin.

All four Riley entries were 9hp models, 
with Harold Booth in his 1930 tourer 
leading the pack at 44.11 and beating his 
brother Allan in the March Special 2 by 
slightly more than half a second. Two of 
the three MGs were supercharged and 
their times reflected that. Kevin Andrew, 
in the blown J2 he recently bought from 
Diane Humphreys, was fastest of the trio at 
37.64, edging out Lawrence Poolman in the 
C-type by less than a second. Hampered by 
relying only on atmospheric pressure was 
Eddie Simpson’s J2 at 42.20 seconds.

The 2007 entry was split evenly 
between pre- and postwar machinery, with 
the oldest — but by no means the slowest 

Changing Conditions at Chelsea
Words and photographs by John King

Steve Aldersley’s Austin 7 special 
is by far the lowest and speediest of 
the breed among Waitemata Branch 
members.

Waitemata Branch Secretary Graeme Banks tries his 1950 Buckler 
in anger for the first time, having recently bought it from Mike 
Woods, with a fastest climb of 35.95 seconds.

Even with a wet road, Roy Rowe’s careful driving in the Ford V8-60 Special results in a 
final climb just a few seconds slower than his best.
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Changing Conditions at Chelsea
Words and photographs by John King

at 47.44 — being Ian Goldingham’s 1927 
Lea-Francis M type. Ian might well have 
bettered that but proved the old adage, 
Motor Racing is Dangerous, by slipping 
on a tree root during the lunch break, 
spraining his ankle and retiring hurt. He’s 
off the crutches now.

At the other end of the age scale was 
Tony Herbert’s 1960 Lotus Elite, agreed by 
the spectators to be one of the prettiest cars 
on the hill, even if its 1220 cc Coventry 
Climax motor was sufficient only for 34.88 
on his third climb and seventh fastest for 
the day.

Also handsome (the car) was Danny 
Ryan’s C-type Jaguar replica, whittling its 
morning times from 35.04 down to 32.20 
for FTD. Chasing him all the way was 
Donald Suckling, back in the GeeCeeEss 
after some comments in this magazine. 
Definitely wearing the skimpiest bodywork, 
a legacy of its dirt track origins, this potent 
beast (again, the car) allowed spectators a 
good view of a driver hard at work, and 
Donald’s open-face helmet showed every 
grimace as he worked his way down to 
32.38 seconds on his third run. Judging by 
the sound effects and his time of 46.53, he 
found some really interesting extra corners 
not long after the start of his fifth climb, 
but by then it was raining, after all.

Dirt track beginnings featured in three 
of the single-seaters at Chelsea. National 
President Greg Terrill drove his 1955 
Kurtis Ford Special to good effect at 34.55 
seconds, the sixth best of the day, but even 
more interesting was Roger Herrick’s A40 
Special which has seen more metamor-
phoses than Peter Dunne’s parliamentary 
party representations. 

Roger’s uncle, Des Herrick, built the 
Hudson-engined midget racer back in 
1947. Herb Gilroy later acquired it and 
lengthened the chassis and, after the 
Terraplane motor succumbed to the excite-
ment, fitted a very much hotted-up Austin 

One of Chelsea Sugar Works’ many advantages for this sort of thing is the large car park beside the pond 
for preparing cars and bikes for the hillclimb..

The hay bale can be used again next year, having survived a near miss by Ivan Cranch’s 1955 Lotus.  
The marshal normally occupying the space behind the pole has just demonstrated quick reflexes.

“Now don’t you drive too fast and better my times,” says the supercharged MG J2’s ex-owner  
Diane Humphreys to new owner Kevin Andrew (he did). Neither seems worried about the grasskill 
jacket in front.

Mike Moffatt has just added some surplus Riley 
weight to the growing pile in the paddock.



Here at Beaded Wheels we are always on the lookout for a good article for a 
future issue and we are now actively seeking more contributions. 
To encourage you to put pen to paper two lucky authors per issue will win a 
coveted limited edition Beaded Wheels cap. 
We can accept articles in handwriting, typed or completed on a computer (any 
common word-processing program is okay) and they can be posted to:  
Beaded Wheels, P O Box 13140, Christchurch or email beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz 
High resolution digital photos are acceptable if taken using a minimum four 
mega pixel digital camera set at a high resolution. 
Please contact me if you wish to discuss an idea for an article. 
Kevin Clarkson, Chairman Beaded Wheels Editorial Committee
Phone hm 03 385 9821, wk 029 236 3796 (leave your name/number if engaged)  
email kevin@vcc.org.nz

The lucky winners of the Beaded Wheels caps for this issue 
are Bryce Strong and Les Bennett.  
Congratulations and thanks for your contribution.  
Don't forget we are always looking for good articles.

WIN a limited edition  
Beaded Wheels cap!
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Rob Williams has competed in his Allard since 1974, 
but his fastest time of 35.18 seconds at Chelsea was 
done with the hood removed.

A40 engine. Herb crashed in a Wellington 
hillclimb, after which the car was rebuilt 
and went through a number of owners. 
Roger has rebuilt the A40 to more or less 
the state it was in when Bruce McLaren 
drove it, and at Chelsea managed 37.03 on 
his second run.

Of the other four-wheeled single-seaters, 
Roy Rowe’s V8-60 Special sounded off-song 
at 35.26 and did his carbon credits no good 
with a trail of black smoke. Still, he was 
faster than Colin Waite in his elegant and 
bright red 1958 Stanguellini with mini-
Vanwall lines at 36.74.

The other single-seaters were of the 
two-wheeled variety, and Kelvin Hill 
avoided confusing everybody by using this 
mode rather than the three wheels of his 
Morgan. He and Barry Gay shared Barry’s 
1956 Matchless, just a shade over a second 
apart, but John Hartles was fastest in the 
class at 35.74 on his 1954 BSA Golden 
Flash. Les Harris turned 38.50 on his 
only run on the 1950 BSA Bantam, while 
Michael Greig’s first climb on his 1954 
MSS Velocette was his fastest.

Only three four-seaters competed 
this year, with David Adams in his 1932 
Sunbeam 20 leading the class at 40.53 
seconds. The 1950s sports cars proved fast 
and well-driven, although Ivan Cranch 
in his Lotus Mk VI found more corners 
than anybody else on his way to 34.45. 
Waitemata Club Captain Steve Sharp, 
his versatile 1955 Buckler 90 still showing 
signs of Northland gravel roads in the 
R’Oil Can a couple of months ago, was 
smooth and unspectacular to take third 
fastest time at 32.61, half a second better 
than Bob Hyslop in his smart 1957 Austin 
Healey. Whether running with the hood 
erected aided or hampered Bob’s times was 
a moot point, but after an early foray under 
the hood, Rob Williams ran open-air in his 
Allard K2.

But not on his final run. The speed of 
the entire field dropped after the lunch 
break. That’s usually the result of relaxa-
tion and power-to-weight ratios, but this 
year the weather was the culprit.

Chelsea’s normal traffic is heavy diesel 
trucks and so the road becomes slippery 

at the mere rumour of a dew. During 
lunch the first drops of moisture were felt, 
and the patches of drizzle and light rain 
became more determined, closer together 
and heavier as the afternoon progressed.

As a result, the afternoon runs had little 
hope of being competitive, and the fifth 
and last climb was really only for the enter-
tainment of the spectators huddled under 
umbrellas. It should be noted, though, 
that the least difference occurred at the 
slower end of the scale, where the limiting 
factor was always engine power rather than 
adhesion. A couple of cars spun harmlessly 
on the horseshoe bend, to the cheers of the 
onlookers, but all the bikes stayed upright 
and it was judged good clean fun.

Conditions do matter at Chelsea and 
justify the practice of a rain date, but in 
September 2007 the weather stayed dry 
enough to give an interesting day out for 
drivers, marshals and spectators. Roll on 
next year. bw

By the end of the afternoon the effects of the wet road are obvious. Roger Herrick rounds the last bend 
before the finish line in the A40 Special, back in the family after his uncle, Des Herrick, built it 60 years 
ago.
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History
John believes the Austin was sold new 

in 1934 in Napier and then ended up in 
Feilding being driven by an elderly woman 
on shopping excursions. Some time in the 
1960s the owner died and it was acquired 
by a distant relative in Titahi Bay who re-
registered and drove it around until there 
was a big bang and the exhaust fell off. It 
was then put in a shed where it languished 
for many years. When John bought it in 
July 2004 it had been outside for about 
nine months.

Restoration
John dismantled the car, had the chassis 

sandblasted, and sent the body to Rotorua 
for dip stripping. While it was away he 
worked on the chassis and sent the engine 
to Palmerston North to be reconditioned. 
A couple of days after it went, John heard 
about a man in Moores Valley who claimed 
to have another Austin just a bit later 
than the 12 with a fully reconditioned 
engine. John bought this car only to find 
that the engine was worse than his!

Once the engine was back he worked 
on the gearbox and clutch, and then 
proceeded to put the car back together. 
He made the roof lining himself, which 
was a bit of a challenge, and also made 
all the upholstery which is marine vinyl 
in a lovely shade of green. The body was 
repainted in Westminster Green and black 
and is an excellent paint job.

The body of the car wasn’t made by 
Austin but by Metal Products. There is 
therefore very little wood in it, unlike 
other Austins. This model is the first 
with pressed steel doors, where the inside 
and outside is metal. It has metal window 
frames and dash and the only wood is 
in the roof. The car came to John with 
the “kiwi” modification whereby when the 
canvas roof leaked it was not replaced and 
a sheet of tin put over it. That solved the 
problem at the time, but when the time 
came to restore it John found it had holes 
all over. It has therefore been put back to 
its original state.

John is fitting a ’60s-era overdrive to the 
Austin as when the car travels at 40 mph 
the engine does 3,000 rpm. He decided to 
fit the fifth gear because he doesn’t want 
to lose the very good crawler gear.

We also heard about John’s sad experi-
ence with the radiator core. Because this 
was a feature of the Austin the pattern 
needs to be right. There is only one place 
in Australasia who makes that radiator 
core and it is in Whangarei. When he first 
rang them he was advised the cost would 
be $900 which he felt was a bit steep. So he 
asked for a firm price and they came back 
with $1,635 plus GST. But that wasn’t the 
end of the story. When the radiator came 
back he got a bill for $2,600 plus GST and 
the explanation was that they charged 
$800 for putting the tanks on, a job which 

John believes should be about $200. The 
end of the story was that John sent them a 
cheque for a smaller amount and he hasn’t 
heard from them again.

He has fitted a downdraft carburettor 
because the original was a Solex updraft 
and he had a lot of trouble with another 
engine when he put it back. Someone 
recommended that he fit a downdraft 
and it has been much better. That and a 
different dynamo are the only modifica-
tions made to the motor.

Specifications
The Austin is a six cylinder 1711 cc 

and is called an Austin 12 because when 
it first came out it had a 12 or 11.9 hp 
motor. Then the larger motor of 15.9 hp 
was brought out and it was still called an 
Austin 12 (John sometimes calls it the 
16/6). It is 12 volts and has 4-wheel cable 
brakes.

Acknowledgements:
Body painted by David Graham, panel 

beater and spraypainter, Newlands.
Dip stripping by Kiwi Dip Strippers, 

Rotorua.
Woodgraining on window surrounds 

and dashboard by Ray Mercer.
Instruments by E Parrott & Son Ltd, 

Christchurch. 
Chrome by Wanganui Electroplaters. 

 bw

Words by Ruth Findlay  
Photographs by Winton Cleal

Wellington 
Winner
John Kinvig and his  
award winning  
Austin 12 (16/6) restoration
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This year the Endurance Rally 
Association, based in the UK, ran 
a centennial event to celebrate the 

achievements of the folk and cars who 
made that impossible journey through 
some of the most difficult terrain in the 
world. When announced, the entry list of 
people who wanted to take part in this 
rally just grew and grew, but was finally 
closed off at about 132 cars, perhaps about 
40 more than had been planned for. Anne 
and I entered our 1930 D8 Delage tourer 
and there was one other car from New 
Zealand, the 1922 Rolls Ghost of Neville 
Jordan and Bruce McIlroy.

There were separate categories for 
Veteran, Vintage, and up to 1960 vehicles, 
and the event was run as a timed rally with 
start and finish times for each car every 
day and included timed speed sections, 
control marshals and check points with 

electronic timing, route books, and backup 
vehicles. This was a serious long distance 
speed event which was in every way to test 
the endurance of the cars, the crews and 
their relationships.

The distance to be covered was some 
14,000 km, over a 35 day period. Out of 
this there were six days off for mainte-
nance and sightseeing.

The cars, from all over the world, were 
all shipped into Beijing for the start on 27 

May 2007. The rally organisation handled 
all the formalities with the Chinese govern-
ment but the paperwork that the entrants 
had to provide beforehand was almost as 
formidable as the car preparation! Each car 
had to be fitted with a trip meter – a very 
accurate odometer, a satellite phone and 
a GPS into which hundreds of waypoints 
were loaded to guide us through the desert 
and onwards.

Other car preparations included extra 
fuel tanks, closed cooling systems, mudflaps 
to all wheels and of course complete and 
thorough mechanical checks.

The start was at the Great Wall of 
China at a place called Badaling at 8 am 
on Sunday morning. This required a 5am 
start in Beijing for breakfast and a one 
and a half hour drive through busy traffic 
to the start. Cars were dispatched at 30 
second intervals after various ceremonies 
and demonstrations of Chinese culture and 
off we went. The run north west up to the 
Mongolian border took 3 days and was 
relatively uneventful, although a couple of 
crews decided it was too tough and went 
home.

Formalities at the border took several 
hours and then we were in the Gobi 
Desert headed for Ulaan Bataar, capital of 
Mongolia, in two days time, and a day off.

The Gobi proved to be the most difficult 
section of the whole event. The terrain is a 
mixture of sand, grit, pebbles and rock 
with some stunted thorn bushes. There 
are no roads as such and no sign posts, 
just tracks where other vehicles have been. 
These tracks become corrugated and then 
other tracks are made beside them, often 
becoming multiples generally — but not 
always — heading in the same direction.

Learning how to use the GPS took a 
while and early on we strayed onto one of 
these side tracks and after a couple of km 
we were about 2km east of the track. No 
problem, I turned left to head cross country 
and within half a km hit soft sand and 
the Delage sank into it. We got out and 
dug around the wheels, back-filled with 
stones, unloaded gear and tried in vain to 
get out. We used our satellite phone to try 
to call for assistance, but no success. So 
Anne decided she needed some exercise 
and ran off in the direction of the horizon 
and succeeded in flagging down another 
competitor in a Series 1 Landrover who 
came over and towed us out. It was a good 
lesson and we were very careful to only 
drive where we saw wheel tracks after that.

On the second day about mid-morning 
we were bouncing along the corrugations 
and I became aware of a new rattle. On 
checking I found that the RH Perrot brake 
shaft had broken at the chassis end and 
was flopping around. I tied it up with wire 

Peking to Paris; 
Five weeks in the life of our Delage
by Wallace McNair & Anne Thomson.

One hundred years ago the motor 
car was still perceived as a rich 
man’s toy with little practical value. 
In 1907 a group of five cars set 
out from Peking to drive halfway 
across the world, to arrive in Paris 
and so demonstrate the practical 
possibilities of travel by motor.

Mongolia Gobi Desert

The start, Badaling.
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and drove on, now with only the LH front 
brake. 20 km further on the wire broke, 
so I tied the shaft end up with a bit of 
rag and hoped it wouldn’t do too much 
damage. Half an hour later we came over 
a rocky ridge and fell into a hole with a 
bump and I got out to check things and 
found the Perrot shaft had gone. Bugger! 
With little hope we turned around and 
headed back. About 10km back we found 
the rag and after another kilometre Anne 
spotted the shaft half buried in the sand. 
She is good at swap meets too!

So off we went again with about 150 
km to camp. Generally following power 
lines, we saw a few other cars but late in 
the afternoon it suddenly became very 
windy and quite dark, and we drove into 
a serious sandstorm. We stopped to find 
dust masks and goggles and drove slowly 
on by GPS, but seeing the track was not 
easy. We came across a Sunbeam which 
had a flat battery and towed him to get 
him going, but not long after he stopped 
again. Although we towed him again it 
would not keep running so we left him 
to sort out the problem and wait for the 
next tow.

When the storm had blown through 
it was late and dark. We tried to follow 
the tracks again  but ran straight into soft 
sand and the Delage was stuck again. We 
were right on track and knew someone 
would be along and they were, a local in 
a 4WD from the opposite direction, who 
towed us out and we carried on. We got 
into camp about 11pm, very tired after 
our 6am start, got our tent up and slept 
well till 5 next morning. We found that 

Delage bogged in soft sand.

The soft sand rescue crew.

St Basil’s Cathedral, Moscow
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several people had lost their tents during 
the sandstorm and had to sleep in their 
cars or out rough. 

Ulaan Baatar is a busy city and we 
were very pleased to find our hotel and a 
good night’s sleep. Next day I managed 
to scrounge the use of a welding plant 
and welded up the brake shaft mount 
that had broken and refitted it to the car. 
Took all day but we had four brakes again. 
Everything else was fine. Then onwards 
next morning, but during a pee stop I 
noticed that the other brake shaft had 
broken off and gone completely. No point 
in going back this time so on we went, 
three brakes again, but the following day 
the weld repair broke and although I saved 
the shaft we now had a two-wheel-braked 
Delage.

These breakages were caused by the 
violent up and down movement of the 
front axle over the corrugations  taking 
the shafts through a greater angle than the 
mounts allowed. Time and facilities were 
not available to make permanent repairs 
so on we went, trying not to over-use the 
rear brakes.

There were two schools of thought 
about driving in the desert. Many compet-
itors thought if they drove fast enough 
they would drive on the tops of the 
corrugations and arrive on time. They 
did, often with broken shock absorbers, 
springs, wheels, radiator mounts, chassis 
etc. The NZ Rolls broke a front spring 
and then had its rear trunk burst open, all 
their tools, sat phone and gear somewhere 

out there. Rims and spokes were also an 
ongoing problem for them. 

Team Delage chose the other option of 
driving more cautiously which meant we 
were late in but did not have to work all 
night fixing breakages. It also meant that 
we lost points for lateness, dashing any 
hope of a gold medal. We tried to leave 
early in the mornings to get us in earlier 
in the evening, which meant a shower 
and meal and more sleep, and there was 
an added bonus that we had time for a tea 
break or a visit to some interesting sites 
each day.

Our route across Mongolia was from the 
south east to the north west, significantly 
further than the more northerly route used 
in 1907, but it avoided the problems of 
getting across Lake Baikal in Siberia. It 
took us eight days to cover some 3000 km 
of the Gobi Desert and only on the last 
day did we cross some rivers and see grass 
and hills.

Crossing the Border into Russia was like 
entering Paradise. Sealed roads, green hills 
and fields, rivers and trees. And birds. But 
caution was needed; we often came around 
a corner to find stock on the road, even 
grazing in a gas station! Our two-wheel-
braked Delage was reluctant to stop in a 
hurry and needed to be driven accordingly. 
The Russian gas stations were an experi-
ence: one had to work out how many 
roubles worth of fuel you needed, tender 
this through a grille in a separate brick 
or concrete bunker to the attendant and 
then try to get the nozzle of the pump into 
the tank before fuel started pouring out. 
Definitely a two person operation, and too 
bad if the tank could not hold what you 
had paid for. 

Interestingly, a 75 litre tankful of 
Russian 80 octane fuel took us 375km, or 
about 15mpg. In Europe, where we could 
only buy 92 or 95 octane, a tankful would 
take us about 100km less, the rest of the 
energy heating the water and going out the 
exhaust pipe.

Russia was long distances most days, 
sealed but potholed roads with much 
damage by the many overloaded and smelly 

Inner Mongolia, Datong Hotel

The Delage in Paris.
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trucks. Some of the potholes were real car 
and truck breakers. We often saw trucks 
with broken axle beams or the like. I 
enjoyed one of our Irish friend’s comment; 
he said “ I saw this pothole in the distance 
and when I looked I could see the ears of 
a rabbit poking out of it. But when we got 
closer I saw that it was actually the ears of 
a donkey”. A nice Irish story and almost 
believable.

We had a day off in Yekaterinberg 
where Czar Nicholas and family were 
murdered in 1917, and in Moscow and 
St Petersburg. Never enough time, the 
Kremlin was beautiful, the architecture in 
St Petersburg magnificent.

Then the run south through Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania on the most magnif-
icent highway in the world, all paid for by 
the EU after these countries were freed 
from Russian rule. Tallinn in Estonia has 
a wonderful ambience of old world with 
its cobbled town square and medieval 
buildings. And then into Poland for a 
day off in Gdansk which really humbled 
me. Gdansk was an important port which 
Germany took early in the War. Then the 
Brits bombed the hell out of it, then the 
Americans bombed the hell out of it, and 
then it was the Russians turn. We walked 
in the old town square, beautiful old 
buildings with cobbled streets and found 
the Town Hall, now a museum. In it were 
photos showing this area before the War, 
after the bombing when there was just 
rubble and craters, and today, looking just 
as it was before. This was restoration on a 
grander scale than I had ever seen.

Rural Poland was very much like NZ, 
green and lots of it. Imagine driving 70 
km along a country road with mature 
trees each side every 15 metres, meeting 
overhead so that you are in a green tunnel, 
with lakes and fields and old farmhouses 
and barns full of Hispanos – no, I was just 
dreaming that last bit!  On to Potsdam for 
the night and then right across Germany 
to Koblenz . Then the final push through 
Luxembourg to Reims and a visit to the 
fabulous Champagne caves, and on to 
Paris. The Delage finally home after 77 
years absence, looking gorgeous as ever 
and proud, parked outside the Ritz in the 
Place de Vendome…

It was a crazy trip. There was every 
justification for not doing it; it was too 
expensive, it was too hard, it has damaged 
the car, we should have been watching TV 
or painting the house – but every now and 
again we reminded ourselves that this life 
is not a dress rehearsal, we only get one go 
at it so here we are doing it. Now there is a 
challenge to you all! bw
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 Article First Published in The Otago Witness, 28 November 1906     

Something in the nature of a record tour was made last week by Messrs J. H. Smith (of J. G. Ward and Co., Ltd.) and  

W. H. P. Fleming (of Fleming and Co., Ltd.) Gore, on the former’s 6 horse-power L’etiol car, fitted with De Dion motor.  

The following is their account of the run:

Leaving Gore at an early hour on Sunday morning, we made 
good time over a splendid road through the fertile Waikaka 
Valley or, rather, the fertile parts thereof which have so far 

escaped the rapacious dredge bucket, on over the hills to Kelso. 
From Kelso to Heriot the road may be described as slightly choppy, 
as also is that from Heriot to Edievale. Between the latter and 
Rae’s Junction decidedly hilly and heavy roads were encountered, 
and here the first of our two slight troubles was experienced— a 
deflated tyre owing to a leaky valve. After a few minutes stop to 
replace the latter, we ran down to Rae’s Junction. And now our 
little car experienced its first serious climb, the road here rising 

up, and ever up, twisting and doubling back in the most tortuous 
manner. Here and there are protecting stone walls, we supposed 
to prevent the belated and perchance bewildered traveller from 
staggering into the gullies below. Up, up — always on the first 
speed — for fully 500 ft, then the Beaumont away below us, and 
down we go, sliding gently and quietly, with engine throttled to its 
slowest and the car running free, past a great lumbering waggon, 
its eight magnificent horses toiling back the way we had just come 
so easily. The thought struck one that presently this part of the 
road would know these ships of the mountains no more, when 

From Gore To Waipori Falls Power Station
By Motorcar 1906    

Words ByPeétrol. Photos TrustPower
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Cement is carted to the remote site for the power station’s foundations  
in 1905.

Photograph of the first car to Waipori taken by F.W. Knight on his Thornton 
Pickard camera. The two motorists are J.H. Smith and W.H.P. Fleming and 
the two boys are Guy and Ralph Knight. The Upper Waipori Dredge in the 
background was the first built in Waipori and is believed to have recovered 
three quarter of a ton of gold.

the railway has been pushed — pushed with great difficulty, one 
should imagine, to the proposed terminus, Roxburgh. 

On over the magnificent Clutha, through Beaumont, past 
stretches of the new railway, with the respective workmen’s camps, 
neat and clean, with here and there the good wives sitting in the 
tents’ shade; through Evans Flat, and some country a little more 
fertile, and so on to Lawrence. After a brief stop here for the 
purpose of fortifying ourselves with a small quantity of benzine, 
we proceeded to the famous Blue Spur sluicing claim. On arrival 
here we were pleased to learn that ours was the first motorcar to 
reach that point, although probably no others had attempted to 
do so. The road being not at all difficult, excepting places where 
the tailings had to be crossed, we had no difficulty in reaching 
the claim. After exploring this stupendous work we returned to 
Lawrence, where we and our good engine rested for the night. We, 
having learnt in the meantime that the scheme which is to revolu-
tionise sluicing is to be seen working some 10 miles out of the 
town, but to reach which a heavy road must be negotiated, deter-
mined next morning to see the same at all costs. Sure enough, 
before Lawrence was many miles behind us, as in the “Yarn of 
Captain Bill,” we found ourselves, 

A-heavin’ and a-tossin’ and the road it riz the 
same

As waves does, in a gale at sea,  
but worse, for, blow my eye, 

Them land waves was continuous, and each 
one mounting high. 

Not only this, but there were numerous large boulders on the 
road, which caused us considerable anxiety lest our engine, which 
is hung very low, should strike them. In due course, however, 
the workings of the Tamati Company hove in sight, and we 
disembarked to examine the same. The scheme has already been 
described by more clever pens than ours— the damming of the 
Tuapeka waters by means of fir tree logs, the 60 or more heads of 
water driving the turbine below, this in turn, by means of a huge 
belt drive, propelling four centrifugal pumps coupled in series, 
throwing the water through a 15 inch pipe over the hill separating 
the claim from the dam and giving a force equal to a fall of 200 
feet at the nozzle. Suffice it to say that the enterprise of the 
company is at present well rewarded by good returns. 

Returned to Lawrence, we find that our friends there are rather 
surprised that we succeeded in reaching our goal — the claim. 

Our desire to cross more Alps grows. We ask the distance to 
Waipori. “Fifteen miles.” “Is the road good?” “The worst in New 
Zealand,” says the withered ancient. “You’ll never get there in that 
there thingamajig.” Our friends smile sceptically. This is our hearts 
desire — these are our Alps. We seek more benzine — the genuine 
this time. Our friends ask when we expect to get back. Fifteen 
miles of hills? We allow ourselves four hours, and reply sanguinely, 
“Six o’clock,” and there is more smiling on the part of our friends. 
But our hearts are stout and our compression excellent.

 We crackle away with our silencer cutout open. Over a mile — 
and what is this? Ten chains of blue road metal, a woeful omen; 
but with a twist of the wheel we are on the sidewalk, and so dodge 
this, the first clutch of the evil one of the road. Another mile of 
level going, and we are in the hills, and at our first climb. Back to 
the middle speed, and back to the first. Bravely our little engine 
snorts at it; we mount the first pinch, and round the first sharp 
turn, hugging ourselves with delight at the feeling of power under 
us; cunningly following the waggon tracks to the outer edge of 
each outside turn and the inner of each inside turn. You multi-
cylinder men may smile at our anxiety, and we guess you’d have 
smiled loudly to see first one of us drop off as the pinches grew 
steeper, and then the driver climb out hastily as what seemed the 
steepest appeared, with several huge boulders over which our little 
car had to fairly jump on a grade like the roof of a house. Six miles 
without ever once getting the direct drive in, and a water joint is 
noticed to have started. The bottom of the gully is 300 feet below 
us, our water is dangerously low and we have nothing but a pair of 
galoshes in which to carry it. We stop the car, and ease her back 
to the extreme edge of an outside turn, where we can get a fair 
start at the next pinch. We look at the gully, and we look at the 
galoshes, also we look at the road as it winds over the apparent top 
of the hill ahead. Can the water hold out? We decide to try, and 
after another half-mile climb are relieved to see the road begin to 
trend downward. Down we go for about a mile, past Bungtown, 
which consists of some fresh timber, a few cases of galvanised 
iron, and two men constructing a woolshed of the same; on till 
we strike a creek, where we fill the water tank before starting on 
another climb. The residents of Bung inform us that the worst hill 
is to come — viz., Reedy Creek Hill. A mile or two of flat, some 
chains of very rough metal across a boggy part, Reedy Creek, then 
Reedy Creek Hill. What a climb ! We confess it — we had to push 
our car in more places than one, but we say it not with shame. 
But all three reached the top of that hill in the end, and the 
pleasure of running down the other side on the best of road almost 
compensated for the arduousness of the climb. Far below lay little 
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Waipori in the midst of miles of tailings, across which we hum 
merrily; over a hog-backed bridge spanning the Waipori River, 
while the numerous children of the township ran helter-skelter, 
like frightened chickens, to warn their several mothers of the 
approach of this strange object. Waipori City is not extensive, nor 
has an extreme amount of care and thought been expended on the 
laying of it out. The greater portion of the houses are galvanised 
iron, and unlovely. We were immediately surrounded by the whole 
available population and our unprecedented feat duly applauded. 
Mr Fred Knight J.P., postmaster and general provider in the very 
broadest sense of the word, undertook to photograph us in various 
positions and places. 

From this hospitable and genial gentleman we learnt, among 
a thousand other interesting facts concerning his city that, with 
the exception of Mr C.J. Fox, with his 7 h.p. twin cylinder Peugeot 
motorcycle, ours was the first car to reach Waipori. After giving 
every man, woman, and child in the township a short ride, we were 
most kindly entertained by Mr and Mrs Knight, who related to us 
a very great part of the interesting history of this old goldfield.

On learning, to our surprise, that the Dunedin Corporation 
power house is distant some seven miles from the township, over 
heavier road than ever, we decided to stay the night in Waipori 
and “do” the falls on the morrow. Next morning broke cold and 
raw, with fog drifting over the hilltop, across which our road lay. 
Well knowing that, should we be overtaken by rain in those hills 
on clay roads, our little car would be as bad as lost, we consulted 
first one white-haired ancient and then another on the probable 
weather for the day. 

One old fellow, whose three-score years and ten have been long 
overrun, and who one would expect to have been living a life of 
care for the past 10 years at least, was doubtful of it, but hoped for 
the best, as he wished to get his tent pitched in some distant spot 
before the rain came. He was making for the hills, prospecting. 

Another ancient opined that rain was about — wild ducks had 
passed flying high the previous night. Later he qualified this wet 
prognostication by saying that at least this was once a sign of rain. 
However, in spite of the threatening look of the skies we started 
for the falls, taking with us a youthful guide in the person of 
Master Knight. And then we struck 10 miles of the roughest road 
imaginable — steep clay gradients, with huge gutters scoured out 
by the rain water; later 15 or 20 chains of the roughest of rough 
road metalling. We pass two wagons on their way to the gorge, 
swoop down some more hair-raising grades, round a slick bend, 
and, hey, presto! The Waipori canyon is right below us. 

After securing our car to prevent it sliding down on top of the 
power house, some 800 feet below, we commence the descent to 
the river, not with any great degree of confidence, as we have 
learnt at various points of our journey hither that the works are 
practically closed to the vulgar herd. 

We follow the tramline for about half its length, then cut into 
the bush, which is gloriously refreshing after the miles of dreary 
hills. Graceful birches, with their beautifully-marked stems, line 

the track; here and there we see great splashes of white clematis, 
right across the gorge in front the blush-clad bluff rises sheer for a 
thousand feet, with a great scar slashed down it, marking the line 
for the transmission poles.

But now we burst upon a touch of civilisation in the form 
of three modern suburban residences with hot and cold water, 
electric light, and numerous other modern conveniences — the 
engineers’ houses, and the barracks. A further descent, and we 
are at the powerhouse, with its notice, “No Admittance Without 
Signed Permit.” Our respective jaws drop when the numerous 
dungareed assistants and cadets take no more notice of us than 
if we were ordinary wood-hens. Then a personage bearing some 
air of authority appeared, and fixed a fierce eye upon us. We 
approach with great diffidence, keeping a wary eye on the person-
age’s great Alpine boots. “Mr Keon?” “The same.” “Your notice 
is very plain.” “Quite plain.” “Is there no possibility of our seeing 
the works without that signed permit?” “I’ll ring up Dunedin and 
try. Ohmson, get Dunedin.” Dunedin is got, and permission given 
the resident engineer to show two and a-half dusty nuisances the 
manner in which so many heads of water with a fall of 680 feet are 
converted into so many amperes of electrical current at imagina-
tion-staggering voltage — 32,000. 

The work is a considerable way off completion, and we staggered 
along behind our conductor with open mouths and open eyes, 
listening to his simple little talk about this “exciter,” this generator, 
those five-ton Peltons, those six transformers (each weighing five 
tons, and standing twice the height of a man), those oil switches 
(each about the size of a baby waterworks, if such a thing can be 
imagined), great pipe-like conductors, through which the “juice”, 
as our conductor called it, would fairly sizzle. We stagger out into 
the open, having seen much and comprehended little. We stammer 
out our dazed thanks to him of the weighty boots, but we are as 
yet only at the “initial” of his hospitality. We went to his cottage, 
where are placed before us comprehendible things — things that 
require the use of corkscrews and the accompaniment of glasses 
— great and very good things in their way. Now food is placed 
before us — meat and bread, biscuits and butter — and we fall to 
with zest in our hearts blessing this giver of good things. 

Afterwards we smoke and talk, and find this man of high 
pressures beautifully human. We talk of cars, little and big: men, 
little and big; gold-getting schemes, big and little; and women’s 
hats wherein end mostly the proceeds of the last-mentioned. But all 
the time the sun was creeping down, and thoughts of the 35 miles 
of hills began to disturb us. We wrenched ourselves away from the 
presence of that obliging engineer, and climb back to the car.

The journey back over the hills was uneventful — a succes-
sion of creepings on the first speed, running up the gentler slopes 
— when there happened a gentle one — on the middle, shooting 
along the flats and down the drops on the top speed. We grind 
back over the rough metal, pass the returning wagons, on to the 
ridges above Waipori township, where we bid farewell to our young 
guide.

The 1,000 kw machines installed inside the original power station.Waipori staff, 1907
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Down on the left here are to be seen the deserted buildings of 
the OPQ Company’s mine. On and down the long Reedy Creek 
Hill, on which we pass, with our engine stopped, an eight-horse 
team, hugged close into the bank to give us room to pass. A long 
climb and a long descent, through Bungtown, with its two solitary 
inhabitants; up again for a little before the last, long, downward 
run into Lawrence.

At one place on this hill a friendly horseman informed us that 
a dray, its driver, and team went clean over the gully some 300 feet 
or 400 feet deep. Result: the driver had a very sore head next day. 
At this we were comforted, and eased off our brakes a little. At 
Lawrence our friends were relieved to see us safe and intact, but 
some were faintly suspicious that we had camped in an adjacent 
gully all night and that day.

The run from Lawrence, via Waitahuna, to Clarksville, was 
done in good time, the road being almost perfect, and the 

scenery en route, especially the gorge, with its tortuous road, 
steep manuka-clad slopes, groves of straight, tall bluegums, and 
numerous ancient stone bridges, extremely fine. From Clarksville 
to Balclutha and on to Gore the going was good and uneventful, 
excepting the encountering of a fierce head wind, clouds of dust 
and grit, and later, between Clinton and Waipahi, rain squalls, in 
the midst of one of which we discovered a broken water-pipe. We, 
having no spare rubber joints, had to make the best of a piece of 
macintosh, which, for the benefit of our fellow-motormen, we may 
say answered the purpose admirably.

 On the whole, the run was not remarkable for very fast times, 
but we consider that a considerable amount of merit is to be 
attached to the beautiful conduct of our machine, it having done 
the 250 miles without a single hitch of any significance. 

 bw  
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Vintage entrants accounted for over a third of this year’s 
Hunua 100 Rally and prewar vehicles made up about two 
thirds of the field.

The rally was centred on Waitakere College near Henderson, 
quite some distance from the Hunua Range from where the rally 
gets its name.

Kit Maxwell had his newly imported 1916 Maxwell six cylinder 
at the start but it didn’t enter. Berni Engleback’s 1924 Rugby 
was the sole two-wheel brake entrant. Other early Vintage cars 
were Owen Hayward’s 1922 Paige Daytona and Barry Robert’s 
1924 Lagonda. Kim Heppner’s 1925 Sunbeam 20/60 and Stephen 
Winterbottom’s 1928 Sunbeam along with Dave Allbon’s 1929 
16hp Sunbeam provided a little high class exotica. Mark Ball was 
driving an immaculately restored 1930 De Soto tourer. Leo Fowler 
and Alan Grout were the only motorcyclists on a 1942 Indian and 
1972 Honda. Stephen Clark’s 1951 Bedford, Jim Scott’s 1957 Ford 
Zephyr ute and Gary Bax’s 1946 Ford V8 pickup provided a light 
Commercial entry.

There wasn’t a lot of out-of-branch support, about four from 
North Shore and Alan Sharp from Waikato with a 1934 Chrysler 

Airflow. This means there are three mobile Airflows in the 
Auckland/Waikato area.

The run took us back through Henderson and then out 
towards Swanson, where an inconspicuous St Jarome Wine sign 
caught competitors and tourists alike. Then we skirted Taupaki 
before crossing SH16 to travel into the country between Kumeu 
and Riverhead. After that it was into the Ararimu Valley and a 
little bit of metal before heading into the Waitoki/Dairy Flat area. 
After that we headed towards Wainui and more metal through 
Haruru, Makarau and Kanohi Roads to the lunch break at the 
Kaukapakapa Hall.

Bryan Sole had the misfortune to break the left hand exhaust 
manifold on his 1957 Dodge Royal, but with assistance from 
Dennis Lowe he was able to complete the rally and feature in 
the class prize list. I think Dennis cursed modern high tensile 
fence wire, but it did the job. John Akersten broke the right 
hand headlamp bracket on his newly acquired 1931 Morris Minor 
side valve, however, aside from this the smallest car on the run 
performed.

Hunua 100 Rally
Text and photos John Stokes

Trevor Larsen’s 1930 Hillman Straight Eight, foreground and Hans 
Dorbeck’s 1935 Hillman Minx, background.

Brian Barclay’s 1934 Plymouth Roadster Alan Sharp’s 1934 Chrysler Airflow
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Much of the afternoon section was a reversal of the morning 
one, so you got to see where you had been and it is always inter-
esting to see different perspectives of the same country. Malcolm 
Hall, my navigator, and  I decided that, as we were touring, we 
would skip the last bit around the houses and head for the finish, 
where the Waitakere College people had put on an excellent 
afternoon tea. They also had photos of most of the entrants 
which they had taken at the start of the run and the partici-
pants could buy these if they wished. A well-attended social and 
prizegiving at our clubrooms rounded off the event. Many thanks 
to Shirley Bovis and her family for a well-plotted tour and rally.

 bw

Mark Ball’s 1930 DeSoto

Berni Engleback’s 1924 Rugby

Original cars and original paint. Gavin Welch’s 1928 Model A coupe. 
George Mihaljevich’s 1938 Hudson Eight

Lock ring Heavy
and light.
Now available

Beaded edge
Wide range
30x3 to 895x135
Split Rims Well base Rolled edge.

All sizes

Results
Motorcycle
1 Leo Fowler 1942 Indian

Commercial
1 Jim Scott  1958 Zephyr
2 Gary Bax & Murray Atkinson 1946 Ford
3 Stephen Clark 1951 Bedford

P60V
1= Peter & Gail Northin 1964 Daimler
 Graham Gill & Glenn Morris 1970 MG
3 Paul & Kath Collins 1963 Humber

PWV
1 Alan & Christine Allbon 1954 Austin A30
2 Paul & Carol Fussey 1957 MG A
3 Brian & Kaye Sole 1957 Dodge

PV
1 Colin & Pam Bell 1939 Chevrolet
2 Bob & Debbie Ballantyne 1935 Auburn
3 Kelvin Hawke & Leanne Gorringe 1937 Chrysler

Slow Vintage
1 Neville Olsen & Gill Stephens 1930 Dodge
2 John & Janice Gardner 1928 Ford Model A
3 Gavin & Angline Welch 1928 Ford Model A

Fast Vintage
1= Alan & Shaaran Price 1930 Chevrolet
 Rodger & Val Ball 1930 Ford Model A
3 Russell & Jocelyn McAlpine 1930 Ford Model A
 Overall Winner
 Colin & Pam Bell
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During a recent time spent out of 
action due to structural repairs 
I’ve been reading everything from 

cornflake packets upwards and downwards. 
One of the old motorcycle magazines I 
found had an article headed “Bikes I have 
owned & hated”! Now there’s a thought 
for today, what have you owned and 
wished you’d never seen? The funny thing 
was that by the end of the article he had 
come to the conclusion that even the 
worst machine had given him a degree of 
fun or at least a few stories to tell. 

As my dubious career started over 
fifty years ago there have been a few odd 
machines to choose from. The bikes I 
could afford were always fairly well worn to 
start with and I don’t think my treatment 
helped them a lot. Some of the oddities 
belonged to mates so we had a sort of ‘de 
facto’ relationship when I borrowed them. 
We tended to swap bikes and borrow 
each others’ machines while repairs were 
being bodged up with varying degrees of 
expertise. One of the early rebels was a 
1937 Douglas that we acquired for a few 
pounds, I don’t think it ever quite forgave 
us. It had a nasty habit of cutting out 
on the back cylinder as you went into 
a corner and then chiming in half way 
round, that defied all our amateur surgery 
and while it was fun to ride it was a bit 
scary at times, but the new owner never 
came back to complain. Mind you, both 
my mate and I were a lot bigger than him 
so maybe that accounted for it. 

For a season I rode trials on a 197cc 
Francis Barnett, a charming little machine 
that had been much modified in the tool 
room at the De Havilland Aircraft factory. 
It pulled like a steam engine, had the most 
flexible motor and would pull away in top 
gear if you wanted. It was always a first-
kick starter in the mornings, (I rode it to 
work as well) even on one occasion when 
the snow slid off the roof and buried it. 
I dug it out and it went after a few kicks 
and spat out a blob of snow from the pipe. 
But the big curse of it was if I, as I often 
did in trials, got stalled at the bottom of a 
hole or a ditch it would not start for love 
nor money. Drag it out, in to second gear 
and a little push and she would fire up a 
treat. Another of those mystery maladies 
we never solved. It only cost 15 quid and 
years later my mate sold the log book and 
number for £2,000! A 600cc Square Four 
Ariel was another to remember if only for 
the oil leaks and the way it revved. The oil 
leaks were so spectacular that when you 
stopped the whole plot sizzled like a fish 
and chip shop and the blue haze obscured 
the view. The Squariel was fun to ride 
partly because of the way it handled and 
partly because of the cheap back tyre that 
came from a market stall. I think it was 
made from recycled linoleum and Irish 

BIG END KNOCKS 

gumboots, it had a beautiful tread but no 
grip. Wheel spin on dry roads could be 
achieved in three gears and in four in the 
wet. The overhung big end cranks had a 
nasty habit of getting the rollers crowded 
and it locked up on a couple of occasions. 
The second time it cracked a vital part 
inside but ever the resourceful bodgers, 
we fixed it, washed the oil off, and sold it 
quick. 

1955 saw us entered in the ACU 
National rally with a 1948 Square Four 
sidecar outfit. Now there are all sorts of 
tales about Ariel Fours but that was one 
tough beast. It was thrashed, with very 
little mercy, by my mate hauling a sidecar 
with three kids and Mum. We in turn took 
it on the rally which had 380 entrants and 
for a 600 mile trip in 24 hours non-stop, 
worked out to a 25mph average. Think of 
Britain’s narrow roads before motorways 
and the towns and villages to negotiate. 
That average speed took a bit of keeping 
to. At 430 miles the front left big end cried 
enough, so undaunted, Bert removed the 
plug, taped the lead up and we headed 
for home, 120 miles away. Covered in oil 
and glory the old girl made it and we two 
loonies transferred to my ES2 Norton to 
rejoin the Rally. I promise you it was a pair 
of totally knackered objects that clocked 
in at the final check point. Nowhere near 
as knackered as the rider of a 98cc James 
that we kept seeing on the run — he had 
done the whole 600 miles without so much 
as a cup of tea. He just wouldn’t have had 
time, his top speed being about 30mph. 
One of our club members did the rally on 
a 1912 BAT and did the whole 600 miles. 
To get through the night he had an escort 
on more moderns and he used their lights 
to see his way. The word was that he spent 
three days in bed after the event to recover, 
which is hardly surprising is it? 

On a trip back to England, I went to the 
Ariel Owners Club dinner and met one of 
the Healy brothers. Their claim to fame 
was that they were building a very special 

Squariel long after BSA, in their wisdom, 
had dumped the Ariel four-stroke range. 
The Healy four was a reworked motor 
with vastly improved oiling system, bigger 
oil ways and an oil pump that delivered 
many times more of the good stuff than 
the original. They also fitted a thermo-
static oil cooler that proved not to be 
needed. A 12 volt alternator supplied the 
lights and sparks on the one I tried. Fritz 
Egli of Switzerland designed the frame, 
Laverda the forks and wheels and the 
whole plot weighed in at less than a 250 
Honda! “If you happen to be up our part 
of Birmingham, call in and you can have 
a ride.” 

Jim Riley was living in Brum’ at the 
time so I went for a visit didn’t I? What a 
charming machine it was too, so light and 
nimble and didn’t it go. This was the works 
hack and had been flogged by all and 
sundry but was oil tight, rather proving 
the argument that the main cooling was 
the oil flow. All of course wasn’t fairy tale 
stuff, I had a borrowed helmet that was 
too tight, I had a cold and the jacket I’d 
scrounged leaked. Then, when I was about 
ten miles out, enjoying myself, it started 
to snow and, worse still, it was heavy and 
settling as well so it was quite a ride. I 
wouldn’t have missed it for the world. 

What happened to the Healys’ enter-
prise? It wasn’t lack of orders that beat 
them. It was, I suspect, they were like 
so many clever folk, under funded. Their 
main source of income was making office 
furniture but the bikes were the great love. 
I understand it’s still possible to buy oil 
pumps for Square Fours that have a greatly 
increased output; the bikes run cooler and 
don’t leak oil as a result. 

That’s enough from me for this time. 
There were a lot more cranky machines 
that have passed through the shed doors I 
could bore you with, but enough’s enough 
eh? bw

Rhyl, North Wales, ACU National Rally, 1954.



Little did they know, those three intrepid Vintage car buffs, 
Graham Mock, Phil Andrews and Jack Hindess, when they 
settled in Taupo, that they would be the buds from which a 

great Vintage club would grow over the next 40 years. 
Having belonged to Manawatu, Canterbury and Bay of Plenty 

Vintage Car Clubs, and on settling in Taupo, they decided that it 
was time to form a club for interested Taupo Vintage enthusiasts. 
From a meeting at Phil Andrew’s house on 5 July 1967, with 21 
enthusiasts present, the decision was made to approach the Annual 
General Meeting of the Vintage Car Club of N.Z. on 5 August 
1967 to request the formation of a branch in Taupo, subject to the 
proposed boundaries being accepted by Bay of Plenty, Hawke’s Bay 
and Manawatu Branches. Cautious approval was given, and the 
Taupo Branch was constituted at a public meeting in Taupo on 9 
September 1967.

And so the 40th Anniversary Luncheon celebrating Taupo 
Vintage Car Club (Inc) was held at the Edgewater Restaurant at 
Millenium Manuels Hotel in Taupo on Saturday, 22 September 
2007. Attended by current and ex-members, the Vintage Car Club 
of N.Z. Chairman Greg Terrill and Management Committee 
Member, Diane Quarrie, this affair served to remind all members 
of the importance of promoting the continued preservation of 
older vehicles. This was the culmination of a year of intense 
preparation to celebrate our 40 years of Vintage motoring and 
camaraderie. The first 2007 event, our Lake Taupo Rally, run 
in March, was well reported in the August/September Beaded 
Wheels. After receiving name badges and a glass of wine, we had 
an hour of “catching up” with old friends and representatives 
from other branches – Wanganui, Napier, King Country. Then 
it was lunch time for about 77 VCC members, starting with a 
welcome from the Branch Chairman, Norman Pointon. Joe Ridley 
introduced our special guests to the members – Greg Terrill, who 
thanked Taupo for the invitation to speak, and proposed the toast 
to celebrate 40 years of the Taupo Branch. He acknowledged 
Patron Ron Anderson, life members and the five foundation 
members, who after 40 years, are still around. He paid tribute to 
past members for their foresight and to the present members for 
the work they are doing. Dianne Quarrie then gave the toast to 
absent friends and commented on friendships – some going back 
a long way, and very special, and always sad when we lose those 
friends. Ian Dougherty, Chairman of King Country Branch, paid 
tribute to Taupo (they were originally a sub-branch of Taupo), 
becoming a separate branch around 1976. He emphasised the 
importance of clubrooms – they become the centre of club activi-
ties. Ray Harwood said grace, then lunch was served.

During lunch we had three breaks where Graham Mock, Jack 
Hindess and Joe Ridley outlined the three eras of the Taupo 

TAUPO VINTAGE  
CAR CLUB
40th Anniversary 
Celebrations
Words and Photographs Val Moore

Vintage Car Club, highlighting several special and hilarious 
incidents that had occurred during that time – e.g. the time 
when the clubrooms had no toilet, and it was necessary to hire a 
neighbouring club’s facilities – with dire results, and the time at a 
Guy Fawkes BBQ when a member decided to accelerate the fire 
by throwing on a can of petrol, with very painful results. Each era 
included the continued growth of the Taupo Clubrooms – bit by 
bit it has grown over the years, until now it is a very popular place 
for meetings, Massey extra-mural exams, and social gatherings. 

Also on the agenda, National President Greg Terrill presented 
25 year badges to two Taupo long time members, Eric Foley and 
Tom Biggar. Although now living in Auckland Tom Biggar has 
remained a Taupo member.

The cutting of the 40th Anniversary cake was done by our 
Patron Ron Anderson, ably assisted by our newest member Joseph 
Quinn. During coffee and cake, each member was given a copy 
of “Taupo Branch 40th Jubilee History 1967-2007” compiled by 
Graham Mock – quite an undertaking, but well done. 

As a complete surprise to the writer, the President made a 
presentation of a framed Certificate of Appreciation plus a bouquet 
of flowers for her outstanding service to the club as Secretary for 
the past 10 years.
Over the past four decades, Taupo Branch has grown in strength.
Each new committee has put its own particular mark on the estab-
lishment: 

VCC President Greg Terrill presenting the toast 
to Taupo Branch – (Taupo Chairman Norman 
Pointon on left).

1967-1977 Chairmen - G. Mock, D. Amor, P. 
Andrews, T. Channing, M. Barton

1968 Inaugural Annual Rally 
1970 Centennial Rally 
1971 N.I. Rally 
1972 Assisted with 13th International 

Rally 
1976 Huka Sprint
1977-1987 Chairmen: J.Hindess, P. Attwood, 

R. Perry, R. Clerke, J. Hindess)
1980 21st International Rally at Rotorua
1983 “Wheels” – Outdoor Motor Show
1983 First Taupo Clubrooms
1986 1st Pan Pacific Rally
1987-1997 (Chairmen: P.Attwood, T.Biggar, 

G.Mock, J.Mazey, J.Ridley, 
F.Maxwell)

1988 21st Jubilee Rally
1992 Silver Jubilee Rally + 2nd Pan 

Pacific, started from Taupo
1993 Classic Car Show
1996 41 Taupo members attended VCC 

50th Jubilee Rally in Chch
1997 Clubroom expansion and kitchen 

alterations
1997-2007 (Chairmen, - K.Carr, F. Maxwell, J. 

Ridley, N. Pointon) 
1997 Motor Show
2000  Motor Show
2004 August 13 – VCCN. - National AGM 

– held at Wairakei Resort, Taupo
2007 Further alterations to the 

clubrooms – kitchen extension 
and a new contained library area.

And now we are into the fifth decade. It is to be hoped that the 
Taupo Branch of the Vintage Car Club Inc will continue to attract 
new members and keep up the tradition of restoration and 
continued use of Vintage cars. bw
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Founding members L to R: Graham Mock, Phil Andrews, Graham McKindley, Jack Hindess & Bruce Carrad
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Leslie Murray’s grandfather, Leslie 
Porter, drove a Wolseley Beetle in 
the Paris-Madrid race of 1903 and a 

Calthorpe in the “4-inch race” in the Isle 
of Man in 1908, and Leslie the younger 
has long had a hankering for an Edwardian 
sporting car. In 1993 he began work on 
designing and collecting for a special to be 
constructed from period parts. The central 
component was the engine, a Curtiss OX5 
aero engine of 1914 as used in Curtiss 
Jenny trainers during WW1. A 1913 De 
Dion chassis and radiator were chosen and 
a Delage axle of the same year was found to 
support the front. A 1913 Packard 3-speed 
transaxle and a 1912 Rochet-Schneider 
steering box also became ingredients in 
the recipe. David Barker of Old Brampton, 
England, was commissioned to do the 
actual construction and the finished car 
first took to the road in 1998.

The engine is mounted, back-to-front 
from its aircraft orientation, in a sub-frame 
which is in turn attached via a 3-point 
swivel mounting system to the chassis. 
A truck flywheel and clutch, adapted to 
the crankshaft in place of the propeller, 
take the drive to a step-up gearbox, which 
doubles the speed and halves the torque, 
before transmitting it to the Packard 
transaxle which is fixed rigidly to the 
chassis. Instead of wheels, the outer ends 
of the transaxle carry sprockets driving 
hefty chains which take the drive to a 

pair of larger sprockets attached to the 
rear wheels. The wheels are mounted on 
Lagonda hubs and brakes which turn on 
a specially-made dead axle, joined to the 
chassis by leaf springs and adjustable radius 
arms. There are no front brakes.

The OX5 engine is a 90 degree V8 of 
502 cubic inches (8230cc), rated at 90 
bhp. It is water cooled and has overhead 
valves operated by a single camshaft in the 
centre of the vee, the exhaust valves being 
prodded open in conventional fashion by 
pushrods and rockers while the intake 
rockers are pulled down by “pulltubes” 

surrounding the pushrods. The intake 
ports in the centre of the vee are supplied 
with fuel mixture by a dual-throat, updraft 
Zenith carburettor. Two four-cylinder 
Bosch magnetos supply the sparks, one 
mag per bank. The exhaust system on 
Leslie’s car is rather basic, being nothing 
more than a pair of fabricated steel tube 
manifolds barking into the open air. The 
deep aircraft sump has been sectioned by 
three inches to provide enough ground 
clearance. Their aeronautical origin is 
evident in the lightweight construction of 
the engine parts, all contributing to a total 

BEHIND THE WHEEL

Words Allan Wylie

Photos Lesley Murray, Ruth McCracken

Of an Edwardian  
De Dion Curtiss Special

At the Skope Classic race meeting at Ruapuna, 2005.
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engine weight of 385 pounds (175 kg).The 
connecting rods, for example, look spindly 
in the extreme, but must be made of good 
stuff as four of them were used in Bob 
Rufi’s famous Chev 4-powered streamliner 
that ran 140 mph (225 kph) at Bonneville 
in 1940. Rufi’s engine revved to 5000 rpm 
compared with the OX5’s rated 1400 rpm 
so those rods were really working overtime! 
The use of Curtiss V8s in earthbound 
vehicles has a long history, with Glenn 
Curtiss himself having used an earlier, side 
valve version in a motorcycle frame to set 
a speed record of 136.36 (219.4 kph) mph 
in 1907. Soichiro Honda, founder of the 
motor company that bears his name, built, 
in his youth, a racing car with an OX5 
engine.

Since the subject car was completed, 
Leslie and his wife, Yvonne, have driven 
it from their base in Belfast, Ireland to 
compete in events in Europe including 
the Angouleme street races in France 
(twice) and the Klaussen hill climb in 
Switzerland.

It has now covered some 10,000 miles 
and Leslie reports “The weakest link is the 
exposed, oil can-lubricated valve gear which 
keeps wearing out due to the mixture of oil 
and dust grinding it away. New Zealand 
dust contributes well to this process”. In 
2005 they shipped the car to New Zealand 
where they joined members of the Frazer-
Nash owners club on their “raid” around 

the South Island, with Leslie racing the car 
in Southern Festival of Speed events along 
the way. While travelling the Rainbow 
route near Hanmer Springs the Curtiss 
engine sheared its oil pump drive – a legacy 
of the sump-sectioning procedure – and, 
after limping into Hanmer, the car was 
trucked to Auto Restorations’ workshop in 
Christchurch to have repairs done while 
the owners continued on the raid in a 
borrowed modern car. While the car was 
in the shop I took the opportunity to have 
a close look at it and was impressed with 
the cleverness of its execution, noting that 
close attention had been paid to choosing 
parts with the correct period “look”, such 
as old brass and porcelain household 
switches for the lights.

By the time the engine was repaired, 
Leslie and Yvonne were in Queenstown so 
I offered to deliver the car to them, eager 
to try such a characterful machine, and we 
agreed to meet in Wanaka late the next 
day. My first familiarisation drive around 
the block saw me stalling the engine at 
every intersection — luckily, there’s an 
electric starter — and only able to find 
two of the three gears on the sequential 
quadrant gearshift. After some coaching 
from Leslie via telephone I was able to find 
that other gear between first and third and 
as for the stalling, “It always does that”. 
Although the engine would idle reliably 
when stationary, it would cut out on decel-

eration, meaning that the driver had to use 
the hand brake to pull up while goosing 
the throttle with the right foot to keep the 
engine alive. 

Leslie had suggested that earplugs would 
be a good idea as the step-up gearbox 
was rather noisy so, suitably plugged and 
attired, my partner Ruth and I set out 
on a sparkling morning for Wanaka. You 
sit high off the ground in the De Dion 
Curtiss but the bucket seats give enough 
lateral support that you don’t feel like 
you’ll topple out. A scuttle panel, which 
Leslie removes for racing, shields the lower 
part of your body from wind blast and also 
makes a handy place to stash things while 
touring. Behind the seats is a large, oval-
section bolster petrol tank and the driver 
is confronted by a wooden-rimmed steering 
wheel on a long, unbraced column.

Open, traffic-free roads are this car’s 
true element and once onto this type of 
road I was able to try it out. With a weight 
of 1120 kg and 90 bhp on tap, the power-
to-weight ratio is about 80 bhp/tonne, 
nothing startling by modern standards, so 
acceleration is brisk rather than thrilling, 
but the torque band is wide and all except 
the steepest hills are easily taken in top 
gear. Effortless, fast cruising is the car’s 
forte: Leslie says that 70–75mph can be 
easily maintained and top speed is about 
90. On this day, neither the speedometer 
nor the rev counter was functioning so 

One bank of the OX5.A real dash board.Details of drive sprocket, horn etc. Note the 
switches (top right)

Changing spark plugs on the Canterbury Plains. Car  in touring trim.
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speed was purely a matter of judgement. 
I noticed that the oil pressure rose and 
fell with engine revs so, once I’d decided 
what oil pressure corresponded to 100kph, 
I referred to the oil gauge to maintain a 
steady speed. 

Halfway along Thompsons Track the 
engine started to misfire slightly and Ruth 
indicated by sign language, and by shouting 
in my ear, that flames were shooting from 
the exhaust pipe on her side. A check 
revealed a fouled spark plug which was 
soon replaced with a spare and we were on 
our way again. It turned out that one of 
the magnetos was ailing and that we would 
have to make more plug changes en route 
to keep the engine on song, but luckily 
there were plenty of spare plugs and each 
change took only a few minutes.

When we did find ourselves in traffic I 
was presented with a dilemma that I’m sure 
all drivers of fast, poorly-braked cars will be 
familiar with; that of trying to cruise along 
in a stream of traffic while maintaining 
a safe space cushion in front. Too often, 
following drivers interpret the space in 
front of your car as an invitation to pass, 
causing you to slow down to re-create the 
space cushion, whereupon the next car 
in the stream passes and you find yourself 
moving backwards through the stream of 
traffic even though you’re trying to go with 
the flow. Two-wheel brakes also limit use of 
the engine’s power on winding, hilly roads 
like the Lindis Pass. You simply can’t rush 
up to blind corners or over blind crests as 
you might in a better-braked vehicle, just 
in case there’s a mob of sheep or some 
such obstruction just out of sight. It isn’t 
that the brakes on the De Dion Curtiss 

are that bad; they are large and have two 
pairs of shoes per side, one pair operated 
by the foot pedal and the other by a hand 
lever. In addition, a large percentage of the 
car’s weight is carried on the rear wheels 
as befits a vehicle with brakes on those 
wheels only. The fact remains though 
that at the speeds this car is capable of, 
stopping distances are much longer than 
those of other vehicles on the road so the 
driver must always maintain a high level of 
vigilance and anticipation when in traffic.

When the road is clear though, progress 
is great fun. The steering is light and direct 
and cornering is quite good, especially in 
view of the age of the chassis, though one 
does get the feeling that liberties should 
not be taken, and Leslie reports that the 
car can be a handful in the wet.

Near the end of our journey we stopped 
at Tarras for fuel. Leslie reckons that, when 
the engine is running really well, 20 miles 
per gallon is attainable, but on this day the 
car seemed much thirstier, although calcu-
lations were necessarily rough due to the 
resting speedometer. After meeting and 
swapping cars with Leslie and Yvonne on 
the Wanaka lakefront there was time to 
reflect on the day’s experiences. To try a 
unique and idiosyncratic old machine 
along a route that suited it and in ideal 
weather was an experience to be savoured. 
Thank you, Leslie and Yvonne, for the 
opportunity. bw

In racing trim with stub exhausts and without scuttle panel and wooden trunk.

Passengers view of the dash and controls.
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Before I get started on what we found in the USA, a couple 
of snippets about Daimlers were heard on the eve of our 
departure. Don Vile, of Feilding, for various reasons has 

decided to sell the cache of Daimler parts he has accumulated over 
20 years. With two engines, several gear boxes and many other 
duplicates, there is probably enough for two cars. Don is prepared 
to haggle and will be in the market for a suitable running Veteran 
car. Don also reported that Bruce Hutchinson of Te Puke has 
recently acquired a Veteran Daimler. Reputed to be about 90% 
complete, apparently this was a typical “barn find” discovered 
about a year ago in a basement garage somewhere in Auckland.

The disadvantage of having cloth ears is stories can become 
misinterpreted, as was the case of the Ford T that Lachlan Scott 
is dealing to. Rather than working for Dave Griffiths, as reported 
previously, there was some trading going on that scored Lachlan 
the oversize jigsaw puzzle as a suitable retirement project.

It is perhaps fitting that our first Veteran encounter in North 
America was with one owned by an enthusiastic couple who 
have several New Zealand friends and have been to three of our 
international rallies. Barry Burge, a Ford A owner and our host 
in the greater Vancouver region, took us to meet Earl and June 
Tucker. Among their collection of a dozen or so splendid 1930s to 
1960s American cars and a Vintage or two, was a 1913 Simplex 
Roadster. With a 9 litre, six cylinder engine under the bonnet, 
a well proportioned body and a radiator sporting a crane mascot 
hand-made by Earl, it was a joy to behold — and no doubt would 
be a joy to drive.

While wandering through the lovely byways of Vermont we 
encountered a 1900 Studebaker. But before you raise a pen in 
protest, Studebaker were making carriages and wagons long before 
they ventured into the new-fangled gas buggies and this example 
was a carriage housed in the stables of the University of Vermont 
Morgan Horse Farm. We were to see another Studebaker wagon in 
a collection visited during the Glidden Tour, while on another day 
of the Tour we were taken along a narrow road near Gettysburg 
past the site where Clement Studebaker had his first wagon 
shop before moving to South Bend, Indiana. Our good friend 
Mike Margerum, who had a hand in placing the 4 tonne boulder 
carrying a suitably inscribed bronze plaque at the site, attests to 
finding a few blacksmith tools and charcoal from the forge to 
confirm the site.

Melvin Village on the northern shores of New Hampshire’s 
Lake Winnepesaukee would be a pleasant place to reside. On 
entering Bart Carlson’s establishment the rear view of the lovely 

1909 Buick Model F was instantly recognisable, being similar to, if 
somewhat shinier than Vernon Jensen’s example. It was receiving 
a little attention after a recent extended outing. Sharing the 
same room was a 1910 model 30 Cadillac which had a rear wheel 
removed for some reason. Entry to the next room made one almost 
gasp. A brace of air-cooled Franklins stood at one end. The early 
1905 model featured a cross-engine layout, the better to cool the 
four finned cylinders. Its younger stable mate achieved its cooling 
through a system of fan, shrouding and ducting which meant that 
the car could idle at traffic lights without risk of overheating. The 
Model 20 Hupmobile was familiar enough having campaigned 
on more than one occasion with the pair from Auckland. We 
have early 4 cylinder Buicks in New Zealand, but nothing so big 
as the next car in line. With a 4½" x 5" engine it was a big beast 
that Bart said drives well but has some difficulty stopping on 
demand. There was a gap on the floor for aforesaid Buick F, then 
a delightful 1911 Ford T with “mother-in-law” seat perched over 
the back axle. Other fine vehicles in the barn and outside were 
beyond the scope of this column. All these cars are used regularly 
but remain in showroom condition.

The small and tidy village of Kingfield, lying in the hills and 
forests of north-west Maine, is home to the Stanley Museum. Few 
but a Stanley Steamer enthusiast would know that while their 
automobiles were not made there, the Stanley twins were born 
in that town. Few also would know that F. O. Stanley made his 
own violin when still in his mid teens or that after becoming 
a successful photographer in the late 1870s he developed the 
Stanley Dry Plate Negative, making the likes of postcards possible, 
or that when the brothers were inspired to build their first steam 
car they commissioned the Mason Company to make the engine, 
rejecting the first two prototypes as being too heavy. These are 
only a few of the facts to be learnt in the two rooms of exhibits 
which include an example of a Mason engine, a later Stanley 
engine, a Stanley boiler copiously wound with piano wire to 
contain any unintended excess pressure and three Stanley cars; 
ranging from a little 1905 runabout through the familiar coffin 
nosed model to a large five passenger touring model of the Vintage 
period. Numerous photographs, articles, posters and well written 
display notes help to make this little known museum a “must see” 
for anyone interested in steam cars or automotive history and well 
worth the effort to get there. Later we were to see more Stanley 
cars in other collections. 

Robert Miller of Bob’s Antique & Classic Cars at North 
Woodstock, New Hampshire, was not in when I called, attracted 

Sounding the Brass
Words and photos Rob Knight

Glidden Tour Entrants from left: EMF, Buick, Hartkraft



by the Ford A Roadster parked outside. But his good lady was 
pleased to welcome a fellow enthusiast from New Zealand. Of 
interest to this column was a 1910 Ford T built on a 1922 
chassis and consequently reasonably priced at $8,800. If the 1912 
Hupmobile Touring was for sale I did not record the price, but a 
partly restored 1914 Maxwell model 25 could be had for around 
$15,000.

The 62nd Glidden Tour Revival attracted some 275 entries with 
an age limit around 1946.

Sadly the syndrome of increasingly aging drivers bringing out 
their younger cars is the same in USA as in NZ, so that only 
a handful of Veteran cars attended the five day event based at 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, although almost a third of the entries 
were Model A Fords. Barry Birchall would have recognized the 
1911 Cadillac Touring. John Gould and his partner, being suitably 
attired to match their lovely 1910 Packard Touring, were deserv-
edly awarded a prize for having entered into the spirit of the event. 
This impressive car was kept company by an equally impressive 
1909 Buick Roadster. Both the 1917 Marmon Touring and the 
1910 EMF Roadster with basic bodywork were seen from time to 
time. The 1907 Franklin that made a brief appearance midway 
during the event fell between the two seen in Bart Carlson’s 
collection. Its four un-shrouded, in-line finned cylinders were 
cooled by a single fan, but not enough to prevent #4 exhaust 
valve sticking open during a test run that morning. Not so easily 
remedied was the loss of the crank handle during the same test 
run when a spring loaded retaining pin failed. My photos show a 
couple of brass radiator Model T Fords but they don’t appear in the 
entry list as such. 

York, PA, is home now to one of the Harley Davidson factories 
but in the past had its own modest automobile industry. The 
Glidden Tour visited the Green Door Museum at Rosenmuller 
Farm that, as well as its extensive collection of memorabilia, has 
specialized in automobiles made in nearby York. Five stunning and 
rare vehicles are on display. Two different models of the Pullman 
car stand back to back just inside the door. A fellow by the name 
of Bell left Pullman to build his own cars until the company folded 
in 1921. Of 5,000 made only one is known to survive, while fate 
conspired to preserve the one known example of the 2 cylinder 
horizontally opposed engine Kraft truck. Although not a Veteran, 
mention should be made of the imposing Meisenhelder car, one of 
four built by Roy Meisenhelder between 1919 and 1924.

The Antique Automobile Club of America has every reason to 
be proud of their museum, located a few miles from the site of the 
Hershey Swap Meet. Two floors contain a beautifully presented 
array of fine old motor vehicles and lots of good things to buy in 
the shop. Billed as “the oldest known fully functional American 
Automobile” was an 1895 2 cylinder Benton Harbor Motor Car. 
Appropriately standing next to an example of the 2 cylinder 8hp 
1903 Model A, Ford’s first production model, was a replica of the 
1896 Quadricycle, Henry Ford’s first self-propelled car. The Detroit 
Automobile Co made a 2 cylinder 5hp car in 1905 and called it the 
Paragon. I seem to recall that we had an Orient Buckboard in New 
Zealand many years ago. The 1906 single cylinder 4hp example on 
display made by Waltham Manufacturing Co of Massachusetts was 
also labelled as a 1906 Waltham. Other small cars of that period, 
but rather more substantial were a 1906 Mitchell, a 1905 Cadillac 

Model E and a 1907 International Harvester Model B with a 16hp 
2 cylinder engine. The 1910 Brush Model D single cylinder engine 
was rated at 10hp while the Buick Model 10 of the same year 
was powered by a 4 cylinder 22hp engine. Both the 1911 single 
cylinder Reo Truck and the very rare 1910 Model C Schmidt 
truck looked to have been considerably slower vehicles than the 
1912 twenty one-passenger bus designed by Frank Martz of Martz 
Trailways and built by the White Company of Cleveland, Ohio, 
which could manage 30 mph. In the larger 4 cylinder range were a 
1914 Hupmobile Model 32, a 1911 30hp EMF stock chassis racer (I 
thought of Wayne Richards when looking at this) a 1912 Cadillac 
40hp 5 passenger Touring and a 1912 28 hp Stearns-Knight. The 
1914 Stearns-Knight 7 passenger Touring boasted 6 cylinders and 
43hp and the 1917 Pierce-Arrow Model 38 6 cylinder was rated at 
38hp. The cycle car craze of the Edwardian era manifested itself 
in the USA in the form of such vehicles as the Woods Mobilette 
Model 5 wearing a narrow “staggered roadster” body and powered 
by a 4 cylinder 12 hp engine. According to the label on the Briggs 
& Stratton Motor Wheel, the American manufacturing rights 
to the Wall Auto Wheel were purchased by AO Smith & Co, 
who sold the rights to Briggs & Stratton in 1919. Although not a 
Veteran, this machine cannot be too much different from Snow 
Benge’s much earlier Wall Auto Wheel.

So enthusiastic was Will Markey about his mechanical musical 
machines and similar gadgets he even had them in the one 
bedroom that was usable and every other room in the house. My 
detail notes have been lost but outside stood a miniature carousel 
mounted on an International truck of uncertain age, another 
IHC in the form of a popcorn vendor’s truck, an early articulated 
Autocar truck, another Autocar hawker’s wagon and a White 
charabanc. 

The last day of the Glidden Tour took us in quick succession 
to another two fine private collections. Sterling Walsh began 
collecting cars in the early 1950s and from around the eastern 
states gathered together and traded off a number of rare motor 
cars. His collection still holds such jewels as a 1915 Pathfinder, 
a 1914 Rauch & Lang electric phaeton, a 1915 Trumbull, a 1904 
Curved Dash Oldsmobile, a 1908 Maxwell, and a rare 1899 Crouch 
Steamer, all housed in lovely barns on a lovely well kept property. 
Outside, a splendid barrel organ mounted on an early Ford T 
truck entertained us throughout our visit. His fully functional 
antique machine shop had the visitors enthralled although some 
New Zealand authorities might have been aghast at the number 
of people crowded close up to whirling belts and unguarded 
machines. A friend had arrived in his Pullman and parked along 
with the Tour cars.

A short distance down the road was what someone described 
as a hard-case collection, appropriately housed in a few large old 
farm barns. Retired farmer, Herb Wessel, is regarded as a leading 
authority on Case tractors and his collection includes a large 
number of these, ranging from the smallest to a huge Case diesel 
tractor and a Case steam tractor. Of course there has to be a 
number of Case cars in the collection, at least three of which were 
Veterans.

Part 2 of Rob Knights report will appear in our February/March issue
After our week at Gettysburg we went north again to Maine. 

Scattered along the seaboard of that state are at least four collec-
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CAMARO/TRANS AM 82-93  F/Shocks $225, Chev 
small block, large journal flywheel $100, oil pick up 
$20, adjustable thermostat housing $80, chrome 
moly push rods $120, rod bolt set $80, Alternator 
slider bracket (chrome) $30, Ford 302/351C Chrome 
sump $140. Phone Lindsay 03 434 5953   MEM

CHRYSLER 65  front scuttle international engine 
gearbox radiator early 30’s light truck. Hupp late 
1920s sedan doors, Hupp tourer doors 4 1926-27, 
3 1928, 2 1929. MG1500 short block, 2 1930s V8 
seats, steel lathe. Phone Phil 027 440 3477   MEM

FOR SALE ONE 1948 & ONE 1951 MODEL K 
BEDFORD TRUCKS  (ripe for restoration) Suitable 
as house trucks. $500. Car Radio ex 1948 Humber, 
offers. Two 17” K.O. wheels ready to use $700 
for the pair. 1 pair snow chains to fit 20" wheels, 
offers. Phone David Bruce 03 575 6838 or write 
c/o PO Box 19, Ward, Marlborough 7248 or Email 
judithbruce@xtra.co.nz

LE VELOCETTE 1947/48 MODEL.  Complete and 
together but needs TLC. No WOF or Reg. $2000 
ONO. Phone Peter Levet 09 570 5131 or email  
peter.levet@ccs.co.nz  MEM

Please notify National Office if you  
have changed your address or sold/purchased  

any vehicles. Advertising for our February/March 
issue closes 10 January 2008. 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers 
should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, 
logos, blank lines and centering. All classified 
rates include GST. 
The 65 word limit includes contact details. 
Advertisers requiring ads longer than the 
standard 65 words, or who require typography or 
space, must apply display rates. 
The advertising department reserves the right to 
edit or return classifieds not meeting the criteria
Member of Vintage Car Club Inc
No charge for text or photo advertising to a 
maximum of 65 words per advertisement. 
Members must be financial and state their 
Branch.
Non Member 
$16.00 for first 40 words or part thereof, 
thereafter 15 cents per word to a maximum of 65 
words per advertisement.
Text in a Boxed Ad 
$24 non-members. 
Colour Photo Ad in Box
$54 non-members, enclose a clear photo and an 
SAE if return required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. 
Advertisements should be typed or clearly 
printed.

ENCLOSE PAYMENT 
Cheques Payable to Beaded Wheels. 
Post to: Advertising, P O Box 13140, Christchurch 
8140, to arrive not later than 10th of month 
preceding publication. 
Phone 03 332 3531, Fax 03 332 3827.

DISPLAY RATES
 Casual 3 Issues 
  (per issue) 
Full Page $900.00 $720.00 
Half Page $490.00 $390.00 
Horizontal Quarter Page $270.00 $216.00 
VCCNZ Branch Rate ¼ pg $121.oo $99.00 
All display rates quoted exclude GST and are for finished 
camera ready artwork  supplied. Artwork can be arranged 
at an extra charge.

Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.
Beaded Wheels will consider articles of a technical 
nature for inclusion in its editorial space. Beaded Wheels 
however regrets that it is not able to offer editorial space 
for advertisements nor for the promotion of products.
Marketplace advertising cancellations received in writing 
prior to advertising deadline will be refunded in full. 
Where possible Beaded Wheels will refund 70% of the 
advertisement cost for any cancellations received after the 
booking deadline.
Beaded Wheels makes every effort to ensure no misleading claims are 
made by advertisers, responsibility cannot be accepted by Beaded Wheels 
or the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) for the failure of any product 
or service to give satisfaction. Inclusion of a product or  service should not 
be construed as endorsement of it by Beaded Wheels or by the Vintage 
Car Club.

No liability can be accepted for non-appearance of advertisements and the 
text of all advertisements is subject to the approval of the editor who reserves 
the right to refuse any advertisements which are not compatible with the 
aims, objectives, and standards of Beaded Wheels or the Vintage Car Club 
of New Zealand (Inc.)

In accordance with the provisions of the Human Rights 
Commission Act 1977 Beaded Wheels will not publish any 
advertisement which indicates or could reasonably be 
understood as indicating an intention to discriminate by reason 
of sex, marital status,  religious or ethical beliefs. Advertisers 
should take all care in drafting advertisements as they could be 
held liable, as well as the magazine and the Club.

marketplace
FOR SALE

AU TO M OTI V E  WOO DG R A I N I NG  
 When restoring your car there is only 
one way to restore your metal window 
frames & dashboard: metal woodgraining.  
For information and free quotes contact 
Alan Markby. Phone 03 445 0988 or write to  
11 Boyne Place, Cromwell.   MEM

1923 FIAT 501 ENGINE  balanced, S head and 
final drive, 60 mph. 35-40mpg. Five new tyres. 
Documented history from new. $30,000. Phone 06 
877 6922.   MEM

1926 GRAHAM TRUCK.  2 wheel brakes. Dodge 
running gear unfinished project. $2,500. Phone 
Murray Burt 07 552 0180 Tauranga    MEM

1934 RILEY 9 KESTREL SPECIAL SERIES,  with ENV 
preselect gearbox. Restoration project, needs 
new wood throughout, some woodwork already 
carried out.  Rear axle, diff. and driveshaft already 
overhauled.  5 new tyres and tubes included - 
$6000 Ph/Fax Bernard 03 351 5195 email: elbid@
paradise.net.nz  

COACHWORK 
 For all your coachwork and woodwork 
requirements for your Veteran, Vintage 
and Commercial vehicles contact Designs 
n Wood John Martin, 11 Bell Ave, Cromwell.  
Phone/Fax 03 445 0598. Cell 021 109 1309 Email 
martin_jw@xtra.co.nz

BALANCING BALANCING BALANCING,  
 We can balance most Vintage and single cylinder 
engines,fans,driveshafts etc. Work is carried out 
on a modern digital machine. M S Coombes Ltd, 
344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch, Ph 03 366 
7463, Fax 03 366 7462, Email: mscoombesltd@
clear.net.nz

6 – 12 VOLT INVERTERS, run any 12 volt accessory 
in your original 6 volt vehicle. Very simple three 
wire installation. J. Hibbs, 12 Grace Nicholls Grove, 
Riverstone Terraces, Upper Hutt, Phone 04 528 
4621 or email hibbspekay@xtra.co.nz

1950 MATCHLESS 500 cc near complete. Requires 
full restoration, rolling unit. Some extra parts. 
Contact Wally Phone 06 758 1991   MEM

1961 BORGWARD HANSAS. 2  stationwagons, 1 
sedan, all good projects. Plenty of spare parts. 
Offers. Ph Dave 027 490 3370  Dave Birss.   MEM

7 FIRESTONE DELUXE CHAMPION  750x14 Tubeless 
Crossply tyres. 1 x new 2 x almost new, 2 x very 
good, 2 x baldies. The lot $300.00 Phone Roy 
Alderton, Levin, 06 367 5414 wk, 06 368 5793 
home.

ALVIS GREY LADY 1954,  1 owner since ‘70s tidy 
condition. Good motorable car in current use, 
$10,000. Phone 021 361 434.  MEM

AUSTIN MAXI  good condition all round. Reg on 
hold. Comes with spares $500 ONO. Phone 06 368 
5475

BOSCH DU4 MAGNETO.  Fully rebuilt unused 
magneto for sale or swap. $600.00 or swap for 
Bosch ZF4 magneto in similar condition. Phone Tony 
Haycock 03 980 6755, 021 662 441 email: tony.
maggie@paradise.net.nz  MEM

BUICK WIRE WHEELS 19”  set of 5 one lock ring 
missing rough hub caps $1000, or exchange for 
Buick 16” WIRES. Two 16” Pontiac wire $300. A 
set of Ash wire hubs Buick Master $600. Front hubs 
Buick 4 or Std 6 $200 each. Front guard 1927 pass 
side master. Contact Russell 6 Tutchen St Tauranga  
Phone 07 578 8941 

DISTRIBUTOR PARTS AND SERVICE 
 We can supply many new old stock distributor 

parts for Lucas and other makes, and have built a 
New Zealand wide reputation for restoring worn 

distributors to as new performance and 
finish.  

All aspects of repair undertaken including 
Vacuum Advance Units.  

MECHANICAL FUEL PUMPS REPAIRED.  
Repair kits and parts in stock. Faulty pumps 

restored, including fuel resistant diaphragm. All 
work fully guaranteed. 

Contact Quality Rebuilds,  
5 Fenhall St, Christchurch, 8004.  

Phone/fax Barry Emms 03 342 5677 MEM  
email: barry@qualityrebuilds.com  

www.qualityrebuilds.com 

1947 ROVER  Restoration near completion.  
For sale on behalf of the estate of the late Martin 
Weir. Vehicle is situated in Napier. For more details 
including photographs and receipts phone Dave 
McKee 06 835 4862. Email mckee.da@xtra.co.nz
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MORRIS SERIES E 1947,  4 door saloon, original 
pale blue paint, car number SE/E 88031, Type M8, 
Engine Number 103769. Registration on hold, no 
body rust, all complete, was running until laid 
up in new shed about 5 years ago. $1600 Please 
contact Mike Stuart at ph/fax 06 8444265 or email 
easports@actrix.co.nz   

PENRITE OILS  We carry a large range from 
Vintage to Modern engines. Gearbox, diff, S.U 
dash pot and water pump grease. M S Coombes 
Ltd, 344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch, Ph 03 366 
7463, Fax 03 366 7462, Email: mscoombesltd@
clear.net.nz

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS  PISTONS 
FOR VETERAN, VINTAGE, 

CLASSIC & ODDBALL ENGINES. 
We can supply piston sets for most makes & 
models. All piston sets come complete with 

rings & gudgeons. We have over 700 listings at 
competitive prices.

M S Coombes Ltd
344 St Asaph St, Christchurch

PH 03 366 7463, FAX 03 366 7462

VINTAGE ENGINE SHORTBLOCKS  We can in 
most cases rebuild your shortblock using modern 
shell bearings, new pistons and rebuilt oil 
pump. Please contact us for more information. 
M S Coombes Ltd, 344 St Asaph Street, 
Christchurch, Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

PENRITE ENGINE COOL ANT   
A colourless hybrid-organic non glycol based 
corrosion inhibitor designed specifically for 
use in Veteran, Edwardian, Vintage and 
Classic Car cooling systems. M S Coombes Ltd,  
344 St Asaph Street, Christchurch,  
Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462,  
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

KING-PIN KITS, TIE ROD ENDS, 
Spring shackles, ignition parts, bulbs and 
sealed beams, spark-plugs and coils, engine 
bearings, engine mountings, head gasket/
sets, pistons and valves, timing chains and 
gears, flywheel ring gears, tyres, carburettors, 
magnetos, etc, for all makes and models, 
especially: Austin, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Essex, 
Ford, Hillman, Morris, Standard, Vauxhall. 
Ronald Lever, 87 Tui Rd, Papatoetoe, South 
Auckland. Phone 09 278 3888 evenings.

PISTONS FOR VINTAGE AND CLASSIC ENGINES 
Most models available in standard or 
oversizes. Also pistons can be made to special 
dimensions. Contact George Calder, 307 Hoon 
Hay Road, Christchurch. Ph 03 338 5372.  
Fax 03 338 5482.   MEM

VINTAGE WOOD PROBLEMS? For all your 
Vintage wood work requirements, I can reproduce 
your car’s woodwork from original parts, patterns 
and photos. Model A parts made to order, also 
Morris Traveller Van kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of 
Distinction. Purakau St, Marton 4710. Phone 06 
327 6164.

VALVES exhaust quality stainless for Vintage 
engines. Available in blank form or machined to 
size required. Contact; George Calder, 307 Hoon 
Hay Road, Christchurch. Phone 03 338 5372, Fax 
03 338 5482. Member.

WORKSHOP MANUALS & SALES BROCHURES 
large stock of new and used for all types  
of vehicles from early 1900s onwards including 
cars, motorcycles, farm equipment, tractors, 
trucks. Transport book-find specialists.  
Mail, telephone and secure online orders.  
DML Manuals & Motor Books.  
www.manuals.co.nz Phone 03 614 7900.  
PO Box 25, Pleasant Point, South Canterbury

HUBCAPS – any problems contact me 
I now produce either hubcap skins or complete 
hubcaps. These are top quality replicas. Pressed not 
spun to the closest possible original specifications. 
I can manufacture any model that uses the skin 
system plus many others provided they do not 
exceed 10½" in diameter. For more information 
phone Dave Patten Replica Manufacturing (2003) 
Ltd, Ph 027 247 7956, 160 New York Street, 
Martinborough. Email dave.patten@wise.net.nz 

MOTORS OF TODAY  by H. Thornton Rutter, 
complete set of 5 volumes all in good condition, 
well illustrated and giving details of a wide range 
of Vintage vehicles from ABC to Wolseley. A worthy 
addition to any vintage library. $475 ono. Phone 
John at 09 625 8876.

PETROL TANK FOR APPROX 1925-27 CADILLAC  in 
excellent condition. Free to ood home. NO.S. Remax 
armature for English C39 and C40 generator. Many 
applications. $25. Phone Kevin Casey, 03 453 0818. 
Email: leadlights@ihug.co.nz

EUROPEAN HOLIDAYS. Camper vans, 
motorhomes and cars for hire. Excellent helpful 
service, best rates in UK. For brochures phone 
07 853 2711 or phone Kiwi Hire Direct 44 1 432 
870 410 fax 44 1 432 870 875

DRIVESHAFTS DRIVESHAFTS DRIVESHAFTS 
 We can alter or make driveshafts with fabric 
components to take modern universal joints and 
yokes, as well as performing dynamic balancing. 
We also carry a large range of driveshaft 
components for car, trucks, industrial and 
marine. M S Coombes Ltd, 344 St Asaph Street, 
Christchurch, Ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
Email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

RENAULT NNI ROADSTER 1925  Partly restored, 
complete with instruction book, parts manual etc. 
$7,500. Phone 09 418 4436 or email robreid@xtra.
co.nz 

HUMBER SUPER SNIPE DROPHEAD COUPE 1949  
Tickford bodied. Extensive body off restoration. Full 
leather upholstery. Stayfast topping, wool hood 
lining. Full mechanical reconditioning. A very rare, 
top quality, no expense spared. VCC PWV 0559. 
$55,000. Phone 06 843 5151, fax 06 843 5849

WOODEN WHEELS made for your metal-
work. Steam-bent felloes, any shape spokes.  
New beaded rims available in some sizes. Phone 
Vern Jensen 06 323 3868, 16 Osborne Terrace, 
Feilding.   Mem.

LEN BROWELL’S FOUR VINTAGE STANDARD  
cars are reluctantly offered for sale because of 
his “Veteran” age! He will sell the Warranted, 
Registered and VIN’d 1924 Warwick, 1926 Doctor’s 
Coupe, 1927 Saloon and 1928 Fabric Body Saloon 
all with handbooks, spares and memorabilia as 
a collection. Offers over $NZ100,000 considered. 
Phone 06 343 6790  MEM

1974 TRIUMPH. 2.500,  6 Cylinder. Power 
Steering. Reg & Wof. Used daily, runs well and 
in good condition. 26,000 kms on reconditioned 
motor. Spare parts. $4600. Phone Fred 06 367 
0311, 021 135 5440  MEM

WILLYS-KNIGHT SEDAN LATE 20s.  Dismantled but 
appears to be almost complete. Offers over $500. 
Phone Jim 06 751 0309 or John 06 765 5554. 
Taranaki.

Was first published in 1973. 
All back issues are available. 

All vehicles featured are restored or in 
original condition. 

Events, How To’s and Australian 
motoring History are a specialty.

Bankcard – Visa – MasterCard available
EDDIE FORD PUBLICATIONS P/L

29 LYONS ST, NEWSTEAD VIC 3462 AUSTRALIA.
Ph 61 3 5476 2212 Fax 61 3 5476 2592

RESTORED CARS
Magazine Australia

6 ISSUES (ONE YEAR)
Aust $69.00 Air Mail

12 ISSUES (TWO YEARS)
Aust $135.00 Air Mail



1970 MARK I FORD ESCORT  56,000 miles, 2 
owners. 1100 cc. Sold Reg and warranted. Rust 
free. Has been in Te Puke since new $3,400. 
Contact Ray Singleton Te Puke Vintage Auto Barn  
07 573 6547  MEM 
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VINTAGE TRUNKS as seen in Issue 201, page 
17. Leather trim, waterproof, stock size or made to 
your measurements. Phone/Fax Allan on 06 844 
3959 or 025 469 331 to discuss your requirements. 
Allan Jones Joinery, Napier. Member.

PERSONALISED PLATE FOR SALE    7IMG   as 
new condition, always behind perspex covers 
$1400 ono. Ph 06 868 8306 Gisborne email 
beejae@xtra.co.nz  MEM

1966 AUSTIN VANDENPLAS  4 Litre R Princess 
Very tidy original car, 100,000 mls. Reg & Wof, 
4 new tyres, comes with a complete 1964 model 
4 Litre R, ready for restoration or parts with 
reconditioned engine. Genuine sale $9,750. for 
both cars, many spares. Ph Andrew 06 278 8628 
A/H, 027-4459-606 judds@orcon.net.nz   MEM

1971 MORRIS MINOR VAN.  1100cc motor 
runs very well. New battery, good tyres brakes 
o’hauled this year. Tidy inside and out, original 
seat upholstery. Good radial tyres, towbar. Rego 
and new WOF. $6250 o.n.o. Phone 07 870 1403.
  MEM  

1952 DAIMLER SPECIAL SPORTS DB18 . 
Aluminium drophead Barker body. 2.5 litre six 
cylinder engine and overdrive gearbox giving 
good open road cruising, Mahogany and leather 
interior. Lovely condition throughout. Offers over 
$40,000. Ph 06 8440464 or 0274 461986. email 
kimhunter22@xtra.co.nz.

FORD PILOT PARTS  one chassis, doors, guards, 
bumpers, and a lot more parts. Phone David 03 
693 8486 and leave a message  Email hufflepuff@
clear.net.nz  MEM

1969 JAGUAR E TYPE 2+2   Imported into 
NZ brand new. 66,500 original miles. Pristine 
condition, automatic transmission. Present owner 
— 17 years. Bare metal respray 15 years ago at 
56,000 miles. Price $45,000 — not negotiable. 
Phone 07 823 0447, email eddlest@clear.net.nz 
  MEM 

1965 DAIMLER V8 AUTO,  106,000 miles, lots 
of recent maintenance, including engine mounts, 
ball joints, steering box, battery and 4 new 
tyres. Drives well, but would benefit from further 
work. $8,500. Phone 04 904 0464, Kapiti Coast. 
  MEM

1934 LAGONDA RAPIER 1100CC.  Twin ohc. 
B.T.H.GA4 mag ignition. Semi automatic ENV 
gear box. Sound, economical and reliable. Nice 
car to drive. $60,000 ono. Phone William 06 
3228133 a/h or 021 1100 966.
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1928 DODGE VICTORY SIX SEDAN  Restored 
body, mechanically sound very good condition. 
Runs well. Reg & WOF. $10,500 ONO. Phone Noel 
03 434 5917   MEM

1935 CHEVROLET SEDAN  Professional 
restoration. $22,000 ONO  Phone 07 376 8088 
  MEM

1934 CHEV COUPE 6 CYLINDER.  Unregistered 
since 2002. Older restoration. Not perfect but an 
original rare car. Offers invited. Phone Phil 027 
533 3878 or a/h 07 533 3878.  MEM

1937 FORD V8  As is complete except no engine or 
gearbox. Excellent restorable body/chassis, even 
includes original valve radio in going condition. 
Spare set of window trim refurbished. $6,000. 
Phone 09 479 6308 or 027 283 4720.  MEM

1930 AJS 1000CC  vee twin Model R2. Original 
and totally restored. Reluctant sale due to change 
of circumstances. Fitted with correct sidecar 
Graisley chassis and sidebox. $30,000. Norm and 
Lynda Maddock  Phone 09 422 2638 fax 09 422 
2639   MEM

1953 ARMSTRONG SIDDELEY 346 . Body 
stripped and twopac paint job. Full recon. new 
shocks, kingpins and front end, rewired. Woodwork 
redone. A very good example of an early model 
with special features twin carbs, preselect, chrome 
stripe down boot. Sorry to sell, need room. Ph 04 
383 7526 Email islandbayplumbing@xtra.co.nz

1946 FORD V8 CONVERTIBLE COUPE  This 
wonderful time capsule totally 100% original, just 
1 owner from new, till January of this year. I don’t 
think you would find a more original, rust free ‘46 
V8 Convertible anywhere as coming from a dry 
California climate has really helped preserve this 
vehicle. New brakes, 4 new tyres. Info & inquiries 
Ph 06 363 7065 or horselessauto@aol.com

1934 ROLLS ROYCE  Coachwork by HJ Mulliner. 
Sunroof divider window. Recent restoration, new 
engine, tyres, wheels, brakes. Custom Alpine 
stereo and trunk. Complete history and library. 
$105,000 OBO. Call evenings after 6pm or 
weekends. Phone 021 170 3730.  MEM

1938 GRAHAM SHARKNOSE  Reconditioned 
motor, good gearbox and diff 3.7, good tyres, 
original upholstery, worn but very serviceable, 
plenty of spares. This is a great chance to purchase 
a very mobile touring car. $30,000 ONO. Phone 
Don 09 267 4837 or Email: exclusive@i4free.co.nz
  MEM

1928 OLDSMOBILE F28 SEDAN  One of the 2 
Olds from Te Puke Vintage Auto Barn that have 
done many weddings. Reg & WOF  with passenger 
service licence. Ready for work $25,000. Ray 
Singleton Phone 07 573 6547   MEM.

1937 VA TYPE 1½ LITRE MG  four seat tourer. 
Together with large quantity of valuable spare 
parts . Wonderful rally history. Rallied throughout 
New Zealand and overseas. Excellent condition. 
Comfortable fast tourer. $100,000. Further details, 
phone Gordon Vogtherr 06 878 2448.  MEM

1938 NASH LAFAYETTE  Very good condition, 
4 owners. Trailer load of spares. Genuine sale 
$14,000. Phone 03 544 8159.  MEM 

1925 ALVIS TE 12/50 DUCKSBACK  Ground up 
restoration completed 2004 completed 1350 miles, 
New radiator, high ratio crown wheel & pinion, 
close ratio gears in g/box and new clutch linings/
springs. Motor overhauled, new body frame, skin, 
upholstery & guards. Reason for this sale is I have 
bought another 12/50. Phone 0061 7 5443 4320 
email d_g_dixon@bigpond.com  MEM



 

I am a current financial member of the VCCNZ and wish to 
advertise in Beaded Wheels for FREE.

Name (block letters)  _________________________________________________________________________

Membership number is ______ ⁄___________________ Phone   _________________________________

Please list this advertisement in the

 

Advertisement text to read (include contact details):

 _____________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________

 _____________________________________________________________________________________

Yes

  CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING REALLY WORKS…

 & NOW IT’S FREE*

Classified advertising in Beaded Wheels 
magazine is free *for all current 
financial members of the Vintage Car 
Club of New Zealand.
Our standard advertising charges remain 
unchanged for all non-members or members 
wishing to advertise commercial services.

It is easy — just email your advertisement to 
beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz

or complete the form on this page and post to us 
at Marketplace Beaded Wheels, PO Box 13140, 
Christchurch 8140  
or fax us on 03 332 3827

Deadline for receipt of advertisements and 
payment for our February/March issue is 
10 January 2008.  
NO LATE ADVERTISEMENTS ACCEPTED

Beaded Wheels is delivered to over 8,000 
subscribers and members of the New Zealand 
Vintage Car Club every issue – our advertising is 
read by enthusiasts throughout the country and 
overseas. Now you can reach a broader audience 
by choosing to publish your advertisement in 
our magazine and also on our club website. 
Advertisements are listed on the internet for 
the length of time the issue of Beaded Wheels 
remains current.

 
 _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Up to 45 words including phone number.  
Supply a colour photo of your vehicle. Include SAE 

for return of photo, digital photos may be submitted 

to our email address: beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz

$54*
Text &  

colour photo.
 WANTED  FOR SALE

Tick which column you require

Up to 45 words including phone number, no photo. 
Additional words over 45 up to a maximum of 65 
words at 15 cents per word.

$16*
Text only  

advertising

Tick which column you require

Yes List my advertisement on 
the internet.

For an additional cost ($5 text only, $10 to include 
your photo) we can now publish your advertisement 
on our website. All advertisements must appear 
in Beaded Wheels. Advertisements remain on the 
internet until the release of the next issue of Beaded 
Wheels. $5 text only, additional $5 to include photo

 WANTED  FOR SALE

CONDITIONS OF FREE ADVERTISING
•  Free advertising is limited to one advertisement per financial member of the Vintage Car Club of NZ per issue. 

Members must state their membership number when submitting the advertisement.
•  Advertisements must be of a non-commercial nature.
•  Advertisements must be submitted in writing, by email (preferred), post or fax. Photographs will only be 

returned if a stamped addressed envelope is supplied by the advertiser. Digital photographs may be supplied by 
email in a .jpg format, send a high resolution file to achieve the best results.

•  The recommended length of advertisements is 45 words – the maximum space available is 65 words.  
Beaded Wheels reserves the right to edit all copy. 

• Advertisements will be published on a first come, first served basis. While every attempt will be made to include 
your advertisement in the issue immediately following receipt – limited space may mean some advertisements 
will be held over until the following magazine for publication.

• Advertisements must be resubmitted for each issue they are required to appear in.
• All free advertisements will automatically be listed on the VCCNZ website.

  text only advertisement

  text and photo advertisement

  wanted column

   for sale column

Not a VCCNZ member? Yes – you can still advertise your vehicle in New Zealand’s foremost historical 
motoring magazine

Payment where required must accompany your advert. Cheque should be made payable to Beaded Wheels.  
Post payment & advertisement to marketplace, P O Box 13-140, Christchurch 8141. VCCNZ members must be financial and state their branch to receive free advertising. 
Deadline for receipt of advertisements and payment for February/March issue is 10 January 2008. NO LATE ADVERTISEMENTS ACCEPTED
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1967 FIAT BAMBINA  One of the many admired 
cars from Te Puke Vintage Auto Barn. Has only 
travelled 30,470 miles and in very good order. 
$4,500. Phone Ray Singleton 07 573 6547    MEM 

   544 PAGES A4 WITH 
NEARLY 1,000 PHOTOS

VINTAGE & CLASSIC QUARTZ  halogen bulbs. 
Replace your existing bulbs without rewiring 
the headlamp assemblies. Up to 100% brighter 
than your existing Tungsten bulbs. Will fit most 
reflectors fitted to Pre & Post war cars and 
motorbikes. Also available in single filament 55 
watt P22 & BA 15 bases for use in spotlamps 
and mechanical dip reflectors. Most bases and 
configurations available in 6v & 12v. Further info: 
Norm & Jan Sisson, sole NZ Agent. Ph/Fax 03 
389-0643 also Henrob Welding Torches. Model 
Boat Supplies, 38 Ottawa Road, Christchurch 6. 

 This pioneering story of 
Colonial Motor Company and 
its subsidiaries from Kaitaia 
to Invercargill, tells the 
history of Ford and the saga 
of motoring in New Zealand 
from the very beginning. 
CMC started in the horse 
age, its forebear in 1859, the 
first Wellington coachbuilder 
– today a major motor group. 

A few remaining copies of  
Ford Ahead are available 

and can be purchased at $59.95 incl post/pack in 
NZ. Email roger.gardner@xtra.co.nz, PO Box 779, 
Masterton. 

1939 JAGUAR DROPHEAD COUPE 2.5 LITRE.  
NZ new, very rare SS model. Most parts sourced. 
Great restoration project. $140,000. Phone John 
09 309 4140 or 027 604 0849.   MEM

1953 DAIMLER CONQUEST ROADSTER  
 Extremely rare will trade MG TD or TF POA. Phone 
09 408 7478  Email: Jokiki@clear.net.nz  MEM

1955 WILLYS AERO PICKUP  with quick detach 
camper. Licensed WOF and VIC. Economical F 
Head 6. Manual, log book and spare parts. Phone 
09 298 8967   MEM

1925 FORD T  4 DOOR New timber Southland 
beech all sealed. New panels, ready to paint. 
$6,500. Phone 03 352 3780 or 027 277 8049   MEM

1966 VAUXHALL PC VISCOUNT  3.3 Motor, 2 
stage power glide auto. Electric windows, power 
steering. Used regularly on rallies. Has had $3,000 
spent over last 6 months. Fitted with LPG. $6,000. 
Phone 04 566 3076   MEM

1954 DAIMLER CONQUEST  Lovely condition. Has 
been used for weddings. New muffler, distributor 
kit, trafficator lights, steering alignment checked. 
Reluctant sale. $7000 ONO Contact Bill. 03 572 
9008. Blenheim area.   MEM

1947 SUNBEAM TALBOT  2 litre saloon. 1 of 6 
gifted to Todd Motors by the Rootes Group for the 
$6,000,000 of orders placed during their first year 
of business together. Good body and mechanicals, 
needs some trim. $10,000ono. Phone 09 439 7992 
or bus 09 439 0475.  MEM

1961 SUNBEAM ALPINE ROADSTER 
 Wedgewood blue, extensively rebuilt. Photos and 
receipts available. New soft top and hard top. 
Spares included, engines, gear boxes, o/drives etc 
$16,000. Personal plates by negotiation. Phone 
John 03 327 2979   MEM

1968 MORRIS FLAT DECK TRUCK  Model FGK60. 
3 ton local truck currently registered. Fairly tidy 
but in need of some TLC. $1600 on view at Te 
Puke Vintage Auto Barn. Phone Ray Singleton 07 
573 6547   MEM

TENDER 1948 FORD 10 PREFECT  Rego UD665. 
Professional ground up restoration new balanced 
motor immaculate condition. New reg and WOF 
on purchase. Tender to PO Box 161 Te Kuiti. Closes 
December 24/12/2007. For more info phone Ted 
027 495 4693 or 07 878 4909  MEM
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WANTED TO BUY
1908 TRIUMPH MOTORCYCLE  parts wanted, also 
Smiths Auto Wheel or parts and Vauxhall EIP 
bumpers and front door trims to finish EP ute 
project. Ph Peter hm 03 689 6011 cell 027 485 5603 
email bootsy@family.net.nz

1911 MAXWELL MODEL I 25HP.  Wanted motor 
gearbox or parts. Cyls cast in pairs 4" bore. 
Appreciate any help to where Maxwell parts are. 
Email Bernie at Ashmick@westnet.com.au

1923 BUICK FIXED HEAD MOTOR ROCKER COVER 
 also rear LH mudguard for 1923-24 Buick. Phone 
Mel Tapp 027 433 7298.  MEM SHORROCK, CB75B  Supercharger Manifolds to 

suit BMC “A”-series engine and SU carburetor, 
also for C142b Shorrock or any other Shorrock 
parts including mounting plates, 2 and 3-Vee 
pulleys, gauges etc. e-mail rrmoss@xtra.co.nz or 
phone Ralph on 021 330615  MEM

WANTED. WOODS DUAL POWER 1916/17 . Is there 
in antipodean ownership an essentially complete 
example which might benefit from pommy 
restoration. Having just completed a chassis up job 
on a 1916 Owen magnetic a final challenge before 
falling off my perch would be good. If you haven’t 
got maybe you can point me in right direction 
Bernard Parris email: Bandrparris@aol.com phone: 
+44 1435 865261 fax: +44 1435 868044, Arden’s 
Farm, Waldron, Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQR. 
U.K.

TWO SMITHS FRICTION SHOCK ABSORBERS  
as per photo to suit 1926 Austin 12/4. Phone D 
Oakley 03 308 7323, 021 370 956 Email d.oakley@
xtra.co.nz

• Industrial Hard Chrome • Industrial Chemical Cleaning • Zinc Plating • 
Gold Plating • Tin Plating • Copper/Nickel/ Brass/Chrome  

• Anodising or Chrome Plating onto aluminium• Metal Polishing on 
steel, stainless steel, aluminium copper and brass • Wood Stripper

PH/FAX 03 218-3228 0800 TO-CHROME (0800 86-2476)

269 Bond St
PO Box 481
Invercargill

1925 DODGE TOURER PARTS SPLIT RIMS  for 
wooden wheels size 20 inch 4.75 / 5.00 and any 
other parts. Phone Shaun 04 5691 227 or 021 
025 10899 or fax 04 566 8567 or email shaunl@
armstrongdownes.co.nz

1939 PONTIAC STEERING BOX  in good order. Phone 
Peter Lowe 07 862 8012.

1930 DD DODGE STEERING BOX.  Ring Vic Hubber 
03 208 9691  MEM

1954-55 BSA C11G. MOTOR CYCLE PARTS  
Alternator, speedo (80mph), points cover, rectifier, 
other parts considered. Also piston & rings to fit 
1988 MZ 250CC motor cycle. Other parts also 
considered. Phone Lindsay on 03-4370763 or email 
l.j.t@xtra.co.nz  MEM  

1956 FJ HOLDEN.  Front end, suspension parts, brake 
drums, complete diff with leaf springs, harmonic 
balancer. Any new parts to finish my restoration. 
Phone 09 479 2956 or 021 134 4312. 

ALLDAYS 4 CYLINDER PARTS 1905  8 control levers, 
Buick 1934-35 series 50 chassis motor gearbox any 
remains of sedan or coup. Lights, head and tail 
anything at all. Buick 1937 series 40 motor gear 
box diff and talk tube housing with or without 
crown wheel and pinion. Axle with flat springs or 
information. 6 Tutchen St, Tauranga, phone 07 5788 
8941, evenings.

BMC RILEY 1.5,  in any condition, Phone 03 543 
2821.
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WANTED TO BUY
BULLNOSE MORRIS OXFORD  front axle with 12” 
brakes complete or any parts you may have. Also 
a radiator with a sound core for a Flatnose Cowley, 
front and rear guards for 27 Cowley and any parts 
for 26 Bullnose Oxford. Phone Kerry 07 843 6748 or 
Email kf.lm@paradise.net.nz

CAN YOU HELP ME PLEASE.  I require an early 
Brolt or CAV square shaped generator and also a 
starter for my 1915 Swift restoration. 12 volt 6-8 
amp. Contact Earl Preston 03 577 7839 or email 
theriverbank@xtra.co.nz  MEM

DAIMLER 3 TON TRUCK PARTS   any literature or 
information, mechanical parts motor, gbox, radiator 
etc. Or information on where parts could be. Type 
CJK22. Phone 07 374 8668 evenings.   MEM

DODGE 1929 5 WINDOW COUPE.  Any condition 
considered. Phone Dean 03 528 8059 or email: 
dero@xtra.co.nz   MEM

DUNLOP CORD TYRE 815X105,  new or second 
hand, any condition considered to keep me 
motoring. Please reply to Dave Stuart, 03 545 0005 
or kiwistuarts@ts.co.nz

FIAT 501/503  mechanical and running gear parts, 
particularly (braked) front axle and steering 
links. Please phone 04 970 0883 or email info@
contextcoms.co.nz.

FORD B4 INLET MANIFOLD  Phone Ron Johnson 03 
313 4465   MEM

HUMBER SUPER SNIPE SERIES V 1966.  Rootes/
Chrysler parts list 6601321. Phone 06 843 5151, fax 
06 843 5849.

INFORMATION WANTED ON THE ROVER 14/45  or 
16/50, prefer 1925 roadster,any manuals, photos, 
pictures, advertisements, diagrams,etc. Ph 07 577 
9104

LUCAS ‘KING OF THE ROAD’ BRASS  bulkhead-type 
car horn with #12 Canvas Reinforced Bulb. A few 
dents in body, mesh complete. Photo available. 
TO SWAP for Lucas, Desmo or similar vintage 
motorcycle horn, email Ashley: ashleyblair@xtra.
co.nz 

MATCHLESS G15 GSR  wanted in top condition. 
Phone 09 439 1898 after 5pm.

OLDSMOBILE PARTS BOOK  or copy for 1939 F39 
sixty series. Phone David Hall, 12 Mirbeck Ave, 
Cambridge. Phone 07 827 9040.

PRE-WAR RED PANTHER ROLLING CHASSIS  Webb 
girder forks and cycle parts to 1948 will fit. All 
Panther parts or projects considered. For sale C1928 
Harley single generator/distributor/coil assembly 
$450. Phone 03 732 7060 (evenings) 

SUN VISOR  in reasonable condition to fit 1957 
Vauxhall Velox E. Mk I Zephyr will also fit. Also 
Chromium spats that fit on bottom of rear doors 
and guards. Phone Chas 03 308 6576 Ashburton 
  MEM

THAMES 800 FORD VAN  circa 1960 prefer ex Army 
example but anything considered. Phone 09 298 
0914 bus, 09 298 1220 fax, 09 236 3761 hm, 0274 
920 048 cell.  MEM

TRIUMPH FLAT TANK PRE-1915  parts wanted, 
anything at all please, also Velocette 50s front 
mudguard and generator rubber belt cover. Phone 
Roley 09 846 9743  MEM

TWO OR MORE RUDGE WHITWORTH  52mm wheel 
centres. Approx 140mm long, 190mm diameter at 
back, 85mm at front. 70 spoke holes, or complete 
19 inch outer laced wheels also would be fine. Paul 
Hicks. Phone 09 425 7015 or email hicks.family@
xtra.co.nz  MEM

VINTAGE CAR BLINDS.  One rear approx. 790mm, 
one side approx 570mm. Must have the authentic 
old look to grace an original 1929 Nash. Looking 
for unusual old sparkplugs. Will buy or trade. Need 
parts for a 1934 Nash. Any leads appreciated. 
Contact Kevin Casey 116 Mornington Rd, Dunedin. 
Phone 03 453 0818, email leadlights@ihug.co.nz
  MEM

VINTAGE OR POST VINTAGE SPORTS OR SPORTS 
TOURER.  Prefer European or British make.  
All options considered. Phone Terry on 04 233 9440 
or email: thepassingshow@xtra.co.nz 

VAUXHALL ASX HOOD ORNAMENT  and interior 
door/window handles needed to complete 
restoration, contact email garybergman@clear.net.
nz or phone 06 842 0478  MEM

VAUXHALL VELOX 1950/51  Wanted to buy — must 
be in top order. Will pay top price. Phone Noel 03 
338 5077

VESPA SCOOTER , 1960s with round headlight. Must 
be in good working condition, prefer original or 
restored. Must be complete or majority of scooter 
complete. Phone David 027 4405 700. 

GOOD EXAMPLE OF A  late forties Mk 4 3.5 litre 
Jaguar sports saloon wanted. Please respond to 
freathy@btconnect.com 

WANTED FOR CRESCENT MOPED,  a petrol cap 
and any surplus parts that you may have for same. 
Phone Alister 03 355 4017, Chch.  MEM

WANTED UNFINISHED INTERESTING  restoration. 
Preferably a soft top Coupe 20s-30s will consider 
other suggestions. Not a heap of rusted metal. 
Please phone 03 302 6120 or francisa@xtra.co.nz

WORKSHOP MANUAL WANTED  for AJS 1956, 
Model 30 800cc Motorcycle. Phone Neville on 06 
379 6040

WHEEL RIM FOR EJ OR EH HOLDEN.  13 inch. 
Reasonable condition. Phone 09 444 7694, email 
keohane@slingshot.co.nz

WOULD THE PERSON WHO BOUGHT  THE 1927 
CHRYSLER 70 dashboard at the Rotorua Swap Meet 
(July 2007) please contact 0800 158 467. Also 
wanted a Bakelite gearknob 38 unf internal thread, 
for 1927 Chrysler. 1 brass domed nut 5/16"unf 
thread needed for same car.

WANTED FOR HISTORIC FORD V8 SPECIAL   
wide five 1936-39 Bolt pattern wheels 16” x 5½” 
wide, stamped Ford KH believe these unusual Ford 
rims had an army history. Phone 03 208 7932 or 
email stewyq@xtra.co.nz  MEM

DELCO LOVEJOY DOUBLE ACTING SHOCK   with 
9/16" mounting bolt holes at 6" centre arm length 
not important. Phone Len Harvey 09 576 8599 or 
email beaconview8@xtra.co.nz  MEM

SMITHS VETERAN SPEEDOMETER  wanted to 
swap (as per picture) for Smiths 60mph or similar 
model suitable for 1913 Daimler. Phone Bruce 
Hutchinson 07 573 6197 or email bms@eol.co.nz 
  MEM

DAIMLER 20HP CIRCA 1913   Any parts, literature, 
photos or advice helpful for this restoration. My 
project has been dismantled for 50 years and is 
similar to Robert Duns and ex Bert Tonks vehicles. 
I need a Daimler/BSA detachable wire wheel 
spanner, speedometer, clock, instruments, door 
handles, hood irons etc. Phone Bruce Hutchinson 
07 573 6197 or email bms@eol.c o.nz  MEM

Don’t forget to keep your eyes open in February for 
your renewal advice for your membership to the 

Vintage Car Club of NZ (inc.) – Payment for these 
are always due by the 31st March
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SWAP MEETS &  R A L L I E S

VCC North Island Easter Rally 2009
 in conjunction with

HAWKES BAY BRANCH GOLDEN JUBILEE
Hawkes Bay is hosting the 2009 North Island Easter Rally, and invite

VCC members to join us as we also celebrate our Golden Jubilee

We can assure you of
 GREAT MOTORING, GREAT COMPANY, GREAT VENUE, GREAT ENTERTAINMENT,

GREAT FOOD, GREAT FUN, And a really GREAT WEEKEND

Eastern Bay of Plenty’s Annual Rally

East Coast Rally
Saturday 23 February 2008

Weekend activities centre at Watchorn’s Museum State Highway 30, Awakeri.  
Entry forms available December, 2008.

Enquiries to Rally Secretary:  Rally Director: 
 Joy Growden phone 07 308 5525 Barry Keene, phone 07 308 8204
 email: growden@xtra.co.nz email: btkeene@xtra.co.nz

COME TO TIMARU 1 & 2 MARCH 2008 FOR THE  

VINTAGE EVENT OF THE YEAR

Russell & Joan Paul invite you to be part of their 
40th Mystery Ramble. A Posh Picnic will be held. Open to all 
club eligible vehicles Entrants are urged to dress in the era of 
their vehicles and bring their best silver.

Commemorating 40 years since 
the Fairlie Branch Railway line 

closed. Owners of 1968 and earlier vehicles  
are invited to take part in a relaxed un-timed rally ending up at the 

Pleasant Point Museum & Railway.

POSH PICNIC  
SUNDAY 2 MARCH
Vintage Car Club SC Branch

A weekend of non-competitive motoring on interesting Scenic South Canterbury Roads. Shorter rally routes for Veteran vehicles.  
Entry forms: Russell & Joan Paul, 7 Hopkins St, Timaru. Phone/Fax 03 686 0164. Email russandjoan@paradise.net.nz  

Entries close 1 February 2008

VINTAGE EVENT  
SATURDAY 1 MARCH 

Pleasant Point Museum

Entries Close
30 NOVEMBER 2007

Enquiries to:   
Rally Director: Pat Kennedy Ph (03) 528-8010 email: humber@slingshot.co.nz  
Rally Secretary: Dale Conlon Ph (03) 543-2151 email: jenac@xtra.co.nz 

 16 and 17 February 2008
Hosted by: Nelson Branch of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand
Open to all eligible pre 1919 vehicles as per NZVCC Regulations.  

 
This two day National Veteran Rally will be based in Motueka, and will be preceded by  

The Founders’ Prince Henry Tour and an optional non-competitive three day rally based in  
Golden Bay will follow on from the National Veteran Rally, making it a marvellous opportunity  

to enjoy this beautiful part of the South Island.

Mark your calendar now, and join us for  

Easter 2009 10–13 April
Entry forms will be out early in 2008, but we do recommend that you book your  

accommodation as soon as possible as Easter is a busy time in the Bay.
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Our branch members extend a warm welcome to you all and would like to see you  
take the time to come and enjoy this event with us. 

• Excellent touring roads • Rally Day is Saturday

• Pre-rally tours available • Long and short rally routes 

• Social events during weekend • Suitable for Veterans and Motorcycles

• Sunday Public Car Show  • Optional Gymkhana on Sunday

Entry forms will be circulated to all branches and previous rally entrants early January. 

These will also be available by contacting 

Trish Rees, rally secretary, PO Box 924, Hamilton or email secretary email: nirallysecretary@xtra.co.nz.  

A list of accommodation will be available from your branch secretary. ENTRIES CLOSE 29 FEBRUARY 2008.

We look forward to meeting you and enjoying your company at this event.

VINTAGE CAR CLUB  
NATIONAL NORTH ISLAND 

EASTER RALLY
21-23 MARCH 2008 WAIKATOWAIKATO BRANCH  

ARE PROUD TO  

HOST THE 

 2008 NORTH ISLAND 

EASTER RALLY  

TO BE BASED AT  

TE RAPA RACECOURSE, 

HAMILTON

TRENTHAM RACECOURSE, WELLINGTON

CLASSIC AMERICAN
CARSHOW

Sunday 2 March 2008 8.00am - 4.00pm (Includes Car Show)
Public $5 • Vendor and open site $10 • Accompanied Children Free

This event is of interest to all collectors of Vintage and Veteran cars, collectibles of every kind, motorcycles, 
hot rods, one make clubs etc. Garage sale/boot sale available. 
For any further information phone Peter 04 902 1961. 
This event organised by the Early American Car Club. PO Box 6086 Te Aro, Wellington.

SWAPMEET
2 5 t h  A n n u A l

★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★

★ ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  ★  

  
 West coast branch Vintage car club of New Zealand                             
                                                                                                                                                                              

 Annual Scenicland Rally 

                  15 March 2008                                     
We invite VCC members to join us in our annual rally. Enjoy the  
scenery, climate and hospitality of the wonderful West Coast.  
Evening function at Shantytown.  
 
 
Entries close 1sst March 2008 
Enquiries to   
 
Club Captain                                  President                                               
John Boyes 03 762 6031                Dona Lee  03 736 5427                                     “Everyone is coming” 
Email jsboyes@minidata.co.nz      Email  horsepowerjunction@xtra.co.nz 

West Coast Branch Vintage Car Club of New Zealand
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WE ARE TURNING 50 AND PROUD OF IT!
A warm invitation is extended to all Vintage Car Club Members throughout New Zealand, especially those who have 
been members of the Wellington Branch, to join us as we celebrate 50 years of motoring.

SATURDAY 3 NOVEMBER 2007  
50TH ANNUAL NOVEMBER RALLY 

Friday evening: Noggin & Natter
Saturday Programme 

Annual November Rally leaving clubrooms from 9.30 am
After lunch there will be a re-enactment of the first rally with 

original vehicles and drivers from that rally, and parades through 
Upper Hutt and Lower Hutt cities.

Dinner – Saturday evening. 

OTHER EVENTS PLANNED
19 & 20 January 2008 Bi-Annual Motorcycle Rally
Anzac Weekend 2008 Club Captain’s Safari
12 July 2008 50th Birthday Party

For information on any of our events,  
please contact:

Diane White Tel: (04) 563 6236 or  
email white.house.stokesvalley@xtra.co.nz 

 

BAY OF PLENTY VINTAGE CAR CLUB (inc) 
50TH ANNIVERSARY  

WEEKEND RALLY 26– 28 JANUARY 2008 
 

This event will be based at our new clubrooms in Cliff Road Tauranga which is very close to the city  
centre.  As this is our 50th Anniversary we have planned a special weekend for you all. 
 
Accordingly, as it is summer school holidays, the organizers strongly advise you to book your  
accommodation as early as possible.  
 
The weekend will commence with a surprise event on Saturday afternoon followed by a social get together 
and light meal. On Sunday a full day rally will start and finish at the Clubrooms. Dinner and prize giving will 
be held at the Armitage Hotel which is a short walk from the Clubrooms. On Monday a farewell morning 
tea will be held at the Clubrooms and a chance for you to view our new library. 
 
For further inquires regarding the rally please contact: 
 
Club Captain Rod McCallum Ph 07 552 6116 email mccado@xtra.co.nz 
Assistant Club Captain Allan Watson Ph 07 579 1947 email ahwatson@xtra.co.nz 
 
Proudly sponsored by Southern Cross Building Society 

swapmeets&rallies

Club members and friends from all over the country, especially  
ex-Waikato Branch members, are invited to come along during the year  
and help us celebrate. 
Saturday 8 November 2008 (NOTE CHANGE OF DATE) is the date  
of our formal  Anniversary Dine & Dance to be held at the  
impressive Performing Arts Centre, University of Waikato, Hamilton.

Other principal events to be held during our Anniversary Year are: 

The 2008 North Island Easter Rally from 21-23 March 2008

Our Annual Double Fifty Rally at Queens Birthday on 1 June 2008

WAIKATO BRANCH  
is celebrating its  

50TH ANNIVERSARY 
throughout 2008

For information on any of these celebration events please contact 
Branch Secretary Bob Hayton, PO. Box 924, Hamilton.  
Ph: 07 856 7238 or email: hayton.rj@xtra.co.nz



OVERSEAS EVENTS

2008
TBA National Veteran Rally - A.C.T. - Australia
TBA FIVA World Rally - Portugal - Madeira
April 9–14 Veteran Car Club of GB - Norfolk - Creepy Crawly Rally 
April 17–21 20th National Meet - Model A Club of NSW - Bathhurst, NSW.
April 27–May 2 14th National 1&2 Cyl Rally - Parkes, NSW 

Russell & Chris Holden, 386 Melrose Road, Mudgee, NSW 2850
May 9–14 Veteran Car Club GB - South West Annual Rally - Jersey  

Alan Coleman - 01590 642805
July 3–6 The Circuit des Ardennes - Belgium  

Michael Edwards 01865-735180 (UK)
July 13–19 HCCA tour - Hickory Corners, Michigan  

David O Lyon 616/624-6757
August 27–31 Great Dorset Steam Fair
Sept AACA - Glidden Tour
Sept 6–20  NSW Classic Grand Tour - Grafton Vintage Motor Vehicle Club 

Edith - tel 2 6642 4569
Sept 21–27 Veteran Car Club of GB - Scottish Annual Event
Sept 28–Oct 4 National Tour - 100 years Ford T - Echuca, Victoria, Australia  

entry limit 250 - wwwmodeltfordclubvic.org.au. 
October 8–11 Hershey Swap Meet, Pennsylvania
October 20–24 Reliability Tour - AACA & HCCA - Chattanooga, Tennessee, 

Steve Rinaldo - 770/739-9439
Oct 31–Nov 2 London to Brighton Weekend

A small selection of significant one-off and major annual events have been garnered 
from a variety of sources as a guide. Readers are urged to check the date of any event 
with organisers before making plans to attend. A more extensive list is available by 
country and period from Rob Knight, 48 Fairview Avenue, Feilding. Tel 06 323 3104 or 
fax 06 323 3102. 

www.yaldhurstmuseum.co.nz

Phone (03) 3427-914
Open every day 10am to 5pm.

“Amazing Collection”

First turn right past
Yaldhurst Hotel on
the Main West Road
           Christchurch.

Yaldhurst Museum of 
          Transport and Science

Beaded Wheels
trade 

directory
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swapmeets&rallies

NATIONAL SOUTH ISLAND  
EASTER RALLY
21 – 23 MARCH 2008

Marlborough Branch are hosting the 2008 SI Easter Rally and 
we are also celebrating our 50 years as a branch.  

We would love to see you here and extend a warm invitation to 
one and all to come and enjoy some Marlborough hospitality, 

so keep these dates free and help us to make this a memorable 
occasion. 

Accommodation will be at a premium so bookings should be made 
as soon as possible to avoid disappointment. A list of motels in the 
CBD has been sent to all branches, so check with your secretary for 

details.

THE PENNZOIL TROPHY will be competed for at our rally and we 
would like to invite branches to enter a team for this trophy. Ideally 
you will have a team of 4 made up of 1 Veteran, 1 Vintage, 1 PV, 

and 1 motorcycle, or a similar combination. We suggest you have 2 
reserves in case of somebody having to pull out at the last moment. 

Please get your teams together and send details in writing to the Rally 
Secretary, P.O. Box 422, Blenheim 7240 by the  

closing date of 31 January 2008.

There are a number of PRE RALLY AND POST RALLY RUNS being 
planned and details of these will be sent to branches along with entry 

forms, shortly

NATIONAL SOUTH ISLAND EASTER 
RALLY 

21 – 23 MARCH 2008

Connecting 

enthusiasts 

and 

professionals 

around  

New Zealand.

Contact us 

today to list 

your business 

here.
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wheels trade directory • beaded wheels trade directory •  

PENRITE  
LUBRICANTS 
full range in stock

OLD AUTO RUBBER 
products for the car restorer

VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
phone or fax 03 359 8592

Gary and Ruth Arps • PO Box 5369 Papanui, Christchurch 3482

Listings for over 800 models

FREE If you are into any restoration of any type 
Cars – Bikes – Boat – Aircraft – Trucks – 
Farm Machinery – Industrial Airconditioning 
– Refrigeration – Boiler or most anything. 

You must order one of our NEW CATALOGUES NOW.

Marketed by PPC NZ Ltd
Phone 0800 42 82 82

NAVITE air equip
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E. Parrott & Son Ltd
automotive instrument specialists

Specialist gauge repairers since 1946
Over 75 years of combined instrument repair experience.

SPEEDOS TACHOS GAUGES CLOCKS CABLES
Vintage & Post Vintage Restoration Work Undertaken

Email: parrotts@ihug.co.nz 360 St Asaph St, Christchurch, NZ. Phone Fax 03 366 9554

Motorcycle & Car a 
Wire Wheel Repairs & Restorations a

We Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels 
Rim and Frame Lining • Wheel Building & 

Truing • Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage – Classic – Modern

Craig & Debbie Hambling
Phone 06 324 8345

Mobile 025 231 7864

410 Green Road, RD 6, Palmerston North Day or Night

Hamco 
INDUSTRIES

Flat tyres a problem?
True Blue Goo has 

no adverse affect on 
tubes and tyre rubber, 
from small bicycles to 

large tractor tyres
 Will go inside tube or 

tubeless tyres.
Contact

Christopher Gray 
Graylees Motors
Ph 03 329 0846 
A/h 03 329 7905

True Blue 
PUNCTURE GOO

True Blue 
PUNCTURE GOO

Gullery’s  
CLASSIC PANEL REPAIRS
Restoration of your automobile by a caring qualified panelbeater, 
with 25 years experience in Veteran, Vintage and Classic restoration

Will take on anything. No job too big or small. 

Phone Howard to discuss free quotation. 
23 Wallscourt Place,  Normanby Taranaki

Mobile  
021 176 6240  
Bus  
06 272 8623
gullery@infogen.net.nz
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Ashburton   Les Bennett

On the 20th August a good turn out 
of members enjoyed a fun run organised 
by David and Marion Oakley, which saw 
much hilarity with ice filled balloons etc, 
and included a visit to the farm of Peter 
Butterick at Wakanui to view Peter’s collec-
tion of traction engines and machinery etc. 
Our Opening Run held on the 16 September 
saw 38 vehicles travel south to team up 
with South Canterbury Branch members at 
the Woodbury Domain followed by a tour 
around South Canterbury and a visit to 
John Kyle’s property to view his collection 
of vehicles and traction engines.

Our guest speaker on September club 
night was Bruce McIlroy who gave us a very 
interesting and informative talk about his 
recent experience on the Peking to Paris 
rally.

Our Combined rally held on the 21 
October saw 35 vehicles travel to Halswell 
to visit a large and extremely interesting 
collection of vehicles owned by the Drury 
family. We were made very welcome. 
After this we travelled back to Lincoln for 
afternoon tea and prize giving.

The motorcycle section was won by Percy 
Ralston, and the commercial section by 
Ollie and Heather Hurst, no Veterans were 
entered this time.

Recent new members are Eric and Robin 
Johnson with a Morris Minor convertible 
a1922 Ford T van a 1947 Ford V8 truck and 
a 1963 Mk 2 Jaguar. Brendon Gichard has 
recently purchased a 1942 GMC 6x6 truck.

Club Captain Gary Hawke while working 
on the petrol tank of his 1929 AJS recently 
had an interesting experience. The tank 
and Shirley’s oven were involved — SHE 
WAS AWAY! The result, a lot of solder in 
the bottom of the oven, and a tank that 
definitely needs re soldering now!

Nice one Gary.

Auckland  John Stokes
Motorcycles: Chris Clark has finished 

his 1929 Sun 197cc IE Villiers powered 
machine, a restoration that “fought him all 
the way”. Aucklanders comprised about a 
third of the entry in Northland’s motorcycle 
rally, Neville Olsen taking second place on 
his BSA A10 and chair and Alan Grout 
taking third on a CB 350 Honda. Twenty-
four Aucklanders attended the Taranaki 
Rubber Duckie Rally and took a signifi-
cant number of trophies. Special mention 
for Paul Tomlin, first Vintage on his 1926 
Harley Davidson Model J and Peter Cooper 
who took best presented bike on his 1937 
Rudge Ulster. 

A recent speaker at the motorcycle 
meeting was Brian Evans who organised the 
original Brass Monkey rally in the South 
Island, and still races BSA’s and a Vincent. 

New motorcycle members are Maaka Nelson 
with a 1964 Vespa Sport and Dick Moffat 
with a 1939 Indian 741B and a 1950 BSA 
B31.

Veteran: Alan Price is making up the 
radiator for the Clement Bayard and Barry 
Robert is making mudguards for the single 
cylinder Rover.

Vintage: Your scribe had a good trip 
to the Manawatu Vintage only event in 
the 1930 Whippet. John Akersten has 
brought a 1931 Morris Minor side valve 
ex the Wellington area, this car may have 
a colonial body. Peter and Joan Fraser 
have joined with a 1925 Oakland tourer. 
Geoffrey and Glennis Baird have joined 
with a 1930 Ford Model A Fordor. Bryan 
Sole has sold his 1929 Model A town sedan 
after thirty-six years ownership. The car 
has gone back to the Marlborough region. 
It looks like Wally Mihaljevich will sell his 
1930 Chrysler CJ. 

PV PWV P60V: Alan and Shaaran 
Price won the annual PV Rally in the 1967 
Vauxhall Victor 101. It was good to see 
David Watson out on this rally in his 1934 
Ford V8, although Owen Hayward was 
driving it. Gavin and Angeline Welch, 1934 
Ford Y tourer and Leo Fowler 1941 Indian 
741 B took prizes as well. John Akersten has 
sold his 1938 Morris 14/6 to the Beachlands 
area. New members in this category are John 
and Chris Speight with a 1932 Alvis Firefly 
and a 1952 Alvis TA21, and Bryan Davis 
who owns a 1968 Daimler V8 250. The 
Bairds mentioned in the Vintage paragraph 
also have 1958 Wolseley 1500.

Commercial: The Alven Bonney KB1 
International has been finished and driven 
around the firm’s yard. Kevin Whitham’s 
1925 Morris engine has been heard running, 
while Don Johnston now has an engine 
sitting in the Ford V8 Bonus Built.

General: New members who have yet 
to obtain vehicles are John Mullen while 
Caroline Bree has joined with the intention 
of getting an Austin Seven.

Hunua 100: Our annual Hunua 100 
event took place in north west Auckland 

and was won by Colin and Pam Bell in the 
1939 Chevrolet coupe.

Banks Peninsula  W. Crapo
Moving the Balcairn Trial later into July 

was intended to give the organisers a better 
chance of properly wet and soggy conditions 
underfoot, in the fervent hope of being 
able to finally be able to set tests capable 
of stopping Austin Sevens in their tracks. 
It had seemed that the weather gods had 
indeed co-operated, with rain during the 
week, and a frosty but fine day for the 
event, and a maniacal glint in the eyes of 
Haycock and McGuire as they conducted 
the drivers briefing. With an entry of more 
than 30 cars (and a Trojan, which must tie 
with Gavin Bain’s entry a few years ago of a 
single cylinder Cadillac for the award of the 
vehicle least suited to the event), a great day 
of playing in the mud ensued. Once again 
the Austin Seven seemed to be the car of 
choice for the majority of entrants, but for 
the second year in succession the Ford 10 
Special of Geoff Owen was the outright 
winner, this time with the owner at the 
wheel. 

August saw the Chairman leading a 
group of 14 cars on a mid winter expedi-
tion through the Rainbow Station road 
from Hanmer to St Arnaud. His reason 
for picking August was that there was no 
challenge at all to the road in summer, so 
this time of the year would make it more 
of an adventure. With gale force winds, 
horizontal rain, and a very icy patch or 
two on the Island Saddle it certainly was 
a day of proper Vintage motoring. Washed 
out shingle fans proved the wisdom of not 
allowing post war cars along, and despite 
the fact that the majority of crews were very 
wet and not a little chilly by days end on 
arrival in Murchison it was as good a day in 
a proper car as one could have.

The annual Opening Run in September 
was a far more gentle event, starting with 
a very pleasant breakfast in Rangiora, and 
including a drive around the Cust motor 
cycle Grand Prix circuit, on the way north 
to the Waimakariri Gorge. While numbers 
were down, those present all seemed to have 
enjoyed a great low-key outing.

Coming up is the Peninsula run, where 
we get to check out those interesting roads 
with signs like “Four Wheel Drive only” 
and then it is time for the racers to come 
out of hiberanation for the Hawkeswood 
sprint. The usual New Years day picnic with 
live Jazz band is happening , so if any of you 
are visiting Christchurch at this time, feel 
free to join us at the Little River domain 
(proper cars encouraged).

Bay of Plenty  Jack Hoven
At our September meeting we all learned 

something about one of the most important 
events in the History of Motoring. Irene 
Davey read out a first-hand account of how 

New Auckland members Greg and Francie 
D’Anvers 1951 Triumph Renown at the PV PW 
Rally. 
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Mrs Bertha Benz and her two sons, in 1887, 
decided to take one of her husband’s very 
early contraptions for a 65 mile drive to 
visit Grandma. All without informing her 
husband Karl. Karl Benz produced the first 
petrol-driven horseless carriage in 1885 but 
it had not yet covered any distance up till 
then. A most entertaining and educational 
story; a model of the first Benz was on 
display.

From time to time our branch accepts 
invitations from schools; Otumoetai 
Primary and Gate Pa Primary were recent 
schools where our cars were displayed and 
the pupils learned something about the 
History of Motoring. It is called “Planting 
a Seed”. Hopefully some of these kids may 
be inspired to become enthusiasts in the 
future.

On 15 September we enjoyed a visit 
from the North Shore Branch. Seventy-
eight people enjoyed an excellent meal 
provided by Ann Nitschke and her team. 
Entertainment was provided by a hilarious 
film.

Our August half-day run took us to 
Waihi, a real challenge for navigators. Not 
everybody made it to the finish, resulting 
in the decision to reinstate “idiot sheets” for 
future runs.

Junior navigators were invited to try 
their skills at our September run and it 
was pleasing to see so many youngsters 
taking part. Car loads of mainly grand-
children navigated successfully; apparently 
their eyesight is better. They never missed a 
silent check or an answer to a question.

Pouring rain did not deter 15 cars from 
taking off for Waihi where, believe it or 
not, the sun was shining. A steam train, 
driven by our very own Peter Ash, took us 
to the historic Athenree Railway Station 
where we enjoyed lunch in an open railway 
carriage.

Our most recent mid-week jaunt was 
in the form of a scavenger hunt starting 
from Papamoa Beach, resulting in a frantic 
search for anything from a bird’s feather to 
a file. Some cheats stopped at the $2 Shop 
in Te Puke, the honest ones missed out on 
prizes which consisted of pinky bars. We 
finished for afternoon tea at the delightful 
beach home of Tom and Cathy Wood where 
we admired his Veteran 1913 Humberette.

Again, we finish on a sad note; Brian 
Dobson, long-time member and honorary 
plumber, passed away on 15 October. Brian 
volunteered to supply and fit new waste 
pipes in the clubrooms which had been 
stolen prior to our occupation. Brian was 
a perfectionist which was evident in the 
quality of his restorations which included 
a 1913 Ford T and a 1910 Ford T. His most 
recent rally was the Parliamentary Tour 

Canterbury Branch: Alan Kellaway, Noel & Mrs 
Etwell and John Kuipers enjoy a joke in Des Line’s 
airport lounge.

Des Lines (right) talks about his Yak 52 trainer..

Canterbury Branch members picnicking in front of the hangar.

in his 1910 Ford T. We extend our sincere 
condolences to Trish and family.

Canterbury  Tony Becker
A sunny day greeted the Annual 

Canterbury Branch Vintage Rally, well 
organised by Branch Convenors, Jim 
and Kaye Paterson. A strong field of over 
60 vehicles enjoyed the warm run to 
Glentunnel where the usual picnic lunch 
was followed by the challenge of field tests. 

Spring brought out some fancy hats as 
well as over 40 entries for the 2007 Biennial 
Lady Drivers’ Rally. 

A fashion show featured hairy chested 
“Sheilas” at the end of day dinner to much 
laughter! Jan Baker was congratulated for 
her efforts and Leigh Craythorne was duly 
charged with putting the 2009 version 
together.

The ‘other events’ calendar drew 
many Canterbury Branch members into 
supporting the Kaiapoi 150th Anniversary 
Rally. An impressive VCC riverside display 
followed a rather long run for older cars via 
Oxford. Barry Girdler looked after 9-90s 
mid-week September run visiting Des Lines 
private country airfield. A great day viewing 
interesting Vintage aircraft at this superb 
Swannanoa location. Thanks to former 
international airline pilots Brian Ward 
and Des, many of us got into the air in 

their delightful light aircraft for a look at 
Canterbury’s beautiful spring countryside.

Sadly, this was the last time many of 
us were to enjoy the company of Veteran 
member Sam Whitaker who passed away a 
few weeks later. 

The big calendar event of October was 
of course Canterbury Branch’s Annual 
Swapmeet and Display. Weather for Members 
Day Friday was reasonable and drew fair 
numbers in spite of a new structure for cost 
of entry. Saturday was superb, attracting a 
big crowd. Sunday however again produced 
that one bad day that seems to be our 
annual fate. This affected the gate as well as 
sales but to its credit, Swapmeet Committee 
was reasonably upbeat about the weekend 
result. Presentation of displays was superb 
with the social aspect really worthwhile on 
its own merit. 

Central Otago  John London
Alf O’Sullivan of Hupmobile fame is 

now our new Chairperson. Alf and partner 
Glenda attended a Hupp rally in Aussie 
recently along with George Page. They did 
the Bendigo swap meet this year and found 
the occasional useful part.

We have recently purchased a building 
from the Lions Club in Arrowtown for use 
as a new Parts Shed and this has been 
dismantled by members in that area ready 
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for transport to Cromwell. Our grateful 
thanks to Rodger Bisset for the time and 
effort he has put into this project.

We have been granted the opportunity 
to run the 2009 Veteran Rally in Central 
Otago and we look forward to keeping you 
advised of details as they develop.

Long time member Allan Markby is 
giving up his wood-graining hobby-industry 
after many years doing excellent work on 
this necessary part of many restoration 
projects. Barry Drake, Chatto Creek, has 
taken over this business and we wish him 
all the best in his new venture. 

Robert Duncan now has Marg 
Matheson’s 1938 Ford Cabriolet and the 
lovely 1929 Cadillac sports tourer. Both of 
these vehicles were the late Bob and Marg’s 
pride and joy, used regularly on various runs 
and to the annual Napier Art Deco Rally.

Jim Davis is in the process of fitting a 
5 speed gearbox to his Buick tourer. This 
has turned out to be a major under-taking 
although I am sure it will improve petrol 
consumption and ease of driving as the old 
crash box could be a pain sometimes. 

As most of the locals know, I have a 
1957 100E Ford Prefect going back together 
after a complete strip down and repaint etc. 
Looking very nice in two tone red and grey, 
not original colours I know but my choice 
to make it stand out more than the drab 
colours they came out with.

Our annual Blossom Rally, this year 
organised by Bill and Ruth Grant, attracted 
46 entries and was enjoyed by all partici-
pants.

Eastern Bay of Plenty  Elaine Proffit
In September we had members of the 

Gisborne branch travel to the Eastern Bay 
for the annual social weekend, it being our 
turn to host them. Their visit was timed to 
coincide with the annual Opotiki Silent 
Film Festival. The weekend began with a 
noggin ‘n natter on the Friday night and for 
the Saturday, Club Captain John Sisson and 
wife Sylvia had set up a small gymkhana 
event followed by an enjoyable scenic run 
through back roads to reach Opotiki in 
time to have a picnic lunch then attend 
the movie Algy. Several cars from Rotorua 
branch also travelled over to join in the 
run and movie, making a total of 39 cars 
to display in Opotiki’s main street. While 
the owners were in the movie, the Opotiki 
Lion’s Club members watched over the cars. 
Those attending the movie were invited to 
dress in 1920s style if they wished. There 
was a prize for best dressed and this was 
won by local members Sandy Piercy and 
Paul Lett. There is a trophy at stake for 
this annual exchange and this year won by 
EBOP. Another trophy for most entertaining 
participant went to Sandy who also won the 

main raffle prize, didn’t she do well! In the 
evening our branch put on dinner followed 
by an enjoyable evening of fun and frivolity. 
Sunday morning our Gisborne visitors 
were farewelled with morning tea. We look 
forward to the return visit to Gisborne next 
year.

In October the A&P Association had 
their annual show and we were invited 
to display our cars. Even though several 
members were away we still managed to 
muster 15 cars which created quite a bit of 
interest amongst the public. 

Gore  Raewyn Dodds
As I write this many of our members 

have just returned from the Canterbury 
Branch Swap Meet, most very pleased with 
their purchases or sales and, of course, the 
catch-ups with Vintage acquaintances. 
While others have come home gutted that 
they hesitated and missed that bargain! 
Thank you Canterbury VCC for turning on 
a beautiful day on Saturday. I am sure our 
Bi-annual Swapmeet on 13 April 2008 will 
be equally as beneficial to both buyers and 
sellers. Barry Clearwater has space for sale 
at $5 per site. He can be contacted on 03 
208 4877.

Our next events, as I write, are the P60v 
run and our Josephville Hillclimb. Both 
I am sure will be held in perfect weather. 
It will then be into the Christmas spirit 
with our Diggers Run and no doubt street 
parades around the district to remind us all 
of which season we are in.

The last weekend in January is the 
Edendale Crank Up Weekend which is 
hosted by the Vintage Machinery Club but 
who always invite VCC people, and make us 
very welcome. This year’s vehicles of honour 
are Fiat 500, Nuffield and Massey Ferguson 
Tractors, Ford Model Ts (100 years old), 
Holdens (60 years old), and Landrover (60 
years old). An amazing showcase of vehicles 
for anyone interested in our motoring 
history, be it rural or urban.

February is our Festival Rally and March 
is the Frank Robson Run for Veteran and 
Vintage Cars, both very good runs that 
always attract an amazing variety of cars, 
but enough of that for this month or we will 
have 2008 over before it has even arrived.

We wish all VCC members and 
supporters a very Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year.

Hawke’s Bay  Mark Jenkinson
The club has enjoyed good turn out to 

club nights with an array of guest speakers 
covering topics from button accordions to 
investment and Art Deco.

The Deco Decanted event was held 
during a very brief spell of reasonable 
weather.

The entry information for next years 
Art Deco event went out on October 1 and 
within a week 70 entries had been received 
which would indicate that some people may 
miss out as time and parking constraints 
mean there is a limit of 330.

Close to Home Safari: This year’s Safari 
was based at the Pukeora Estate which once 
was a sanatorium on the top of the Pukeora 
Hill in Central HB. Organisers, the Price’s 
and Cadwallader’s, provided a casual format 
with the base being close to Hastings and 
Napier and CHB. A number of the 48 
entrants (24 cars) were able to “pop in and 
out” over the weekend while the majority 
shared a venue together which included 
evening meals.

Highlights of the weekend were: Friday, 
the run from Havelock North to Patangata 
where the CHB members joined the run to 
Kairakau and Mangakuri Beach’s then via 
Pourere to the Settlers Arms Museum in 
Waipawa then to the Pukeora Estate. 

Saturday, Ray Elliott’s huge array of 
vehicles and machinery, Porangahau 
for lunch, Te Uri Rd which combined a 
gravel surface with 100kph winds, dodging 
branches and even 20,000l water tanks 
blowing down the road.

Sunday, the Orua Wharo Homestead for 
a packed lunch and roam around the house 
and grounds which was once the centre of a 
96,800 acre estate.

Monday was nearly cancelled due to the 
winds now reaching 160kph as we took a 
shortened route back to Napier via Onga 
Onga and Tiko Kino where we saw the 

idletorque

Cars on the HBVCC “Close to Home Safari 
Rally” parked in the grounds of Orua Wharo 
Homestead in Southern Hawke’s Bay.

Barry Price receiving “The Bone” for a 
misdemeanor at Ray Elliott’s
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reason for our cold breakfast which was 
a barn wrapped around a power pole and 
further up the road a half a kilometer of 
mobile irrigator tipped on its back.

A great weekend “Close to Home”.

Horowhenua   P Nightingale
Our club rooms are now in full use and 

we can enjoy the hosting and activity that 
having rooms generates. Sunday runs often 
start and finish there allowing a social time 
and a browse through the parts department. 
Our parts committee have been flat out 
sorting and selling and are still bringing 
in trailer loads from Bob and Inez Disher’s 
donation of parts from their sheds. Ivan 
Horn and a small team are working on the 
entrance-way and car park. 

A recent trip was to the audio visual 
museum in Foxton. The August run was 
to the Gables Classic Car museum at 
Awahuri. Some members of the Austin club 
had lunch at the clubrooms and joined in 
with this visit. A lovely tree lined driveway 
led us to a two-story house with a lot of 
out-buildings holding a range of cars. 

Wellington club members visited us on 
Toms Tour on 19 September. Many parts 
were sold and it was good to see a lot of 
younger members on this trip. A small 
run to Manawatu was planned for the end 
of the month and 24 cars visited Graham 
Marenzies collection. After lunch we went 
south to a large collection of John Deere 
tractors and then continued on to have a 
look at Jeff Fox’s motor bikes and his Model 
A restoration. 

The Motor Cycle Section is working 
towards the National rally for the 6–8 
March 2009. Raffle tickets and fund raising 
is well under way. The After Rally Tour 
will be in the nature of a Hub Rally and 
will be in excess of 1000 miles for those 
more adventurous, with shorter routes for 
those that prefer this. Entry to our annual 
Ted Green motor cycle rally on the last day 
of the tour will be included. Horowhenua 
is a small branch and intends to bring a 
different flavour to the event. Just watch 
this space! 

Manawatu  Brian McPherson
Wow is the in word at present having 

seen a few photos of the smartly dressed 
entrants in period costume on the Vintage 
rally. They all had a good day out despite 
some midday showers and having to clean 
the dust off later.

Last month saw 20 families join 
Alan Hardacre’s Sunday Run south to 
Horowhenua on a Shed Tour. The first 
official stop was at Waitarere Beach Road 
to view an interesting mixed collection of 
classic and Vintage vehicles, mostly in a 
driveable or restored condition. Next was 
lunch and inspection of Levin’s almost 
finished clubrooms. Wow, what a great asset 

Levin! Following inspection of the Parts 
Shed we headed south via back roads to 
Otaki to cross SH1 safely, then north a little 
way to visit a John Deere tractor collection. 
Wow, this man sure had dedicated retire-
ment to collecting and restoring a group 
of tractors and machinery used by them. 
Our last stop was Jeff Fox’s shed to view his 
Norton bikes and restoration of two Model 
As. His wood workshop was very interesting, 
with a sample of propeller making for Peter 
Jackson and other aircraft restorers. Wow 
again for the skill and ingenuity required to 
manufacture these.

Manawatu Swap Meet dawned rather 
overcast but most of the regular sellers and 
buyers braved the weather to enjoy the 
upgraded hard seal selling area. Good one 
Manfeild, no more mud, with even better 
things rumoured for next year.

The 12th Manawatu Veteran rally is fast 
approaching and we look forward to seeing 
these vehicles and owners out enjoying 
themselves, hopefully in the sun.

Marlborough  John White
Our branch motorcycle guru, namely 

Trevor Harris, organised in conjunc-
tion with the local police training crew, a 
refresher course for riders interested and got 
a surprisingly large turnout including yours 
truly who at his age probably needed it more 
than most despite having been behind bars 
for around 70 years. Incidentally I mean 
handlebars, not the other kind! Firstly the 
three police experts in attendance gave us 
a lecture on handling methods then put us 
through the hoops riding a tight obstacle 
course repeatedly changing direction and 
in a figure 8 dodging one another. Quite 
stimulating I can tell you. The team then 
provided us with a BBQ lunch, another 
lecture then out onto the local go-cart 

track for practice of differing braking 
methods plus a very testing navigation of 
close packed and very deviously placed 
cones. I did not manage to knock over any 
cones but did have to detour a bit a few 
times until I got my skill back again. At 
the conclusion of our activities, which used 
up most of the day we were all praised for 
our efforts and surprisingly each entrant 
was presented with a gift, mine for being 
the oldest best improved rider. One should 
always remember “You are never too old to 
learn”!

There was the usual mass attendance by 
members attending the six monthly Vehicle 
Testing and WOF generously provided by 
the Blenheim Testing Station.

On 22 September we held a swap meet 
at our Brayshaw Park club grounds the 
turnout for which was a little disappointing. 
On the following day we held a Mega Car 

show which was quite successful and the 
large display of club’s cars and commercial 
sales displays enticed the public in for an 
entertaining day. 

Wednesday evening 26 we held our 
annual Shiny Parts auction organised by 
the motorcycle section with their usual play 
acting making the event quite entertaining 
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Horowhenua Branch: Front entrance pillars to 
clubroom. Photo shows Tom Hayes, chairman of 
the building committee, and Ivan Horn (up top), 
designer and builder, pouring the last column lights 
and tops still to go 

Ron Hebberd as Fred Dagg, then Sylvia Nash 
as Fred’s dog who could not stop lifting her leg 
at every opportunity? Next is Trevor Harris our 
intrepid auctioneer and lastly the auctions records 
keeper Carol Taylor.

Marlborough Branch Swap Meet Brayshaw Park
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and added a few more funds towards our 
goal of improving the clubrooms. 

Nelson  June Campbell
Our branch hosted two rallies in October. 

The first Nelson Classic Commercial Truck 
Rally, organised jointly with the Wakefield 
Transport Museum based at Pigeon Valley, 
took place over the weekend of the 12–14 
October, with visitors welcomed from the 
North and South Islands as well as from 
Australia. 

A big thank you to branch Club Captain, 
Gordon Taylor, for all the hard work he put 
into organising the event in our area.

The Labour Weekend Biennial Rally 
attracted 65 entrants. It was great to see 
John McLachlan (82), Colin Coburn (79), 
and Albie Rountree (83) at the Rally in the 
Veteran 1912 Cadillac. They had driven 
up from Leeston via the Lewis Pass – a test 
run for our 2008 National Veteran Rally. 
The noggin ‘n natter was a BBQ tea on 
Saturday evening and on Sunday in fine 
but windy weather, participants enjoyed 
either a short or a long route and gathered 
at Rabbit Island for lunch and gymkhana. 
An enjoyable prize giving dinner was held 
at Trailways and the overall winners of the 
Rally were Colin and Elaine Peacock from 
West Coast Branch in their Rover 110. The 
local winners and receivers of the Morris 
Trophy were Denis and Helen LeCren in 
their 1929 Austin 12/4 Clifton. 

The Branch is planning a tour to Golden 
Bay after the National South Island Easter 
Rally in Marlborough next year and the 
Veteran Rally Committee is still inviting 
entries for the National Veteran Rally on 
16 and 17 February 2008.

We extend a warm welcome to the 
following new members – John and Mel 

Walker (1925 Delage convertible), Brian 
and Jean Hall (1974 Triumph, 1947 Riley 
and 1948 Morris) and transferring members 
from South Canterbury, Terry and Helen 
Byrne.

Northland   Terry Lambess
August 11 saw six members travelling 

to the Bay of Islands Jazz Festival, stopping 
first at Kawakawa to ride the train and 
listen to the Lex Pistols playing trad jazz 
on the train. We could have ridden that 
train all day….they were hot! On we went 
to Paihia for lunch where we enjoyed street 
jazz, then over to the Village Green to 
enjoy more jazz under a huge marquee, and 
all for free! After this, if you still wanted 
more, the ferry would take you to two more 
venues over at Russell. The Festival, a great 
weekend for jazz fans, takes place over three 
days. We just may consider making this 
event an annual outing on our calendar. 

Sunday 26, a social event was held at the 
clubrooms where members brought along 
old photos/newspaper cuttings/ items of 
memorabilia to share. A real treat that 
took us down Memory Lane and where we 
also welcomed several new members, which 
augers well for the future of our club. 

September 15 was once again our 
annual Swap Meet day…and once again 
took our gatekeepers by surprise when they 
arrived for the advertised 7.30am opening 
and found people had been waiting since 
6.30am! This was certainly one of the best 
meets yet. The kitchen was flat out selling 
our rapidly becoming famous Bacon & Egg 
Burger. Buyers and sellers were happy and 
the spares sheds kept busy as usual. 

Saturday 29 the Night Run started with 
a BBQ tea, followed by the first part of the 
event where we had to complete a short 

story using catchphrases with pictograms 
to give a clue. This was then handed in 
and swapped for instructions for the driving 
section finishing back at the clubrooms for 
coffee and cake. Half a point separated the 
winners, and yes, the Lambess family have 
to set the next Night Run!

North Otago  Kathleen Perry
Our Opening Run was held on Sunday 

26 August. Members met at the clubrooms 
for a potluck lunch before the straight-line 
navigation run to Kakanui and back to the 
clubrooms for afternoon tea. This run was 
organised by Geoff and Cathy Ralls.

Shown at our September clubnight, was 
an interesting video of The Dodge Brothers 
Story, loaned to us by Alister Day of South 
Canterbury Branch. 

Members joined in the Chrysler Weekend 
Sunday run at the end of September. The 
run travelled through Ardgowan, Weston, 
Kia Ora, Kakanui, Kuriheka, and finished 
at the North Otago Vintage Machinery 
Club’s premises at Clark’s Mill at Maheno 
where everyone had the opportunity to see 
through Clark’s Mill and view the Vintage 
Machinery.

An evening trial and a fish and chip tea 
was on offer for the October Club night.

Four members joined the Waimate to 
Naseby over Dansey’s Pass weekend run, 
which was very well organised by Liz and 
John Chynoweth. We all enjoyed a BBQ 
tea with Terry and Ann Buchanan who are 
North Otago Branch members and live at 
Naseby. We then tried our hand at curling.

The exterior of the parts shed had finally 
been finished. Now more time can be spent 
on the inside.

Members’ restorations include a 1956 8 
cwt van owned by John Adamson, a 1935 

Above: 1911 International truck at Founders Park 
during the first Nelson Classic Commercial Truck 
Rally.

Right: Nelson Biennial ‘07, Driver John 
McLachlan, Colin Cokburn & Albie Roundtree. 
Photo Brian Pratt
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Austin Ruby owned by Jerry Wing and 
Gilbert Ellery has had the motor running 
in his 1950 Bedford PC. Maybe we need to 
re-invent our Commercial Rally.

North Shore   Ray Urbahn
 For our September spring tour to 

Tauranga, we were joined by members from 
the Auckland and Wellsford /Warkworth 
branches. After an early start from a 
Papakura meeting place, we travelled 
through the Hunua Gorge and back country 
Waikato roads to the famous fish and chip 
café at Kaiaua for morning tea.

Then on through Paeroa and its 
numerous antique shops to lunch at the 
ruins of the Victoria Gold Battery at 
Waikino in the Karangahake Gorge.

Here we were able to participate in a 
guided tour of the abandoned Kilns, 
Tunnels and Museum. The last stop before 
Tauranga was a visit to the Classic Flyers 
Museum at the Mount Maunganui Airport.

That evening we were hosted by the 
Bay of Plenty branch members at their 
Clubrooms in the city.

The highlight of the return trip on 
Sunday was a visit to a hillclimb event 
organised by Waikato branch members at 
Kairangi near Cambridge.

Congratulations to Paul and Kathy 
Collins for planning this most enjoyable 
weekend, and to Bay of Plenty branch for 
their hospitality.

October run was to view a collection of 
Maserati’s in Auckland. A most enjoyable 
couple of hours were spent looking over 
some twenty or so beautifully restored cars 
which are an absolute credit to their owner. 
Everyone had their favourite with the ladies 
being the most choosey.

Among the branch restorations is a 1925 
Chrysler (Maxwell) roadster owned by 
Brian Cullen.

This car was previously destroyed in a 
shed fire and is now back on the way to 
completion with paint and upholstery left 
to do. Rumour has it that there may be a 
Cadillac in the stable very soon.

Ex chairman Dallas McNeil has recently 
purchased a very nice 1961 XL Falcon to 
join in club activities until his 1935 Packard 
is unveiled.

Otago  Arthur Bennett
Have car will travel. Many members 

have taken the opportunity these past few 
months to attend runs and rallies that 
forecast spring and summer, plus looking 
for bargains and treasures at the swap 
meets. Our own Clubrooms got a paint 
job in the entrance foyer thanks to Bill 
Partel, and the trophy cabinets are back in 
place. Open every Friday night might be 
a thing of the past unless more members 
come along for a Noggin ‘n Natter. The 

Dunvegan motorcycle rally was well 
supported but it was minus the cheery face 
of Reg Almond, well known motorcyclist 
and Morris 8 Sports owner who passed 
away in August. Vauxhall personality Denis 
Johnston is on the hospital visiting list, let’s 
hope for a speedy recovery for Denis. The 
Jackson Peninsula Rally opens 2008 and 
will be quickly followed by the Brighton 
run for Veterans, then our swap meet in 
March which is growing bigger each year. 
So reserve that on your calendar. Those 
hard to get parts and nick-nacks might 
be staring up at you looking for a home 
when they couldn’t be found at Mcleans 
Island. Our intrepid traveller Hec Browett 
has just arrived back after six weeks visiting 
Japan and China. He will no doubt have 
seen many types of Veteran transport, like 
donkey carts.

Rotorua  Doug Green
The month of September was our social 

evening and the theme was Coronation 
Street. Most dressed up for the event and 
enjoyed a delicious evening meal of Betty’s 
hot pot.

To follow we all had a quiz about Coro 
St and the ones who religiously watch the 
programme even had difficulty answering 
some of the questions but we all had a lot of 
fun. The ones who dressed up and paraded 
in front of the rest picked out the best 
male and females. Doreen Green and Cliff 
Wickham were the winners.

Whakatane and Gisborne branches 
invited Rotorua Branch to join them on a 
trip to Opotiki for the silent film festival. 
Fourteen cars turned out to see the movies, 
some of which were filmed in New Zealand 
early last century. They even had an 
ice-cream lady with a tray, just like the old 
days. A great afternoon out and no jaffas 
(the eating sort).

On the Sunday morning ten cars 
ventured out to see some old machinery 
belonging to good friends of mine, Guy 
Nicol and wife Isobel. Guy crops and reaps 
nearly six thousand tons of maize for the 
Kiwi market, mainly stock food each year.

All of Guy’s 
machinery is John 
Deere but he opened up 
four huge sheds lined 
and carpeted, with an 
array of old horse drawn 
machinery dated back to 
1800s and all beautifully 
restored. Nothing goes 
into the shed unrestored. 
It took us four hours to 
get everyone back in the 
cars.

Most of the group 
had a sit in his huge 

combine harvester, three of them plus 
sheds full of agriculture machinery. Then 
down the road to have a look at his maize 
drying plant.

We want to thank Eastern BOP and 
Gisborne for inviting us to join them also 
thanks to Guy and Isobel Nicol.

Fourteen cars set of to Taumuranui for 
the Journey Through Time rally. As usual 
it was just the best company, scenery and 
food, a must for those who want traffic-free 
motoring.

South Canterbury  Bill Weir
Opening Run again involving 

Ashburton, another great turnout. After 
leaving the Clubrooms we headed through 
Timaru, then along back roads of Temuka 
and Geraldine. A mistake in the instruc-
tions saw a few people take a wrong turn. 
Nevertheless, everyone made it safely to the 
morning tea stop at Woodbury Domain, 
where a large contingent of Ashburton cars 
met us.

After morning tea and a look at all the 
cars, we were sent on our way. There were 
two routes which everyone was alternatively 
directed on. A lovely day for a country drive 
saw us zigzagging through Pleasant Valley, 
Hanging Rock, Waitohi and Pleasant Point 
to the lunch stop. This was at John and 
Esmae Kyle’s property on Arowhenua Road. 
We were all invited to look around their 
sheds containing traction engines, Vintage 
cars and other memorabilia. Field Tests 
were held, and at the finish of the day, John 
Kyle took people on the tractor and trailer 
to the Shearers’ Quarters .

Mid week Run in September saw 14 
cars with their occupants gather at the 
clubrooms for a chat and briefing from 
Les and Ros Wenlock at the start of the 
final midweek run for this year. With the 
statement “If you find yourself on shingle 
you are lost” ringing in our ears we were 
sent on a journey through Fairview, Hadlow, 
Taiko, Cave and return via Cannington, 
Pareora Gorge, Holme Station and to 

South Canterbury Branch members and cars.
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Scenic reserve for afternoon Tea. Great day 
was had by all.

Southland  Paul Rodmell
A highly successful first National Moped 

Rally was held on the 20 and 21 October. 
The Talent Quest amused many on the 
Saturday night. On Sunday there were fine 
spells in the inclement weather, allowing 
the rally to proceed through the bush 
suburbs of Otatara out to the fine old stately 
home of Anderson Park, which was the end 
of the timed section.

There was a regrouping at the White 
House hotel where the tail end of the 
Rugby World cup match could be viewed. 
Everyone seemed to enjoy the shingle road 
through West Plains to go back to the 
Clubrooms for lunch. Many also enjoyed 
doing Bert Munro impressions on Oreti 
Beach after lunch. Field tests were held on 
the Teretonga Track where the Southland 
entrants probably cheated the most. The 
organisers were very pleased with the 
contingent who travelled from around the 
South Island, many of whom had travelled 
a long way on their mopeds just to get to 
the rally. The overall winner was Stewart 
Gutsell from Timaru.

Some 30 vehicles took part in the 
Vintage/Post Vintage Rally in glorious 
weather. This very successful rally travelled 
through Central and Western Southland 
to Holt Park Otautau for lunch and Field 
Tests.

There were 11 entries including the 
Club Darracq with its newly reconditioned 
gearbox. Dave McIvor and Ray McCulloch, 
who worked on the gearbox, were the driver 
and navigator respectively, and as well they 
took three other passengers. Two of the 
entries were from Gore and it was nice to 
see four junior navigators participating. The 
rally proceeded on a beautiful Southland 
day from Otatara through Morton Mains 
to the Tussock Creek Reserve where Field 
Tests were held, one of which the juniors 
present found highly amusing.

South Otago 
On the night of the eclipse the August 

club meeting was held, with locals Ray and 
Shelia Larsen demonstrating woodturning 
and bobbin lace making, it was very inter-
esting. Supper was served and the meeting 
ended. In September, the opening run was 
held with 18 cars from the club going to 
Milton to the Butchery Museum and also 
a collection of Dolls, then onto the Milton 
Information Centre and Museum to look 
at the local history. As it was a chilly day, 
afternoon tea was held at the pipe band 
hall. The Dunvegan Run was held with 
four bikes from the club going with Overall 
Winner going to Ian McDonald and the 

Oldest Bike and Rider Combination going 
to Robin Benington. Congratulations to 
you both. At the September meeting, local 
Craig Rutherford spoke of his motor bike 
trips overseas and this was very interesting. 
There has also been a run to the opening of 
the Owaka Museum where 22 cars and one 
bike were on display. It was a good day. The 
Moped Rally was held in Invercargill with 
four South Otago bikes attending. Neville 
King came third in the PWV field test and 
it was an excellent day. Congratulations 
Neville. The Branch offers its sympathy to 
the family of Club Member Lester Cannon 
who passed away recently.

Taupo  Graham Mock
Not everybody was involved in organ-

ising our 40th Jubilee weekend over the past 
few months. We were lucky to have three 
relatively new members prepare three vastly 
different Sunday Runs in recent months. 
Unfortunately, due to lack of adequate 
communication, we had two rallies prepared 
for the same day in August. Commonsense 
prevailed and a good turnout set off on 
Rod and Helen Campbell’s run to Orako 
Korako. The brief was good and to the 
point and the run refreshing in the sense it 
was a subtle brain tease, which kept driver 
and navigator on the alert. Marty Sullivan’s 
run will be kept for a future date.

Following the Saturday Anniversary 
Celebration Luncheon, the Sunday run 
to Rangipo was well organised by our 
newest member Joe Quinn. Club Captain, 
Ray Harwood, describe it thus. About 80 
members and visitors gathered at clubrooms 
ready to set off on our run to Tokaanu 
for lunch in the new Sports Centre by 
the lake shore. After lunch we set off for 
the underground power station at Rangipo 
about 26km away. This station is remotely 
controlled from Tokaanu. On arriving here 
we were split into two groups to be taken 
by bus down the 650 metre-long tunnel 
to the machine hall. This hall houses the 
two 60 MW turbines that 
generate at 11,000 volts. 
The main chamber is 
huge at 230 metres long 
(or two rugby fields) and 
about 30 metres high, all 
carved out of solid rock 
60 odd metres under-
ground. Once down at 
the bottom of the massive 
turbines, running at 426 
rpm, everything seems 
to vibrate and the noise 
is deafening. The water 
that operates the station 
comes from a lake via an 
8.3km tunnel with a fall 
of about 70 metres to the 

turbines. Home, via Motuoapa, to Gary 
Skinner’s place to see his 1956 MkII Ford 
Zephyr convertible, 1977 Pontiac and a 
1973 Mustang beautifully restored. Then on 
to Susan and Joseph Quinn’s place to view 
progress a 1973 Ford Fairmont restoration.

The extension and upgrade to the kitchen 
area of the Clubrooms is progressing and 
should be completed before Christmas. This 
reminds me that we have enjoyed a busy 
and progressive year in the Taupo Branch. 
We wish all Club Members a Happy and 
Blessed Christmas and a safe and trouble 
free Vintage Motoring New Year.

Taranaki  Colin Johnston
Our annual breakfast run attracted 18 

cars along with 46 people who enjoyed 
an early morning rally finishing at the 
Plymouth Hotel.

The 2007 Rubber Duckie Motorcycle 
Rally that was code named The 2 Under 
Rally had 70 odd entries this year and was 
organised by Jim and Beryl Watson. This 
year the overall winner were motorcycle 
identities Wally and Rosalyn Hunt riding 
a 1937 BSA Empire Star. Wally summed up 
the rally by saying it was a very enjoyable 
and challenging rally with many average 
speed changes, many silent checks (some 
very silent), compulsory stops and metal 
sections needing careful negotiation. Two 
fantastic country tunnels on the route was 
why the rally was code named “The 2 
Under Rally”.

Restoration on two vehicles are under 
way in our branch. A 1938 Chrysler which 
has been in Waitara for the last thirty 
years is owned by Steve Lowe. He has had 
the motor reconditioned and the body has 
been undercoated and has to have the base 
coat and final coat to complete. The other 
is a 1939 D9 Dodge sedan that is owned 
by Patick Stieller, it has had five coats of 
paint and just a light sand down with a 
clear finish in British racing green colour 
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Taranaki Branch: Patrick Stieller and Steve Lowe, Taranaki branch 
members with the 1938 Chrysler and the 1939 Dodge currently under 
restoration in Waitara.
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will complete the body. Then the uphol-
stery, brakes and electrical will finish the 
restoration. This car was brought from the 
Farmers Co op brand new in Hawera and 
spent most of its life in Kaponga. Both 
Steve and Patrick have done all of the 
restoration work themselves

Waikato  Peter Spiller
Bonnets In The Back Blocks – Part II 

started on a Friday morning at Pirongia 
with fine weather, 14 cars and 35 people 
eager to see what Jeremy and Barbara 
Brook had planned. The run went around 
Kawhia Harbour to a pretty picnic location, 
then to Marakopa, before heading inland 
via Pomerangai Road to Juno Lodge in 
Waitomo village. This set the stage for a 
weekend of loose metal motoring, cooked 
breakfasts and jollity greatly enjoyed by all.

The branch hill climb at Kairangi 
attracted 22 entries. Although the weather 
was not the best the competition was still 
very keen. Anne Thomson, 1906 Darracq, 
took 41.71 seconds for the kilometre course, 
enough to head off National President Greg 
Terrill, whose Ford Kurtis Special did 41.84 
seconds. 

Motorcycle members had a run in 
October to the home of Hugh Anderson, 
where we heard about his experiences 
on the world’s motorcycle racing circuits 
during the 1960s. Hugh displayed some of 
his memorabilia and his collection of bikes, 
including a nicely prepared Manx Norton.

Another event was the Ladies Rally 
with the theme Boots n’ All. Entrants got 
behind this theme with some really innova-
tive outfits. It would be hard, I should 
think, to drive a car in giant fishing waders 
almost to your neck. Well done, partici-
pants and organisers.

October club-night turned out to be one 
of those times when we needed a bigger 
clubrooms. Wallace McNair and Anne 
Thomson told stories of adventures on the 
Peking to Paris car rally which they had 
recently taken part in. One wonders what it 
would have been like for those people who 
did the same journey 100 years ago.

Our New Year’s Day Run will go to 
the Huntly region to experience some of 
the environmental projects there, whilst 
our motorcycle members will be enjoying 
a railway- themed run in early February 
on their tour to the King Country. Come 
along too if you wish.

Wairarapa   Rosemarie Hickland
With Christmas approaching, members 

will be gearing up to participate in the 
annual street parades. Over winter we 
have had some interesting rallies, attended, 
in some cases, by members from other 
branches. Thank you to those members 

who have organised 
these rallies and made 
them interesting for all. 
Our next rally will be to 
Cross Hills Garden and 
Nursery in Kimbolton, 
and 9 December will be 
our annual Christmas 
Gymkhana and potluck 
dinner. There is a hint 
of hi-jinx at this rally – 
should be good!

Various Members 
have participated in 
other Branch rallies over 
the past few months 
and some attended 
Wellington Branch’s 
50th Anniversary Rally. 
A superbly run event – 
congratulations to the 
organisers! We did not 
disgrace ourselves – Graham and Annette 
Hickling and grandson Wade Gosper won 
equal 1st place in their 1955 Zephyr, with 
Ian Cutler and Margaret Doyle driving a 
1956 Standard 10 third. Wade also won the 
cup for Youngest Navigator. Will and Ruby 
Holmes, driving their 1917 De Dion, won 
the Posh Attire Trophy. Presentation of 
trophies and dinner were held at the newly 
upgraded Petone Workingmen’s Club – a 
wonderful venue! 

Several members have been out scouring 
the shops for appropriate dress styles to 
wear to the Hawke’s Bay Art Deco Rally. 
We wish them well and hope they have a 
wonderful time. 

December 1 and 2 will see the Branch 
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Gold 
Medal Motorcycle Trial and, at time of 
writing, 15 entries have been received from 
as far away as Kaitaia. The rally route will 
have a mix of metal and shingle roads to 
cater for all tastes. Dinner and prize giving 
will be at the Masterton Cosmopolitan 
Club on the Saturday evening. We wish all 
entrants well and hope that the weather is 
good! Best wishes for the festive season and 
drive carefully.

Wanganui  Fay Chamberlain
Despite the inclement weather members 

have been very faithful and willing to 
turn out for working bees, club nights etc. 
Membership continues to grow, another 
very good sign.

The Ashburton AGM saw three of our 
members fly south and return smiling. 
Our delegate, Neil, gave a very thorough 
briefing on the event, in particular, the 
2012 International Vero Rally in which 
Wanganui has a significant part to play.

Our most recent club night was a very 
interesting walk/talk through the chair-

man’s printing premises (HA Print), with 
lots to observe by way of demonstrations, 
plus the inspection of the latest modern 
printing machinery recently installed.

Community wise, the Triumph 
Motorcycle Club had a charity ride through 
Wanganui with funds raised going to the 
Alzheimers Society. The charity auction 
was held at the local clubrooms with lots of 
money raised. 

The club truck proved popular with 
St Marcellin’s school gala, carrying 16-17 
children at each time for many spins around 
the paddock. Next month it is another 
schools turn, and then the local rest home, 
where slight older kids will reminisce on 
the “good old days when…”

Many members attended the Manawatu 
Branch annual swap meet (seriously affected 
by rain and wind). no camera could be 
quick enough to capture five or six people 
chasing a $50 note on a racing circuit! 

Wellington  Elisabeth Smits-Brouwer
The activities of the Wellington branch 

started in early October with the Social 
Country Run with a visit by some 25 
members to the Mainline Steam Museum 
in Paramata. The founder, Ian Welch, 
told the audience about the history of the 
society and about the beautiful locomotives 
and carriages of the museum. Following 
the visit we travelled to Ray and Tasi’s 
home where we had a wonderful afternoon 
tea after which we admired the miniature 
replica steamroller built and operated by 
Ray’s neighbour. 

The main event however was the 50th 
Anniversary Rally held on 3 November. 
The rally started with morning coffee in 
the Dowse Art Gallery in Lower Hutt. The 
participants could choose either the long or 
the short route, both ending up in Upper 
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It is with much sadness that we record the death of Banks 
Peninsula member Robin Wells after a courageous 10 month battle 
with cancer. Robin had been an active member of the VCC since 
1972, regularly attending events and serving the club at both 
Branch and National level. 

He was our Branch Secretary/Treasurer for many years during 
that time when Frank Renwick was our Chairman. Frank 
recognised Robin’s excellent abilities as an administrator and 
enthusiastic willingness to help out.

Frank continued to utilise Robin’s skills during his Presidency 
of the National club. It was during this time that Robin joined 
the editorial comittee for Beaded Wheels, serving through to the 
time of his death and attending his last meeting just a few days 
before he died. Robin also assisted the Registrars Committee with 
accurate recording and sorting out of notes when a complicated 
issue arose. At a branch level he was always the first to volunteer 
to help with marshalling, when it was asked for, and in this 
capacity will be missed.

Robin’s vehicle interests were in Vintage Morris Cowley cars 
and he motored a 1929 tourer for many years. In recent years he 
completed the ground-up restoration of a roadster model in which 
he was able to enjoy some motoring during his final days. He also 
had other interests, being actively involved with the Canterbury 
Children’s Theatre and the Lyttelton Steam Tug Society.

Robin was born in Fairlie where his father was the local GP. 
The family moved to Christchurch when he was a child and he 
continued his education at Christ’s College. Following university 

he trained as a teacher and then went on an extended OE with 
his wife Margaret. On their return he worked as a public servant 
for over 30 years in Child Welfare field (in its many forms), where 
he became a respected case manager. He was a very good listener. 
Robin is survived by his wife Margaret, son Richard, daughters 
Kirstin and Susan and two granchildren. We offer our sincere 
condolences to them all.

 George Calder

OBITUARY

Hutt for a lunch offered by the Upper 
Hutt city. After a speech by the Mayor, Mr 
Wayne Guppy, the 170 cars drove to Lower 
Hutt, thus re-enacting the original rally 
held in 1958, and were welcomed by the 
Mayor of Lower Hutt. That evening a great 
50th anniversary dinner was held in the 
Petone Working Men’s Club after which 
the winners of the rally were announced. 
More details of the rally will be presented 
in a separate article in the Beaded Wheels.

During the next few weeks many more 
activities are planned for the branch, 
including the monthly film evening, 
clubnight, the marshalling by our members 
for the Wellington Christmas Parade, the 
Children’s Christmas Party and the tradi-
tional Boxing Day Picnic.  

Wellsford-Warkworth 
  Rita Jorgensen

There was an excellent turnout for the 
triple combined rally on Sunday 19 August. 
The first section, from Orewa, was plotted 
by the Hibiscus Coast enthusiasts club 

under Grant Scott, 1918 Westcott Tourer, 
and John Stoke, 1930 Whippet Tourer. The 
route gave excellent views of the Orewa 
to Puhoi motorway and viaduct construc-
tion in progress. Section winners: Tom and 
Maureen Belch, 1956 Wolesley, W/W.

The Kaukapakapa to Kaipara Flats 
section was done by the North Shore 
Branch’s Paul Collins – taken over by Tony 
Gillett as Paul was away that weekend. 
This section included silent checks. Section 
winners: 1st – Brian and Vivienne Guest, 
1928 Rugby, W/W. Terry and Diane Boyle, 
Modern, HBC. Dallas and Sue McNeil, 
1961 Falcon, NS.

The final section from Kaipara Flats to 
Puhoi was devised by Leon and Brenda Salt 
of the Wellsford-Warkworth branch. 

Section winners: John and Janice 
Gardiner, 1936 Ford 10, Auckland.

Overall winners: 1st – Dick and Rachel 
Andrews, Metropolitan, NS. Dallas and Sue 
McNeil, 1961 Falcon, NS. The beautifully 
restored 1947 Chev Coupe of Ron and Bev 
Pearce had an outing that day.

A large number of Vintage vehicles lined 
up at the Kauri Museum in Paparoa for their 
Kauri Settlers Day on 15 September. Mike 
Brown was kept busy all day ferrying people 
up and down the road in his 1901 White 
steam car.

 Our Annual Prize Giving Dinner was 
held at the Sandpit Café east of Warkworth. 
Among the trophies handed out were: 
Club person of the Year – Gloria Lawrie 
for her input to the branch and as editor 
of our magazine. Des Waters Trophy for 
Attendance – Martin and Margaret 
Howson. Restoration of the Year Trophy 
– Mike and Lorraine Brown for their 1901 
White car. Hard Luck Trophy – Brian and 
Vivienne Guest for hitching a ride on a 
salvage truck during the Winter Woollies 
Wander in July. Better luck to you all for 
your summer motoring.

Robin Morris Wells 
Banks Peninsula Branch 
10 December 1938 – 5 November 2007

idletorque
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From Hanover St to Hastings
The saga of a Sunbeam 

E a r t h q u a k e  s u r v i v o r  
In the middle of May 1924 Mrs Ellinora 
Scannell and daughter Ruth stepped 
ashore from the steamship „Ruahine‰ 
to begin their visit of Great Britain. - It 
was called ‘going home’ in those days, 
even if you were NZ born and bred  
Partly the trip was about visiting another 
member of the family, her son Penn 
Scannell who was studying law at Oxford 
University, and part motoring holiday.  
Mr David Scannell Snr had left the decision 
of what make of car to buy up to the distaff 
side of the family. The only stipulation 
was that it had to be a 4 seater to replace 
the families ailing 1912 15hp Daimler.  
Ruth and her mother had on arrival, gone 
to a Motor Show and had seen, chosen 
and ordered the car. There‚s no indica-
tion that they realised that they had 
picked a Sports 14/40hp, as Penn was 
never aware that it was any different from 
the standard version. The Sunbeam was 
bought for the princely sum of 680 pounds 
which reflected the difference between 
the export price i.e. less tax and the UK 
domestic market price of 735 pounds for 
the Sports engine model. Painted all over 
Burgundy it was registered XT 9842 in 
readiness for its tour of the home country. 
In the first week of July Penn began his 
Varsity summer break and was dispatched 
solo to pick up the finished car from the 
S.T.D. showrooms in Hanover Square in 
London. This caused some consternation 
as the Penn was rather petite and looked 
a lot younger than his age of 22yrs. His 
self confession that he hadn‚t driven a car 
for 2 years and never in London, further 
confounded the Sales staff‚s impression of 
this Colonial boy. Just then an intrigued 
Mr Coatalen arrived on the show room 
floor and suggested that Penn drive him 
around the Square to see if he really could 
drive the Sunbeam. A brief coaching 
session followed and Penn was sent on 
his way with the Company‚s best wishes. 
Described as a trip of intrepidation ,with 
Penn on tenterhooks as he drove the 14/40 
out of the West End , down Regent St , 
around the Circus and out on to Piccadilly 
Rd ,across of Hyde Park corner, down 
Brompton Rd past Harrods of Knightsbridge 
and left into the Fulham Rd, to the hotel 
in South Kensington. 75 years later he was 
still able to accurately recount this white 
knuckle ride though the London Traffic! 
Penn thought the Sunbeam to be 
a most modern looking car and 
a joy to drive after the cranky 
preWW1Veterans that he was used to, 
 The next day with a big trunk all 
lashed to the back, three members 

of the Scannell family tucked into 
the front seat and began a tour of the 
British Isles. Firstly they went north to 
York and viewed the gothic grandeur of 
Yorkminister Cathedral. This was under 
repair at the time but Penn remembers 
being overwhelmed by its size. Then it was 
up to the Yorkshire Dales and Scotland.  
Roadside stop in Scotland, Mrs 
Ellinora Scannell faces the camera. 
Penn shared the driving with his sister 
Ruth who is seen back on in some photo-
graphs 

The Sunbeam outside a Tin Tabernacle 
(corrugated iron clad Church) location 
unknown, could be Yorkshire or Wales. 
Any ideas of this place would be welcome 
Scotland was followed by a long haul south 
though the Lake District, down to Wales 
to visit their cousins the grim looking 
Summer sisters of South Pembrokeshire

The Sunbeam on tour at Belltower 
Gate, St David’s Cathedral in West Wales. 

.After the holiday Penn returned to 
his studies at Lincolns Inn whilst Ruth 
and her mother continued their motoring 
journey for the next six months. 
 The car was finally shipped home 
with them and was registered in 
Ruth‚s name as the first owner in 
Hastings on the 14th October 1925.  
. 

The Sunbeams original ownership papers 
given to Jacqui by Penn who had kept them 
safely tucked away in his library for 75 years! 
  
Penn finished his law degree in Dec 1925 
returned to New Zealand in January 1926 
and took over driving duties He used 
to make a regular trip over to Turangi 
at least twice a year to go Trout Fishing 
in the Tongariro River. This would 
involve an early morning start of 5.30 
am and a solid back breaking drive 
over the old Napier Taupo Road just to 
arrive at Turangi by the end of the day. 
  
Fortunately in 1995 with help from 
Paul Wignall our research finally put 
us in contact with Penn Scannell who 
was still alive. He remembered the car 
very clearly and was of course delighted 
to be reunited with it years later. Over 
come with emotion Penn would occasion-
ally revert to Legal Latin to express his 
depth of feelings. Penn passed away late in 
1999, aged 97, a wonderful true gentleman. 
 

Back Home: Jacqui and Penn Scannell 
outside the family home with the 14/40  
  
 It‚s no surprise to find that by 1930 the 
diff was giving trouble and its repair 
was outside the skills of the Scannells 
regular mechanic Mr Norton Tanner. 
The job was given to The Farmers Garage 

on the corner of Queen and Market 
St, Hastings and they effected a repair.  
Unfortunately no sooner was the Sunbeam 
back on her wheels with the family, than on 
3rd Feb 1931 the Napier earthquake struck. 
The Scannell family home at 420 King 
Street was rocked almost off it piles and 
all 4 chimney tops crashed down. Fearing 
the after shocks the family spent the next 
3 nights camped out in the Sunbeam‚s 
purpose built garage and huddled 
together sleeping inside her at night. 
 
 Heretuanga St, Hastings 
smoulders after the quake.  
The Scannell home was located 
centre left by the distant trees. 
  
For the next few years the Scannell family 
continued to use the Sunbeam which 
gave sterling service until 1933 when once 
again the diff failed. This time it was fixed 
by Davies and Boyd Motor Engineers of 
Karamu Rd Hastings. Once repaired the 
Sunbeam was traded in with the Tourist 
Motor. Co for the next Scannell car, an 
Austin 10hp .This lead to Mr Scannell 
Snr taking Mr Hislop of T.M.C to court 
because Tourist Motor Co insisted that 
the trade in deal was specifically for a Ford 
and Mr Scannell said the only undertaking 
in the contact was to buy A car. The 
Sunbeam was sold by T.M.C. and quite 
possibly back to Mr Boyd himself. 

The Sunbeam in 1998 outside her own 
purpose built garage at King St, Hastings 
 

From this point on the cars history 
becomes clouded as there was at least one 
similar Sunbeam Roadster in Hastings 
at the same time and it‚s hard to know 
which car people are talking about. By 
1938 the car was reported to be still on a 
local farm belonging to the Boyd Family. 
It was next reported after WW2 in1947 
when it was seen having new brake linings 
fitted at the Don Agencies in Karamu Rd 
Hastings. The owner/ driver with the car 
at this time was an old lady in her 70‚s.  
A decade later and the roadster was 
rediscovered by Colburne Wright lying 
abandoned with black oxidised paint and 
Sankey wheels in the long grass of a local 
orchard. Colburne took fellow Sunbeam 
enthusiasts Peter Maxwell and Malcolm 
Dickens around to look at it, but it was 
almost night time and they had no idea 
where they were! This may or may not 
have been the property of Mr Lindsay 
Lloyd of St Georges Rd, Havelock North, 
who ran a Sunbeam Roadster before WW2.  
Soon after in1958 the car was recovered 
by Merv Hunt and deposited in his at his 
home, 5 George St. Taradale (now 5/3a/3b 
Travis St). This was a half acre section 
with a house and a 2000 square foot shed 
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tions of automobiles open to the public. 
The blurb for the Seal Cove Auto Museum 
claims it to be “the life’s work of a very 
private collector” being one of the “top 
collections of antique automobiles in the 
United States” and that “you will find a 
wide variety of antique autos from an 1899 
De Dion Bouton, to a 1934 Packard, with a 
special emphasis on rare examples from the 
Brass Era (1905-1917).” Well we did not find 
anything because the museum had closed 
for the winter a week before our intended 
visit. The brochure features a superb early 
Stanley Steamer (model C?), an uniden-
tified red raceabout and another photo 
showing an impressive line up of gleaming 
brass. But be there before September 15 or 
you will miss out as we did. 

A little further south the Owls Head 
Museum of Transportation is not a collec-
tion of old cars but is exactly what it 
says, taking the discerning visitor from the 
advent of the wheel, through early bicycles, 
horseless carriages, flying machines to the 
modern jet engine. Of interest to our period 
was a replica of the steam powered veloci-
pede as built by Sylvester Roper in 1868 
and a replica (another) of Carl Benz’s 1885 
machine. Andrew Riker founded the Riker 
Electric Motor Company in 1888, built 
his first electric car in 1884 and in 1901, 
on little more than a couple of planks on 
wheels (the machine on display) completed 
a mile in an unofficial 63 seconds. Electric 
vehicles were further represented by a 1912 
Woods Electric Brougham, while steam 
was represented by yet another 1904 
Stanley Model C Runabout, a 2 cylinder 
6hp Locomobile engine only and a 1903 
Prescott Steam Runabout, built by the 
Prescott Automobile Company of Passiac, 
New Jersey. The history of Stanley has 
previously been covered, but an 1885 
engine built by JW Penny of Mechanics 
Falls, Maine, was claimed to have been 
“made by the same firm that later built 
the Stanley Steam Car Engines”. Does 
this suggest that Penny replaced Mason as 
engine makers for Stanley? Early American 
gas buggies included a 1906 2 cylinder 
12 hp Chicago Motor Buggy made by 
the Black Manufacturing Co of Chicago 
(another replica project for Brian Black?), 
an un-named high wheeler, a 1909 single 
cylinder Cadillac, a 1902 Curved Dash 
Oldsmobile and a 1903 Pierce Stanhope. 
Before the days of Indian and Harley 
Davidson, Americans could convert their 
bicycles to motor power by buying a simple 
Steffey conversion kit. The 1901 example 
featured solid tyres on wooden rims. 

The Ford T exhibit, which demonstrated 
the many ingenious uses those faithful 
work horses were put to, also included 
three of its predecessors, a 1903 Model 
A, a 1907 Model K and a 1907 Model S 
which remained in production until 1909, 
a year after the Model T was born. The 4 
cylinder 24hp 1906 Autocar was a car, not 
a truck as seen before. Unusual for us was a 
4-seater Reo Touring of about 1916 to 1918. 
A weird Scripps Booth Auto-Bi resembling 
an overgrown motorcycle with a 3-seater 
cockpit and jockey wheels for low speed or 
stationary support, powered by a 45 hp V8 
engine and weighing in at 3,200 pounds, 
would have been a handful to manage. 
Costing $25,000 in 1913, I doubt it found 
many buyers. Only slightly more conven-
tional, and aimed at the light car market, 
was the Scripps-Booth 20hp Model C 
of 1916. Very much a cycle-car and not 
built for large people, one would not have 
wished to have ridden on the 1916 Woods 
Mobilette for many miles. From across the 
Atlantic came an 1898 Leon Bollee Tri-car 
in which the passenger arrived at the 
accident first, a single cylinder 8hp De Dion 
Bouton, a large 6 cylinder 1909 Panhard 
Levassor, and a huge 1903 Mercedes 
Simplex Tourer. Willie K Vanderbilt had 
enough spare cash to persuade Renault 
to build a small number of replicas of 
their successful 42hp 4 cylinder Grand Prix 
race car. The blue 1907 Renault-Vanderbilt 
racer on display was nearly as impres-
sive as Ann Thompson’s Darracq racer. 
An early Royal Enfield motorcycle was 
suspended on a distant ledge at the back 
of the restoration shop. The “Magnificent 
Men” were not to be seen but there were 
several examples or replicas of their “Flying 
Machines”. 90 minutes was not enough but 
one was mindful of herself patiently waiting 
in the car.

Apart from a handful of Veteran Ford 
T models in various configurations, a 1907 
Model F Buick, a 1904 Model Q Curved 
Dash Oldsmobile and the engine from 
an earlier Model R, the car collection at 
the Booth Bay Railway Village had some 
different Veteran machinery to wonder at. 
The earliest was a splendid six passenger 
1897 Haynes-Apperson Surrey powered by 
a 2 cylinder engine that drove through a 3 
speed spur gear transmission. Ramblers are 
rare in New Zealand so it was a pleasure 
to see a 1902 example of the Model C that 
vied with Oldsmobile for sales in that year. 
High-wheelers always look primitive despite 
their year of manufacture, yet the 1912 IHC 
Motor Wagon Panel Express in configu-

ration and dimensions was not unlike a 
particular model of one of the Ford, Dodge, 
Chevrolet or GMC light trucks (overgrown 
utes) that are immensely popular in the 
USA. The rarest and probably the most 
impressive was the 1914 Lozier “Light Six” 
36 hp Touring. It was almost as big as the 
Stanley 5 passenger Touring Model 73 of 
1912 that dwarfed its older sister, the 1909 
Model R. The Lozier was paired with an 
1878 Lozier bicycle also on loan from a 
member of the Lozier family. Though not 
a motor vehicle, the 1885 Button Steam 
Pumper horse-drawn fire appliance was 
made by the Button Company, one of 
the foundation companies that eventually 
became American La France.

The Wells Auto Museum at the 
southern end of the Maine coast had its 
origins in 1946 when Glenn Gould was 
given a Stanley Steamer found in the barn 
of an uncle in Vermont. Glenn caught 
the bug and amassed a large collection, 
only part of which is on display at any one 
time. Unfortunately, the museum suffers 
from lack of space so that the cars and the 
large number of coin-operated machines 
are crammed together. Nevertheless one 
can find some more interesting and rare 
brass-era cars. Where else could one see 
five steam cars and a couple of steam 
engines on display at once? Four Stanley 
Steamers ranged between 1904 Model CX, 
a 1907 Model H5, a 1908 Model F to 
a 1909 unidentified model. Mike Brown, 
whose early White steamer has become 
deservedly well known and respected 
this year, would have been delighted to 
study the 1907 Model H White engine. By 
comparison, next to it stood a 1905 Grout 
made by Grout Bros Automobile Co of 
Orange, Massachusetts. It was driven by 
a 2 cylinder double acting 12 hp engine. 
Presumably, the large cylindrical bonnet, 
reminiscent of a mini railway locomotive 
without the smoke stack, housed the boiler. 
The 1902 Thomas carrying a rear-entrance 
tonneau body was displayed as found. 
Made by the Thomas Manufacturing Co 
of Buffalo, New York, this 1 cylinder 8 hp 
was a baby to its famous younger sister, the 
6 cylinder Thomas Flyer that raced around 
the world from New York to Paris in 169 
days in 1908. According to the ticket, the 
Thomas Company was claimed to have 
pioneered the steering column shift (but 
what about the early French cars?) and the 
tilt steering column in the 1902 model. 
Early Wintons from Cleveland, Ohio are 
probably non-existent in New Zealand. 
The 2 cylinder opposed engine of the 1902 

Sounding 
the Brass 
– Part 2
Words Rob Knight
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Early History
This car was originally supplied in the 

U.K. by W. Watson & Co Ltd of Liverpool, 
via their sub-retailer, The Grosvenor Motor 
Co of Chester. It was sold to the Hydraulic 
Engineering Co, also of Chester, for use 
by Capt. A.R. Mangnall, and delivered on 
2/9/1953. The colour was Tudor Grey with 
red coach-lines, and the interior was (and 
still is), trimmed in red Connolly hide, 
beige West of England head-cloth, and 
maroon Wilton carpet. Specified extras 
on the build sheet were ‘’India Super guard 
tubes and a hand operated dipper switch.’’ 
The switch is still there on the dash cap 
rail adjacent to the trafficator switch, 
but the tubes are long gone! Purchase 
price was £2875 plus the extras, 4 gallons 
of petrol@4/6 a gallon, plus purchase 
tax of £1301! (A total of £4451.14.10d )  
This first owner kept the car for 8 years 
until 1/9/61, when it was sold via H.R.Owen 
Ltd, the London dealer, to Leslie Birkett 
Page, of Croxley Green , Hertfordshire. 
After a further 11.5 years ownership, on 
23/02/73,it was sold to Bernard George 
Smith of Thorpe Bay, Essex. Apparently 
Bernard died soon afterwards, and the 
Bentley passed to his son Bernard Smith 
junior, who lived nearby at Shoeburyness. 
(1/9/75), Following this, some time during 
the next two years the car was shipped to 
Halifax Nova Scotia, along with several 
Jaguars, the plan being to provide Bernard 
junior with some initial income from the 
resale of the cars, after his arrival as an 
immigrant from the UK.

The original U.K Registration Book 
(Vehicles Excise Act 1949) gives the 
original registration number as RTU 1, 
later crossed out and substituted with 
206TLG, these latter plates and the book, 
being still with the car. The colour change 
from Tudor Grey to Deep Green is noted 
with a Hertford County Council date 
stamp (possibly 1966).

Canadian History and sojourn to 
Japan

In December of 1977 David Burk of 
Brantford, Ontario, Canada purchased the 
Bentley from Bernard Smith in Halifax, 
over the phone, sight unseen, his recol-
lection being that he paid CDN$10500. 
Considered to be unfit for the drive, the 
car was shipped to Toronto to DRB Motors. 
David began his 27 years of ownership 
by giving the car a very extensive engine 
rebuild. The clutch, exhaust system, shock 
absorbers and engine ancillaries were 
also reconditioned, along with refurbish-
ment of some of the interior woodwork. 
Over CDN$18,000 was spent during 
9 months at DRB in 1978 and 1979 . 

(Receipts with the car). The odometer 
reading was recorded at this time as 
31,000 miles, but there is no record as to 
whether this was 131,000 or in fact even 
231,000 miles. (My conclusion based on 
observations of current wear and tear is 
that the total then was the lower figure.) 
 Late in 1979 David who was returning 
to his position as manager for Revlon 
Cosmetics in Japan, was offered the oppor-
tunity, through a Japanese contact, to ship 
the car, free of charge, on an empty Nissan 
car carrier returning to Japan. The Bentley 
was driven to Wilmington Delaware U. 
S. A. loaded on the top deck of the ship, 
and 3 months later arrived in Yokohama,( 
via the Suez Canal), as deck cargo! 
The car then became the’’ oldest licensed 
Bentley in Japan*’’, but not before it had 
the speedometer recalibrated and marked 
for km/h, and all its running gear joints 
marked with yellow paint to monitor any 
modifications, as was the Japanese practice. 
David then used the car in and around 
Tokyo whilst he lived and worked there. 
In May 1981 the car was shipped back 
to Canada, and in 1985 the body was 
completely stripped to the bare metal. All 
rust was cut out and the screen and front 
wings removed .The car was then refin-
ished with 11 coats of “Brewster Green”. 
New door and boot seals were fitted and 
some body garnish strips replated. The 
L.H. front wing and valance panel, front 
bumper and over rider were replaced. 
(Receipts with the car)

During the 27 years of David Burk’s 
ownership the car motored only 20,000 
miles, with virtually, I was told, none of 
those miles during the Winter months. 
Interestingly its ship board ocean 
travel during the last thirty years, has 
been considerably greater than that! 
My Purchase of the car

In early October 2004, I found the R 
type advertised for sale on a Canadian 
classic car web site, and decided to contact 
David Burk. After the perusal of numerous 
digital photos, many emails, two phone 
conversations, and a condition report 
from local RR & Bentley specialist, Tony 
Curzon of Hyphen Repairs Toronto, we 
eventually agreed that I should purchase 
the car, (again sight unseen!) . Just before 
Christmas 2004, David very reluctantly 
drove the Bentley to Toronto, a two hour 
trip, through snow, salt, and ice. It was 
washed, containerised and then shipped via 
New York to Auckland, and the container 
was then railed to Christchurch, arriving at 
the end of January 2005. I was notified that 
the car had arrived at Jeffs Transport yard, 
Port Hills Rd, and I requested to be present 
when the container was opened. The car 

emerged unscathed and was then subjected 
to a MAF inspection. The underside 
showed evidence of the Toronto trip as salt 
crystals were prominent, however steam 
cleaning removed these and revealed a 
sound body and chassis with minor surface 
rust.(Since treated by me)

Further Details
 

 B522TN has all its original large tools in 
place in the boot, including a large black 
leather strap with chrome buckles used 
to secure the lid when the boot is over-
full of luggage. Unusually for this chassis 
number sequence, the car has it’s small 
tools tray under the drivers seat, rather 
than under the glove box. Although the 
seat and fascia of the tray look original, 
the rubber insert and several of the tools 
are missing, and it may not have been 
factory fitted in this position. The original 
valve radio still receives AM stations 
and all of the instruments and lights, 
and heater and separate demister work. 
The car also has the marvellous 4 speed 
synchromesh ‘’hot knife through butter’’ 
gearbox, with right hand change lever.  
 Skilled re-fettling to the engine, front 
suspension, steering and brakes, was 
carried out on arrival in NZ by Bruce 
Mcilroy Ltd, Ashburton. The original 
rear window blind had new pull cords 
fitted, and the sunroof was retrimmed and 
overhauled . Front door windlaces, and the 
front panel of the drivers seat have also 
been colour matched and replaced. As the 
car’s current caretaker, I am now enjoying 
putting some NZ miles on the odometer 
to join those from the U.K.,(and probably 
Europe), Canada, the USA, and Japan . 
The odometer reading on arrival in NZ 
was 51,100 miles ,and this well travelled 
Bentley will continue to be improved ,with 
priority given to retaining its originality 
and the patina gained over its 53 years.

* This statement from David Burk 
carries the following explanation. “When 
at an antique show in Tokyo, there was a 
mint condition 1926 Bentley.The owner 
asked me how I got a licence as he could’nt 
and had to trailer it to shows. He failed 
because his car had mechanical brakes all 
round whereas the R type had hydraulic 
front brakes. The owner then told me I 
had the oldest licenced Bentley in Japan.’’

MY BENTLEY R-TYPE STANDARD STEEL SALOON , CHASSIS# B522TN ,ENGINE #B461T
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